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FOREWORD
This report is part of a two volume set which describes a
compressible turbulent boundary layer analysis using the turbulent
kinetic energy approach and a computer program that is a modified
version of MABL (Reference i) and includes wall and coolant tempera-
ture calculations. Volume I contains the description of analytical
concepts to obtain the eddy viscosity by solving the turbulent
kinetic energy equation and it shows the result of sample calculations.
Volume II describes the modified computer program to include
the eddy viscosity calculation and serves as a supplement user's
manual to Reference I.
This work was conducted for the George C. Marshall Space
Flight Center, National Aeronautics and Space Administration under the
cooperative agreement between the University of Alabama in Huntsville
and the George C. Marshall Space Flight Center under Modification 7,
NCA 8-68.
The author gratefully acknowledges the supply of data and
helpful discussions with Mr. Klaus W. Gross, and the assistance in
computer programming and checking of Mr. Alfred N. Krebsbach,
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I. INTRODUCTION
This report serves as a supplement to Reference 1. As described in
Volume I of this set, the eddy viscosity is calculated through the
turbulent kinetic energy, in order to include the history of the
flow and the effect of chemical reaction on boundary layer charac-
teristics. Calculations can be performed for two different cooling
concepts; that is, transpiration and regeneratively cooled wall
cases. For the regenerative cooling option, coolant and gas side
wall temperature and coolant bulk temperature in a rocket engine
can be computed along the nozzle axis. Thus, this computer program
is useful in designing coolant flow rate and cooling tube geometry,
including the tube wall thickness as well as in predicting the
effects of boundary layers along the gas side wall on thrust
performances.
Two computer programs were developed; TBLEDY (Turbulent Boundry
Layer Computer Program including Eddy Viscosity Calculations) and
AIREDY (Air Flow Computer Program with mass injection of a mixture
of hydrogen and nitrogen).
Since the main difference of TBLEDY from MABL (Reference 1) is
found in Subroutine EDDY, and the input data for the calculations
are exactly the same as in MABL, only the solution method in
Subroutine EDDY and the description of program output which was
modified will be shown.
The second computer program, AIREDY, was developed for the purpose
of comparing the calculated results with available experimental
data when combustion occur s in the boundary layer due to the mixture
-f-
of hydrogen and nitrogen injection through a porous wall. Because
of the addition of the element, Nitrogen, N, to the elements_ H and
O, the following nine species are considered for the air flow with
combustion: H, H 2, H20, 0, OH, 02 , N, NO, and N2, the last three
species having been added. Therefore, modifications to subroutines
BLKDTA, ELEMTS, EXECUT, H_DE, HPCALC, NL_UT, _DE, PRINT, PR_FiL,
SPCALC, TABLES, TFCBL (Main Routine), TPCALC, and VISCX were
necessary. Common blocks in the remaining subroutines were also
modified.
Subroutine EDDY calculates the turbulent kinetic energy and
the eddy viscosity, and it is the same in both TBLEDY and AIREDY
except for common blocks.
Since detailed descriptions of most of the boundry layer
subroutlnes can be found in Reference i, as well as the definitlon_
of program symbols, only the modifications of the program input
data and the printed outputs are explained.
The sample cases are included to illustrate the use of the program:
one is for the rocket nozzle combustion product flow of hydrogen
and oxygen with transpiration cooling, and the other is for air
flow with combustion due to injection of a mixture of hydrogen and
nitrogen. The listings of computer programs TBLEDY and AIREDY, are




This subroutine stores atomic symbols, weights, and
valences of 105 elements.
Thermal and reactants data are taken from Reference 2. The
assigned enthalpy (ENTH) of each reactant for a correspondin8 temper-
ature (RTEMP) is given in calories per mole in Table VII of Reference 2.
The constants used in the empirical equations for specific
heat, enthalpy, and entropy, as functions of temperature are given in
the form of least squares coefficients as follows:
aI + a2T + a3 T2 + a4T3 + a5 T4C_ S
R
a2 a3 T2 a4 T3 a5 T4 a6
-- = aI +--T + -- + -- +-- + --
RT 2 3 4 5 T
ST" . a11nT + a2T +.a__ 2
R
+ a4T3 +__aST4 + a7
3 4
The seven coefficients above are stored in the array




for the upper temperature interval
for the lower temperature interval
J-l,...7,for the 7 coefficients, aj,
k-1,...150 for the number of species.
TBLEDY considers k-1,2,.., and% , H, H 2, H2_, H_, _H, and _2,
respectlvely, while AIREDY includes an additional three species,
k-7, 8, and 9, N, N_, and N2.
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2. Subroutine EDDY (Common to TBLEDY and AIREDY)
The turb61ent kinetic energy equation to be solved is
(See Volume I) :
_K - 2kpA_W(_u ) I__._I





Assuming that the terms containing molecular viscosities, _, are
negligible, and considering the definition of eddy viscoslty,_, the
above equation is written as
_K _K
= 2 _ 3u _ @ a 3 _3K - 7"pKa/2/A
p u 3s (p v + p'v')





E:.-E:c_ = lr. _ K for P"E_' I _" I > k A _K (4)
_y
At the matching point where c_ and _o coincide, assume that the
following two terms are predominant in Eq. (2),
- al= : o (5)
2 ct°u__)2_'-- 7P Z I A
3y
then the substitution of Eq. (4) into Eq. (5) yields
,i,_^ ,,;
- p (6)
This means that, at the matching point where _i = Co, the prandtl
mixing length, E, and the dissipation length, A could be related by
E= = /2kS\X/= A =
//\ Y / (7)
-4-
8!
If we select k=0.6 and y - 0.36 In the case without mass injection,
then Eq. (7) yields
= 1.048A (8)
That is, the modeling of the dissipation length should be related to
the prandtlmixing length in the vicinity of the wall, where the
matching condition is considered. The polynomial relation of dissi-
pation length is therefore defined in Volume I
A Z )2
_'' _ [0.2050 (Z -0.5860 _z) + o.431o! (9)
In order to nondimenslonallze Eq. (2), the following symbols are
defined in addition to the symbols in Reference i:
E " ¢/_r
K* = K/Ur 2
- A/ L_
(10)
{Note that the definition of the eddy viscosity, e , is different
from that in Reference 1.) Then, Eq. (2) is written as
p,u* B_+ (p*v*G' - p,u, _) aK*
G' 2 ._u* -'}'" C'






el* " IwI/ r (12)
and
%* y k X q p'K* Rer (13)
Rer - PE Ur L/_ r (14)






T2 = p*v*G' - p'u* _ _ Y (16)
we obtain
@K* @K* (@u*.2 @ . 3K*













2 _* FG' (@u*IBy*)2
_FG t ¢*
oF (_*G"/G' + G' _C*/_Y*)
-9







TM4 " BRKT - y TM3 p*/ (_ _ (21)
then Eq. (17) becomes
_*u* _K___*+ T2 _K___*= BRKT + TMI _2K____*+ TM2 _K*
3s* _y, _y,2 _--_
(221
The above equation is written in a finite difference form as
P'u* K* -K* (i , K* -K* )
m+l_n mln + (T2 - TM2) KYm, n + mT_.n+l m+l,n-i
As* 4 Ay*
2 Ay* (23)
Thus, the resulting implicit finite difference equation for the fur-
bulent kinetic energy is written in the following form:
A3(n) K*_+l,n+l + A2(n) K*m+l,n + A1 (n) K_m+l,n_ I -, B(n) (24)
where
A3(n) = T2 - TM2 - TM1
4 Ay* 2Ay--.2 (25)
A2(n) - P'u* + TMI
AS* A6 .2 (26)




p'u* Kml n T2 TM2 *B(n) -- 'rM4 +
AS* 2 KYm, n + TM1 *2 KyYm, n
(28)
Eq. (28) is solved in Subroutine EDDY by calling Subroutine TRIM with
the boundary layer conditions of
K'n. 1 = o and K*n=N_IAX = o









(Where F is the mass flow ratio
y to be input in AIREDY
The dissipation length A is defined as BN:
(29)
defined in Volume I.)
 o,o-o o (30)
The calculation methods of the inner eddy viscosity ei*,
and the turbulent Prandtl number are exactly the same as in Reference i;
Ei* being presently defined as CUV.
The remaining definitions of program variables are shown
below.
--L 8 --
Physlcal Quantity Program Variable
K* CUU
aK*/ ay* CUUYMN
_2K, / _y.2 UUYYMN
.990 or _.995 SDELTA
3. Subroutine ELEMTS (AIREDY)
This subroutine solves two element conservation equations for
hydrogen and nitrogen to obtain the element mass fractions of hydrogen
and nitrogen, _H and _q, respectively, at each mesh point in the
boundary layer. The element mass fraction of oxygen, ao, is then
equal to (1-a H - cqq ) at each mesh point.
The normalized finite difference forms of the element con-
servation equations are the same as in Eq. (24), that is,
A1 a re+l, n-i + A2 urn+l, n + A3 _n+l, n+l " B
The nitrogen element conservation boundary conditions are
at the edge of the boundary layer;
aN - _N e ANEDGE (to be given)




4 "'2 _ 3
the elements, H, N, and _ are defined in the program by IEL - 1, 2,
and 3, respectively.
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4. Subroutine H_DE (AIREDY)
The main modification in the equilibrium subroutines is the
definition of the program variable, _F. In TBLEDY and Reference i,
_F is the weight ratio of oxidizer to fuel. AIREDY defines _F as the
weight ratio of fuel to oxidizer, because the hydrogen element does





The following values are calculated and printed in this




= Friction (Ibf/ft 2)
= Dimensionless friction (_)
= Eddy viscosity (-)








= Turbulent kinetic energy (-)
=Mass flow rate (-)
= Prandtl edd_ viscosity
(ibf sec/ft _)
¢i
u' = u/.uT -u/F_--= Universal velocity














To initiate the calculation in AIREDY, the profiles of the
element mass fractions, 3H, _N and s o are calculated as
aHCY) - _Hw + Calle - aHw) u/Ue
aN(Y) - o.8o [1- %(y)]
and
so (y) = 0.25 _s(Y)
The initial profiles of the turbulent kinetic energy, K*, and the
eddy viscosity, 8_ are assumed to be
K* = 0.00005 Ue 2 [l-(y/ _ )]2 y_ : CUU,
and
_ t_2
e* = k A 0 K f]Jr : EPS
7. Subroutine VISCX (AIREDY)
Thls subroutine was modified to include the species, N,
N_ and N2.
The molecular viscosity, _ I, of the species, N, N_, and
is tabulated as a function of temperature, in the range of T-100
through 5000"K, as in Reference 3.
- 11 -
llI. DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM INPUT
0nly the modifications to Reference 1 are shown below.
i. Both in TBLEDY and AIREDY
[Flags and Options]
IC_L Integer flag, set as follows:
-0 for no regenerative cooling
=i for the case with regenerative cooling and
coolant flowing in the opposite direction to the
combustion product flow.
=2 for the case with regenerative cooling
and coolant flowing in the same direction
as the combustion product flow.
ITHERM Integer flag, set as follows:
=0 for the case that the internal THERM_ data
are used.
=1 STHERM_ namelist is input to Subroutine _DE.
IPCLY
-0 No polynominal coefficient calculation
=I A set of polynominal coefficients for the
corrected wall contour is to be calculated.
- 12 -
The following inputs are necessary, when IC_L = 1 or 2.
For IC_L - O, one may ignore this input data.
[Regenerative Cooling Inputs]
C_EFCL Efficiency of the regenerative cooling (-i)
MASSL Hydrogen Coolant mass flow rate (lhm/sec)
RAMDW Thermal conductivity of the coollng tube wall
(BTU/ft sec. "R)
Number of cooling tubes (-)TUBEN
[Coolant Properties Tables]
ITZTAB Integer: Number of points in temperature versus
C pE, A_, and _E table
TZTAB Coolant temperature table used to obtain CpE ,
_,_, and _&.('R)
CPLTAB Coolant specific heat, Cp £ (BTU/Ib m °R)
RAMTAB Thermal conductivity of coolant, k_ (BTU/ft. sec°R)
ZMYTAB Molecular viscosity of coolant, _ (ibm/ft. sec)






Cross-sectional area of each cooling tube, _, (ft 2)
Wall thickness of cooling tubes, t, (ft)
Assumed coolant temperature, T_° (°R)
-13-
In the case of IC_L - 1 or 2, that is,for regenerative
cooling calculations, the table of wall temperature, TWTAB, is used to
initiate computation. The gas side wall temperature is internally
calculated as TWGCA at each local station. The concept and method of
calculation of regeneratlvely cooled thrust chambers can be found in
Reference 4.
2. TBLEDY
All input data are exactly the same as in Reference i. Since
a strong chemical reaction occurs in the mlddle of boundary layers in
the case with hydrogen injection from the wall, the following constants
to stretch the normal distance to the wall are recommended
GP% = 1000.0 and SN 3 = 2.50
Although the constants, 7 - G_/t% and k = ZK, are printed out,
ignore them. For the constant k has been set equal to 0.6, and
7 " 0.36 + 42.0 F in subroutine EDDY.
3. AIREDY
[Flags and Options]
INJH2 Integer flag, set as follows:
-0 for the case of ideal gas injection. The
free stream is also a perfect gas.
-I for the case of a mixture of hydrogen and





• For the option of IN/H2 = I, IDEAL should be
equal to i, and do not input the data, PRI,
GAMMA, and FM_L_. AFEDGE (=0), AFTRNS, and
AFWALL must be input in this case. (If AFWALL
is not input, the program sets AFWALL = AFTRNS.)
• For the option of INJH2 = 0, IDEAL must also be
equal to 1, and do not input, AFEDGE, AFTRNS,
and AFWALL. PRI, GAMMA, and FH_LWT must be input.
The constant V appeared in the turbulent kinetic
equation. (This input may be replaced by the
relation, y = 0.36 + 42.0F, in subroutine EDDY
as in TBLED¥.)
Since the constant k = ZK has been set equal to 0.60 in subroutine
EDDY, one can ignore this input. The constants, GP_ and SN3, are
recommended to be input as 1000.0 and 2.50, respectively.
- 15 -
IV. DESCRIPTIONOFPROGRAMOUTPUT
Theassumed profiles of the velocity, turbulent kinetic
energy, and EDDY viscosity used to initiate calculations are printed




Mesh point number (wall=l), under the heading, N_;
Velocity;
Turbulent kinetic energy;
EDDY viscosity (Ibf sec/ft 2)
The following additional boundary layer quantities are
printed above the profiles at desired stations:
RTHETA = Re = PeUee Reynolds number based on the
_e momentum thickness
5" P
THL_SS = [(21r r PeUe @ cosec )(1- _-_)]extt
Thrust loss due to boundary layer
effects (Reference 5).
THL#SS is calculated in subroutine
PRINT. Positive value corresponds
to the thrust loss, and negative
vice versa. (Ibf)
For the option of regenerative cooling calculation
(IC%_L = 1 or 2) the following quantities which are mostly calculated




TLO: T_(x i - AXll )
T.LI: T_, (xl)










Assumed coolant temperature in tubes "R
at the next station towards the
injector
Assumed coolant temperature in tubes °R
at the station where cooling parameters
are to be obtained
Assumed coolant temperature _n tubes °R
at the next station towards nozzle exit.
Adiabatic wall temperature °R
Calculated coolant temperature °R
Calculated coolant side wall *R
temperature
(TLCA + TL1)/2.0 "R
Arithmetic average of the assumed and *R
calculated gas side wall temperatures
(TWALL + TWGCA)/2.0
Temperature ratio of the calculated --
coolant side wall temperature to the
coolant temperature
Coolant specific heat











Equivalent diameter of each cooling tube
= 2 (Cross sectional area of each tube/_ )
Thickness of cooling tubes
Heat transfer coefficient of combustion
products
Specific heat transfer rate,hg (Taw-Twl)
Total heat input through the wall into
the coolant between the initial and
present stations based on QWI















Total heat input through the wall into the
coolant between the initial and present
stations based upon SQWI
Heat transfer coefficient of the
coolant fluid
Reynolds number of the coolant flow in
cooling tubes based on the equivalent
tube diameter










Thermal conductivity of coolant
Molecular viscosity of coolant
Stanton number defined as




Four Groups of Profiles are next printed. In Group I, the
EDDY viscosity E (EPS) has a unit of (ibfsec/ft 2) in TBLEDY and AIREDY.
This is the only difference from Reference i. Grouo II shows the
velocity boundary layer thickness, 6, DELTA in inches ( _ = 6.995
in TBLEDY and _ - 6.990 in AIREDY) and the following profiles:
TAU: r
m
Friction: (_ + e) _ ibf/ft 2
T
TAU/(RE*UE2) Normalized friction: ----'-T
0eUe
E
EPS/(EH_ UE DELTA) Normalized EDDY viscosity:
_Je








Group III exhibits the following profiles:
Description
Molecular viscosity of combustion
products
Normalized coordinate (See Ref. 1)
Turbulent kinetic energy nondlm-
ensionallzed by Ue 2







MIXEDDY EDDY viscosity based on the Prandtl
mixing length
UDAG: ut Universal velocity: ut . u/u T = u/(Tw/p) I/2 ---
YDAG: yt Universal distance from wall: ---
yt = py u_/
PRT Turbulent Prandtl Number ---
• Group IV shows the mixture ratio, species mass fraction, molecular
viscosity, and laminar Prandtl number.
Except for the mixture ratio in AIREDY, this group of
profiles is the same as in Reference i. The mixture ratio in AIREDY
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SUBROUTINE ADOPT (|FLAG|
C CHANGES TO SUBROUTINE ADOPT
CAOnPT ADO ANOTHER POINT TO THE BOUNDARY LAYER AND PREPARE FOR










COMMON/TPROP /EPSf2S0t3) ;PRT(2SO*3) oBLET(2SOt3)


































O0 IO0 IELsl oN(L


















rXT[NO RHOV USING 3-POINT OER|VATfVE APPROXIMATION AT EOGEe
RHOV(NY)mRHOV(NYII_(RHOV(NY2"I )-qeeRHOV(NV2)_3eORHOV(NYl))/2e
cALCULATE E AND F AT NYe
E(NY|mRHO(NYeJA)eAGP(NY)eZETAPeYT|L(NY)/Z_TA
F(NY)SBGP(NYI/(TETAeZ_TAeR_Y|NF)
cALCULATE APPROPRIATE SIGMAS F_R PUSH-OOIN STORAGE mT NY - 2t
NY3mNY2-1
GO TO (llOOol200.130Olo |FLAG
cALCULATE SIGMAI F_R MOMENTUM _QUAT|ON,
I100 SlGllllm SMUfMY3,JAI • EPSINY3,JA)
SIGIII)m SMUINY2.JA) • EmSINY2sJ A)
GO TO IqO0
C
C _ALCULATE SIGMA2, _IGMA3o AN_ SIGMAq FOR EmERGY _GUITION.
C







1250 StGq(LI • TM2eIOI._IKoJAI - leO) _ TM3O(RL[TIKoJAI " IoO!
GO T_ IqOO
C
C cALCULATE SIGMAS FOR ELEMENT _QUAT|BN.
C
1300 DO 1350 KsNY3oNY2
LIK-MY3*I
135Q SIGSILI • SMII(KoJAIoRLE(KoJAIIPRf_oJAI_EP_(KoJA) °
BLETIK,JA)IPRTIK,,IA)
Iqo0 WRITE 16t9000) SUBR(IFLAGItI_TAT_tlTER
9000 FORMAT (/qgH POINT WAS kOO[O YO mOUNOAR¥ LAYER IN SUBROUTINE ,A&,












HSUROIHPP(2) tRHO(2) eVNIN(2| eVPLSC_) IMP(2) t















pRESSURES ARE STORED TN PPP(l)e
TEMPERATURES ARE STORED IN TTTII),
_OMPUTE SOUND SPFE_ SONVEL(I),
DO qo IsloNPT
SONVEL(I} • 3.200_OeSQRTIR31qo29R36OeGAMMASIIIeTTTII)IWM(l))















































ATOMIC SYMBOLSt WE|GHTSo AND VALFNC[_ A 16
MODIFIED FOR DUMMY ELEMENTS (q) N C N 0 o (lOl*qlalOS ELEMENTS
A 17
DATA ATAN/2HH oIo_08ol,o2HHEoqeOO3oOoo2HLTt6,gq_olet2HBEo9,fl13o2o t
;2MB t|OoR2OI3ot2Hc tl2eO|leqot2HN e|qoooRtOoe2H_ I|AoOGOI*2oI2MF I k 19
_Iq*000o'Iet2HNEI2_'elR3tO;t2HNAI22og91 o I * o2HNGo2qo320o2, o2MALt26*98 A 20
30o3*t2HSlo2_oqgooqeo?MP o30eq?So_'o?HS o37o066ouet2MCLo]Soq57o-le o A 21
q2HARt39*qqqoooo2_ o39* lOOt I ,o2H_AoqO,O_O|2,o2H_Ciqqe960B],t2HT| eq A 22
_Te9oOeqoo2MV ISOeqSOISo e_MCReS2e_|Oe3oo2MNNtSq;oqOt_o t2_F_e_S.8501 A _3
_3*°2HCO_SBe9qOo2°o2HMloS_°7lOo2ot2HCtlo&3eSqOo2et2'H|Mo6So3_Oo2eo2HG A 2q
?Ao69*720t3oo?HGEt?2*600oqoo2HAStTqkg?oo3*o2HSEtTSo9_Otqe_2HRRB79o9 A 25








_3*B2H_Rtl6?o_TDt_oo2HTMo 168*gqOt_o_HYRo 173oOqOo3o _gHLUt 17q,990o3, A 3q




q6*OOOo2*o2MACo227,OO0o3oo2HT_o232oOOOBqeo?HPAo231,0ffCoS,o2HU o238. A 39
$OOOt6oo2MNPo237eO_OtSoo2NPUt2q2*Ooooqet2HAMe2q3.OOOi3.t?HCMe2qT.O0 A qo
• Oo3otZMR_o2q9oOOOo3.t2HCrtZSleOOOo3.o2M_SoZSq.OOOtU,.ZHrM.ZS3.QOOo A ql
q O*tZHM_o2S6,OOOo_,o
DUMMY _ C N 0


















,qHH2' oqHH20 eqHO oHHOH tqHO2 /t
(OAT_(Io|loOATE(2o|)o I mlo6)/3XJ 9o3H/6So3HJ $o3H/61o3HJ 3o
3H/61o3HJ 6o3H/62o3HJ 3o3H/66t3XJ 9o3N/6S/o((HT(loJ)oBflpJ)o
1 • Ilelo J • Io6)/2_H oloOo2H oOeOo2H eOeOo2H ICeOo2HH o2oOo
2H oOeOo2N oOeOo2H oOeOo2F4N o2eOo2HO o|eOt2H oOeOo2H oOoOo
2HO oleOo2N oOe_o2_ iOeOo?_ oOoOo?HO oleOo2MH o|eOo2H _oOoOo
2H 9OeOe2NO 12e_o2M eOeOo2H oO,Oo2H ;OoO/ofPHAZ(])o ! • Io6)/

































































COMMON /ZCALC/ ZETAOeZETAtZETANtZETAPtZSTARI3)e_SZ(2) eYTETAt
YTZETAt YEOGE
CONMON/WALLBC/TWAt. LtSHWALLtHWALLoSMnWOtSMDWtSMOWN




MOVE FORWARD QUANT|TIES TO BACK QI.IANTITIES,
OUEDSOmDUEDSN
SMDWOsSHnWN
uON(NTUN EQUATION ROUNOARY CONDITIONS,
AT WALL U m 0




INTEGRATE TO OBTAlkt UE AT FORWARD STATION,
UEDGEmUEDGE*OUEDSeOS
cONTINUITY EQUATION BOUNDARY CONDITION,
AT WALL RMOV • MnOTW
CALL LCURV IX_OXtXTARMDtSMDTABtL_DTABtIMDXPo SHOWN)
SMDWNmSMDWN/(RHDR[FeLIREFeZETAN)
SMOWmOeSe(SMDWN_SMDWO)
ENERGY [OUATION _OUNDARY CONDITIONS,
AT WALL N • HW





























J __ , ,, • _.,..mmu_m. ii_ I
SUBROUTINE CONTNU
CCONTNU INTEGRATE CONTINUITY EQUATION
C RHOV PROFILE iT " * I/Z.
C







COMNON/GEOM /RW(2) tORWOX(2) eTHW(2)
COMMON IZCALC/ ZET_OoZETAsZETANtZETAPtZSTAR_3) pDSZ|2)pyZ[Tkt
YTZ(TAeYEOG(
COHMON/WALLBC/TWALL,SHWALL_HWALLoSHOWOtSMOWoSMOWN
COMMON/C_NST /SfNIT,KIN[T,XMBX,OELTA|tSNI ,SN2,SN3t[PSLNI oEPSLN2t
! [PSLN3,CONVRG,D2DY,OqDYoOOYqe







































































IF (COEFfK,loJ)eNE.O.) GO TO 30 A 17
Ir (IUS[(J)oLT.O) GO TO _0 A 18
KKmK A 19
KUl A 20







IF (KKofQ,O) GO TO qo A 28
KBKK A 29
KK80 A 30
IF (J eEQo NS) RETURN
JeJ*l A 32
GO TO 20 A 33
END i 3S-
SUBROUTINE CPSPEC (TMPRtNNPTI
CCPSPFC TNI_ ROUTINE HAS BEEN MODIFIED FROM OnE SUBROUTINE CPXS TO
C CILCULATE Cp FOR EAC u SPECIES (IN CAL/MOL-OEG El ANO CPBAR








q RTENP(IS)tFOX(IS) .OENS(I_t.TLN IMISC/










THF TEST FO_ EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY
IF (COEF(KoItJ)oNF*O.) GO TO 30




















lr (KKo_Qo0) GO TO qo
KmKK
KKOO















FOR EXIT fin PROGRAH-OETECTED FRROR
C
WRITE (6t9000) $NIMEtISTATNttTER








CDU_PTT OUMP NATRIX COEFFICIENTS FOR
C











































CHiNGES TO SUBROUTINE EDDY






COMNON /YTABL(/ YT|Lf2SOItBGP(2SO),BGPPf2SO)tIYTiLP_IYT|LF, /YTABL[/
CYTIL(61 /YTABL(/
COMMON /ZCALC/ ZETAO,ZETA,ZETANtZ(TAP_ZSTARf3)t_SZ(2)oYZETAo /ZCALC/
YTZ(TAeYEOGE /ZCALC/
COMMON/WALLBC/TWALL,SMWALLeMWALLtSMOWOsSNOWtSMOWN
COMMON /EOG(BC/ TEOGFtSHEOG(tMEOGEtUEOGE,PEOGEB.AF£OGE,DUEOSO* /(DGEBC/
DUEOStDUEOSNtOPE_SN /(DGEBC/
COMNON/NORMAL/BLREFIUREFtRHOREF,SMUREF,REVINF




COMMON /(FV(CI ((2SOItr(2SO) /(FVEC/
COMMON t_ATRXI A(2SO,3ItB(2SO) IMATRX/


























DO 100 K•l. NY
laNY*I-_
TMImABS(U(I.JN)'UEOGEIIUEOGE






FIND DELTA CORRESPONDING TO YOELTAo
CALL XNTERP (YDELTAI_ELTAoDUNHYI jIYTILPoYoYTILoNYoCYTILolYTILF)
IYTILFelYTILP
CALCULATE TURBULENT TRANSPORT PROPERT|FS AT fACH MESH POINT,
[PS(IoJN)•Oo





TM_ TEST FOR EQUAL|TY BETWEEN NONoINTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFULo
IF (SHOWq *NEe 0._) GO TO 170
T_3 • TIoZETANOO2/(SMU(IIJNIO(OGP(IIOOERIV)°°3)
TMq • leo _ IIoBOoDPEDSNOSQRT(TH3/RHO(IeJN)$
IF (TMq oLEo OoO| BN • toO













170 TM3 • 11.80eSMOWN/$QRTIRHO(ItJN)IeSQRTITI&ZETANee20SNU(I,JN)/
; (_GP(I)°O(RIVII
TNqsoPEOSN/(SNUIIIJNIeBGPIIleDERfVeSNOWN)
180 00 300 I • 2eNY




19fl BRKT • -T2eYTILIIIeBN/SMUfltJNIoSQRTIRHO(|eJNIepAREN)
CVVII;JN) • _RKT










cALCULATE TUR6UL(NT PRANOTL NUHB(R,
PRTIltJN) • oeqo/0,|qq0efloO " EXPIaRKTII/fl.O e EXP(26eQe
SQRTfPR(| tJNl leRRKT/3qoo) I
! m 2
CALCULATE TEMPORARY QUANTITI((S
UYHN • (U(I_I,JN) - U(leltJNlleO2OY
RHOP • (qHOll_liJN) - RHOIl-loJNIIeOZOY
UUYYHN • ICUU(I*IoJO) - 2eOeCUUfIIJO) • CUU(I-I eJO) )eOOYSQ
CUUYMN • (CUU(I*ItJOI - CUU(I-ItJOIIeO20Y
SNUY • (SHU(I*ltJ_) " qHlJ( i'1 eJNlIeO2OY
ALFA • OelOIZK
T2 • RHOV(IIeSGP(I) - UlltJN)eE(ll
GAMAmOe]60 • q_e_eZ((TANISNOWN/(RHOINYtJNIeU(NY;JN) )
oeoeeooe fllSIPATION LENGTH HOOIFIIEO HAy 9.1973 OOOOoo
SLS • YTIL(II/OIELTA
SLS2 • SLSeSLS
Bq • YTIL(1)e(O.2_SQeSLS2-0.S860eSLS_Oeq310 )
BRKT • _*0 eiEPSIIoJOIIFI|)e_GP(IIeUYHNeI2
THI • FIIIORGPIIIoEPS(IoJOIeALFA
OIERIV • 02DVelEPS(liltJOI - EPS(I-ItJOII
TM2 • FIIIe(IEPSIIoJOIeBGPPIIIIBGP(II • RGPIIIeOERI¥IeALFA
TM3 • IIEPS(|tJOI/(ZKeTleffMOII|JNle0NI)ee3
TMq • flRKT - GAHAeTM_oRHO(! eJNI/IZETANeON|
COEFFICIENT OF CUUIN*IIM*I)
A(I"It3) " oq0YelT2 .. TH21 - 0.SOe0OYSQeTMI
A(I-I e2) • RI.IO( ! oJNleUl I eJNl/nS * OOYSQeT_II
A(I-I,I) • -i(l-l,3l - Ot)YSQeTN!
S(l-ll • THq • RH0(I,JNIeUIItJNI/OSeCUUIIIJOI - O;iOe(T2 - THZIe
I' CUUYHN • OiSOIUUYYNNITHI
I m 1 • I




















|F( CUUfI,JNleLTeC.0! CUU(|IJN) sOeO
(PS(|tJN) • RNeZKeRHO(|oJq)esQRT(ABS(CUU(It3N))leREY| NFeZ[TAN




SHOOTH TH( EDDY VISCOS|TY eeeeeeeee
60 O0 qOO /=3tNY2
(PS(|.JAI " ((PS(|;21JNI*(PS(|'I.JN)*(PS(|oJN) ¢
_PS(I*ItJN)_(PSfI*ZoJN))/_'O





qoo (PS(|IJ N) • (PSII,JA)
6OO





































































































IF (! eLEo NYI) GO TO I00








B(NY2) • B(NY2) " A(NY2t3)eAFEDG_
A(NY2o3|aOe
_OLVE ELEMENT E@UAT|ONS FOR ALPMAI(M_loN) o Nm2t3eee,;NY. !
CALL TRIM (AoALPMA(21JNolELIoBoNY2oNMAX)









C sOLUTION DOES NOT ASYMPTOTICALLY APPROACH COG[ CONDITIONS,

















SUMEL • SUMEL * ALPHA(|tJN,[EL)
























































UYYMN'(U(I÷I oJO)-2eeU(IoJO)_U( I-I .J0))e0DYSO














RIGHT-HAND SIDE (INCLUDING UIMeIoN) TERNS OBTAXNFO FROM MONENTUN
EQUATION)
































SHIA nOoSe(SHill oJO;ISP)+SHI(/ oJNoISP)I
SH|PIAa0oSe(SHI(I+|,JO,ISP)*SHI(I*ItJNI|SP))
SCIMIAnOoSe(SCI(I-T.JOtISP)*SCI(I'ItJNtlSP)_





SUMSP • SUMSP • SHIAeSCIVe(OGPIg)eS|GqY • BGPP(/IeSTGq(2I/BGP(It)













|F (I oLEo NY|) GO TO t00
_OD|FY fIRST AND LAST ENERGY EQUATIONS
AT WALL H • Hw





S(NY2) • B(NY2) - A(NYZt3)eHEDGE
AINY2.31"0.
qOLVE ENERGY EQUATIONS FOR HIN*ItN) t
CALL TR|M (AtH(2tJNItB;NY2oNMAX)










cALCULAT E SH(H_ItN) FROM MfM*loNIo Nmlte;eoNY
DO 300 I=I,NY
SNII.JN) • _II,JN) - UqloJN)eO212.0
pRINT DEBUG FOR THIS ITERATIONt IF REOUESTEDo
IF(KENONP*GT.O)CALL DUMPIT
TEST • ( H(NYIoJN) - _(NY.JN))IN(NYtJN)
IF(ABS(TEST)oLEeEPSLN2)RETURN
_OLUTION DOES NOT ASYMPTOTICALLY APPROACH EDGE






























HSUROoNPP(2) oRqO(2) tVNIN(2) ;VPLS(_) ,_P(21 o
NAME(ISIS) IANUM(ISoS) IPECWT(IS) IEMTH(|S) oFAZ(IS) o
RTENP(ISItFOX( ISII_ENSIISIITLN
/OOUBLE/ Gf20o21)oX(20)






























IF (IC) GO TO 180
TMaALOGfPP/[NN)
IF (,NOTeTP) CALL CPHS
IF (TP ,AND* (CONVG ,ORe ITNUMB ,[Q, |00))
IF (IC) GO TO 630

































NUM_ • I01 - ITNUMB
IF (*HOTeCONVGI GO TO 90
IF (LOGV,ANOoJSOL,EQ,O! GO TO 70
00 60 lmI,L
PtOW(l) m GIIQI,II
IF (*NOTeLOGVI GO TO 90




80 G(IIIQ2) • GII.IIQI)
90 IF (CONVG) IMAT • IMAT - I
ITST•IMAT
CALL MGAUSD
IF (ITST,NE,IMAT) GO TO ISO
IF (*NOT, CONVGI GO TO ZSO
IF (LOGV) GO TO 630
SUM'O.
00 130 J•loL
















































I_ tlCI GO TO 690
IF (ISINGI GO TO 2qo
NTZEROoQ
IBO DO 220 JJIItNS
lr (IUSECJJII 2209_O0_190
THF TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFULe
190 IF IENIJJeNPTIeEQ,O*) GB TO 690
GO TO 210
TH_ TEST FOR EQUALITy BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFULe




































IF (NTZFROeNEo(L-I)) GO TO 6qO






TH_ TEST FOR EQUALITY BFTWEEN NON-INTEGERS H_Y NOT BE _EANINGFULe
IF fEN(JeNPTIeEQe_,I GO TO 2EO
THE TEST FOR EGUALITV BETWEEN NON'INTEGERS NIY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,
IF (AIItJI*EQ,O,) GN TO Z_Q





























• THF TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS N_Y NOT 8[ MEANINGFUL,

































.. 00 330 JuI,NS
IF (IUSE(J)*NE*O) GO TO 330
IF ((ENfJeNPT)eGT,Oo)oANO,OELN(J)oET,SUN) SUNoO_LNfJ)
TNF TEST FOR EQUAL|TY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS M|Y NOT 8E NEANINGFUL,












































































IF (LLNTILI.NE.IEI GO TO q20
CHECK ON REMOVING IONS
00 qOO JU|tNS
• TH_ TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON'INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL*
I_ (A(LoJ)e[Q*O*) GO TO qoo
IF ([N(JtNPT).GT*3*) GO TO q20
qO0 CONTINUE
00 qlO JuIeNS











IF (ITNUNB,EQ,O) GO TO q_O
IF(NUMB,_QoI) GO TO qo
IF (ANOOA*LToI,) GO TO qO
SUHIIENN-SUHN)IENN
IF ($UMtLTeOtJ )UMI-_UM
IF (SUM *GT* ¢RITV I GO TO qO
00 q30 JultNS



























































IF (ITNUNB,NEeO) GO TO qso
WRITE (&tBqO) NPT




CONVERGENCE TESTS ARE SATISFIED, TEST CONOENSED SPECIES,




IF IIUSEIJI*(Q*O*ORelUSEIJ),EQ,'IOO00) GO TO ST_
INCeINC*I
IF (EN(JoNPT)) q6;tqRO,S&O







IF (IUSEfJ),EQ,-IUSEtJ_I)) GO TO q_O
IF IJ*EQeI*OR,IUS(IJI,NE,-IUSE(J-I)) GO TO SqO
KGa-I
JKGuJ*KG
IF IENfJKGtNPT)eLT,O,) GO TO $70
TMELTmTEMPIINC,I )
INPslNC*_G
• THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS NAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,
IF (TNELT,EQ,TENPI1NPt2)) GO TO _IO
TMELTBTEMP(INCI2)
• THF TEST FOR EQUALITy BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MaY NOT 8E MEANINGFUL,






JTH SPECIES A SOLID (ENFOlt (J.KGITH SPECIES A LIQUID ([N IS *l
IF (TT,GT,TMELT) GO TO S6O
TH_ TEST FOR (QUALITy RETWFEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE M(ANINGFUL,
IF (TPeAND,TT,EQ,TMELT) GO TO S6O
IF (TP) GO TO S3O


















































C JTH SPECIES A LIQU|O(EN=O)o (J*KG)TH SPECIES A ROLIn (EN IS *)
C
SIO IF (TT,LT,TNELT) GO TO S60
• THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS H_Y NOT BE NEANINGFUL,
IF iTP*_ND*TT,EQ*THELT) GO TO S&O
Ir (T_) GO TO S3O


















• THF TEST FOR EQUALITy BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS NAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,
sqo IF (YTeLT*TENP(INC,IIeANOoTENP(INCtlI,NEeYL_W) GO TO $60
IF (TTeGTeTE_P(|NC,2_I GO TO S&Q
SUH=O,
DO $50 I=IoL
$50 5U N • SLIM • A(ItJ)eX(I)
DELFoNQIJ)-SIJ)-SUM
IV IOELF*GE*_IZFF,OR,OELF*GE*0*) GO TO S6Q
SIZEF=OELF
JOELFiJ
560 IF |INCeEQ*NC) GO TO 5BO
570 CONTINUE
2• THE TEST FOR EQUALITy BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS HAY NOT BE HEANINGFUL,















IF (IUSEIJ)eEQ*O) 5S=SS'ENLNIJ) "TH
6NO SSUM|HPT) • SSUM(NPT! * SSeEN(JINPTI





































































O O 660 jal* L
SUH • SUN e PROW(J)oX(J)
DLVPTINmTIuo2eeSUN/ENNeXIIQ|)
















7S0 FORMAT (28HOO[RIVAT/VE MATRIX 5|NGULAR )
760 FORNAT (96HOLOW T[HPERATURE I_PLIE$ CONOENSED SPECIES SHOULD NA_E
BEEN INCLUDED ON AN INSERT CARD, RESTART)
FORNAT (16NOS|NGULAR HATH|X)
FORNAT (SHORESTART)
FORMAT (//2XI6SHI30 ITERATIONS .DTD NOT SAYlSFY CONYERGENC[ REQU|R[
;HINTS FOR POINTII3)































C CHANGES TO SURROUTINE [XECUT







































iq E G ! N C A L C U L A T I O N O F _q !_ II S T A T ! O N ,
ISTATN • ISTATN * 1






cHECK IF OEBUG I_ ON,
KNOONPmO
KENONPmO
IF IIOEflUG(II ,L_, O) GO TO 2NO
IF (ISTATN *LT* IOEBUGI2) *OR* ISTATN *GT, IOEBUG(]I) GO TO 2qo
IFI|OEBUGII)eEg,IIKMOOMP_I
IF(IOERUG(II,Eg,2IKENOMe_I






















C [VALUATE WALL AND EDGE CONDITIONS AT FORWARD STATION,
C
CALL BNOCNO
•e THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,
IF(SHDWNeNEe0, IHA_FLGml
_ E G ! N I T E R A T | O N L O O P ,
IIPOATE S_W ANO HW BASED ON LATEST O/F AT WALL,
IF (IDEAL *EQ* O ,AND* ITER *GT* O) CALL HOOD[(3)












UIItJA) • OeSoeIU(ItJO) * UIItJN))












SOLVE ELEMENT EQUATIONS ,OR ALPHAI*
CALL ELEHTS
CALCULATE LAMINA R TRANSPORT AND THERNOOYNAHIC PROPERTIES AT EACH
MESH POINT*
IF'IIDEAL *GT, O) GO TO 3qs
CALL HOOD[ (q|
GO TO 370
























HPOAT[ ZETAN I ZETA o AND ZETAPo
CALL ZIrUNC
cALCULATE TURBULENT TRANSPORT PROPERTIES*
IFILAMNReGTeO)GO TO 380
CALL EDDY
INTEGRATE CONTINUITY EQUATION TO OBTAIN RHOVo
CALL CONTNU
IF ITERATING ON SOLUTION, CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE OR HAXIMuN
ITERATIONS,
IF IHAXlT *LEe O) GO TO SO0
IF (ITER oNE, OI GO TO q20





IF (|TER ,GEt HAXtT) GO TO 500







E N 0 O F"
X • X • OX
S•S_OS
I T E R A T I0N L 0 0 P ,
cALCULATE GROSS BOuNOARY LAYER PARAMETERS,
CALL PA_AMS
cHECK FOR END OF CASE,
IF (X • leOE-6 *GEo XHAX) GO TO 900
pRINT AT THIS STATION IF REQUIRED,
CALL PRINT






















CUU(ItJO! " CUU(t tJN}
CUV(IIJO) • CUV(| IJN)
CVV(t,JO) " CVV(ItJ N)
CWW(IIJO) • CWWfltJ N)
DO SBO IEL'I,NEL













F N D O F S T A T ! @ N













CGFUN c GENERATE ARRAYS OF ¥TILt BGPo AND BGPP VS, NORNALIZED YIBG














iF NO STRETCHING FUNCTION IS SPECIFIEDt SET V • YTIL,












lOG BGPPII) • O*O
GO TO 2S0
NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,
APPLY NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATION TO FIN_ ALPHA CSNI)
FOR STRETCHING FUNCTION*
rIND ALPHA AND BETA WHERE OY/OYT • INPUT VALUE,
AND BETA (SN2I













IFII,GT,IOOICALL DEBUG IIHGFUNC I
GO TO 160







CC nET(RNIN[ YT(DGE, YEDGEo IND flX(O NESH SPACING oT,








¢ _ENERATE ARRAYS OF Y• YTILo BGPo AND 8GPP AT EACH MESH POINT,
¢








200 BGPP(I) • [MIISN3oI(POWER * leOIOBRKToo(POWeR * 2,0) -
8RKTeeIPOWER * I,OIIoE_II(YTEDGEeAR ee2),
C
¢ _RIT[ YTILo Y, BGPI AND BGPP ARRAYS*
C
250 YTIL(I) • 0'0
-e THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEFN NON-INTEGERS NAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL*
IFISN3,EQeO*)GO TO 300
WRITE (6o9000I
















CHOOOE TFCRL - 00[ INTERFACE
C
C TFCBL COMMON BLOCKS
C





















COMMON/N_WIO /APRqF(SO) tYBYNAISO) tLAPROFelAYPtCAYX(_) oAFWALL






! OELN(3OIoA(15o30IoSUB(3Oo31 olUSE(3OliTENPlSOt2 I
COMMON /M|SC/ ENNtSUMNtTToSOoATOq(3tlOSI,LLMT(ISI,BO(iS) t
; BOP(ISt2| ITMITL0WeTMIOtTHIGMtPPtCPSUMIOFt_QRAT o
2 HSUq0IHPP|2) oRM_(21 tVMIN(_) tVPLS(_) tWp(2) t
3 NAME(ISiS) tANUMIISt_)oPECWTf ISl oENTH_IS) ;FAZ(IS) t






















SPECIES HOLECULAR WEIGHTS STORED IN FHWT IN SAH[ ORDER AS THERHO
DATA, NAMELY (I) w (2) H2 (3| H20 f4) 0 IS) OH (61 02
DATA (FHWT(I)_I'It6)II*GOBo2*OI6*IB*QI6Ili*OOOoI7*OOBt$2*OOOI
DATA BJtSG/777,BRDOB,32*IIq/
qRANCH TO APPROPR|ATE LOGIC,
GO TO (IOOO,20UO,3OOOtqOOO)olCALL
ooOoo ICALL • I cOOeD
INITIALIZE ODE STO_AGE AND CALCULATE CONVERSION CONSTANTS FOR
TFCBL - ODE INTERFACE,
lOB0 CALL ODE
NSPeNS
k CONSTANT .... OT CONVERTS A TFCBL QUANTITy TO AN ODE QUANTITY AND
INCLUDES NORMALIZATION FACTORS WqER[ APPL|CABLE, A CONSTANT ---*TO


















eeeee ICALL • 2 *eeoc
_O AN IS[NTROP1C ErPANSION, GIVEN PRESSURE ANO INITIAL T[HPERATURE
AT THE EDGE OF TH E BOUNDARY LAYER, AND CALCULAT_ k H EDGE VELOCITY
TABLE*













































UETAB(IXl • SgRTf2eoeABSIHEOGE - SHEI)

















oboe* |CALL • 3 *oBoe










3010 (NLN(|) • ALOG(_Ni[_I))
GO TO 30qO




3030 ENLN(I) • ALOG(EN(|,|))









C oeooo ICALL • q eeoee
C
C .(RFORH A S(R|_S Or H-P CALCULAT|_NS ACROSS THE BOUNDARY LAYER TO
C ORTJIN THE THERMODYNAN|¢ ANO LAM|NAR TRINSPORT PROP_RT|_S AT EACH
C MESH POINT•
C










qoqo 00 qoSo IsIINS
q0SO ENIItlBUFI • Oel0/NS
TINlIBUrlo38QOe
GO TO qoBo
q060 DO q070 |•IINS
EM(IIIBUF)•SCll IN_jJNolI/FMWT(I)
IFIEN(IIIBUFIoLToleE-61ENflIIRUFI•Io(-6
qO80 MINI|BUr) • SH( |NDejN)eHOT
_HDEXIIBUFIuINO
IF fiND tGEo NY) GO TO q2lO



















DO q30o I • IoNS
SCI(IXIJNoI)SEN(IIIBUFIeFMWT(f)
SHI(IXoJNtl) • NOOUF(IolRUF)/HOT
IF (IX ,LT* NY) GO TO q020






INTERPOLATE FOR SC| ANO SNl ONLY IF ALEWlS OR TLEWIS NOT UNITY,











CNPCAL C PERFORM i SERIES OF [NTHALPY-PRESSUR[ CALCULATIONS*
C
























DO qO IP • IINP

















300 NOBUFII*NPT) • I*98716SOeHO(1)eTT
• THE TEST FOR [QUAL|T¥ RETWE[N NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT
IF (TTeNE*O,) GO TO 20
IF (NPT ,EQ, O) RETURN
20 K•O
• THE TEST FOR EgUALITy BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT
IF (IPeEOeNP*0R*TT*[O*O*| GO TO 30
KmNPT
IF (NPTeNE*I3) GO TO qO
]O CALL ANSWER

































CIGOOF ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THERMOOYNAMIC AN_









IF (ITPHP *LE* O) GO TO 20
T IS GIVEN, CALCULATE SH,
SN • BCPeT
GO TO 30











C CHANGES TO SUBROUTINE ITERAT
CITERAT PREPARE FOR A_ ITERATION TO _OLVE THE DIFFERENCE [QUATIONSe
C OSTAIN AVERAGE PROPERTIES ANn RECALCULATE ITERATED AUXILIARY










COMMON /ZCALC/ ZETAOIZETAoZETANITETAPtZSTARf3) tDSZ(2) IYZCTA I
YTZETAtYEOG[
COMMON/NORMAL/BLREF,UREFoRHOREFpSMUREFIREY|NF


























CUU(I.JAI • O,SO*(CUU(I,JO) + CUUII.JNII
CUViI.JAI • O,SOeICUViloJOI • CUViI.JNI)
CVVlltJl) • O,SOelCVV(ltJO) * CVVII,JNI)



































LINEIR INTERPOLATION ROUTINE WHICH HANDLES gISCONTINUITIES.
(HOOIFIEO VERSION Or SUBROUTINE CURVet
DIMENSION XTAB(NPIsYTAB(NP)
C _EF|NE LINEAR INTFRPOLATION FUNCTION Q
Q(XKMIYKMoXKtYK)eYKM_(X-XKM)e(YK-YKH|/(XK.XKH)
IF (NP eGTe I) GO TO IIO




C LARGE X ENO OF TAR[[




C SHALL X END OF TARLE





q9 |r (IX •LEe NP) GO TO q
IX • NP
GO TO 6
q IF (IX .GT, O) GO TO 6
IX • I
6 IF(X-XTAB(IX)) 9t60,?
TH F TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NONoINTEGERS MIY NOT BE MEANINGFUL.


















































































































THE T[ST FOR [QUALITy BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY
IF ¢A(I,J)*(9*O*) GO TO SO
TERMsA(ItJ)e[NIJtNPT)
DO qo K=IIL
qo GI|IK) • G(IIK) • A(KtJ)eT[RM
GIIolgII'GIIolQII+TERM
GII.IQ2)'G(I,IQ2)*A(T,J|eT[RMI




IF (KMAT,EQeIQ2) GO TO eO













































































































COMPLETE THE RIGHT HANO SIDE
IF (CONVG) GO TO IqO
DO 130 TmltL
X(IIBBO(I)-GII_IQI)
G(|oKMAT) • G(Io_MAT) * X(i)
G(IQIoKMAT)uG(IQIoKMAT)_ENN-SUMN
COMPLETE ENERGY ROW ANO TEMPERATURE COLUMN




































BEGIN ELIMINATION OF NNTM VARIABLE
IUSEI • INAT * I
DO I&O NN • IolNAT
IF (NN oNE• IHAT} GO TO 30
THF TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL•
IF (G(NNeNN) *NED O*ODO) GO TO 120
INAT • IMAT - I
RETURN



















30 DO 60 I • NNolNAT
CoEFx(1) • loDE÷3•
THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON.INTEGERS HAY NOT BE HEANINGFUL,














DO BO J • NNtlHAT




IF (I ,_Oo OI GO TO 210
INDEX I LOCATES FQuATION TO Br USED FOR [LIHINATING TH E NTH
VARIABLE FROM THE REMAINING [gUATIONS






























IV INN .EQ. I) GO TO ItO




DIVIDE NTH ROW BY NTH DIIGONAL ELEHENT ANB ELIMINATE THE NTH









TNr TEST fOR EQUALITy BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS HAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL.
IF (G(NNINN)eEQeOe) GO TO 210
130 G(NNoJt • G(NNIJI/G(NNINN)
IF (K .EQ, tUSEII GO TO 160
DO I_O ! • Ke|MAT
O0 150 JmKtlUSEI
G(ioJI • G(toJ) " G(IoNN)OG(NN.J!
CONTINUE





[r IIMAT *LT* J)


























SUN • SUM + G(Km ||6X(l|
X(K)mG(_mlUS(|)-_U M
KmKoI



















_COMMON /EOGEBC/ TfOGEISHEDGEIHEO_E_UEOGE_PEDGEB;AFE_GEtOUEDSO °
I DUEOSeOUEOSN,OPE_SN
COMMON/CONST /SIN|To_INIT,XNA_IOrLTAI,SNItSN2tSN3eEPSLN! I(PSLN2 t
[PSLN3,CONVRGln2OYeOqOytOOYSQ










EVALUATE COEFFICIENTS OF SYSTEM OF MOMENTUM EQUATIONS (FROM FIRST





































IF (I eLSe NYI I GO TO tO0
MODIFY FIRST AND LAST MONENTtIH EQUATIONS BY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
AT WALL *! • 0




SOLVE NOM[NTUH EQUATIONS FOR U(M*IeN). N•Z,3t...INY-I
CALL TRIM (AtUI2tJNItBcNYZeNNAX)
APPLY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR U(MeIol) ANO U_H*I;NY)
U(IIJN)•O,
U(NYoJN)•UEDG[
pR|NT DEBUG FOR THIS |TERATIONI IF REQUESTED,
IFIKNODNP*GT,OICALL DUMPtT
TEST • I U(NYIeJNI -U(NYoJN)I/U(NYtJN|
IF(ABS(TESTI,LEeEPSLNIJRETURN
_OLUTION DOES NOT ASYMPTOTICALLY IPPROAcH EDGE CONDITIONS*






























































/APROF|SO) tYBYNA(SO| oLAPROFtlAYPtCAYX(6) IAFWALL
/J2_tUEKIRH_K
/INPUT/ RIqt30) t IP_LYt|TH_RqtMT(q,30I tNPROOtNSpEct /INPUT/
PHIZI30) tTI (30)tT2(301 /INPUT/
/AL/ INSTIToEPSLIN /ALl
/COOL/ ALTAB(IOOItCAX(6)_CCX(6)_COEFCLtCPL_CPLTA_I20)t /COOL/
CP_UME_CRX(6) t_THX(61tCTLX(6) tCZXf6) eOELX_A_OIATUBe /COOL/












DATA UNAMEoPNAME/6HUETAB t6HPETAR /



































Ir (ICOOL ,EQ, O) GO TO qO
WRITE (Btl) COEFCLtNASSLtRAMOWtTUBEN
I FORMAT (2RH REGENERATIVE COOLING INPUTS//AXoBHCOEfGL •o_12*OtlOXo
7HMASSL mI_12*BtlOXt7HRAMOW •IFI3*IOtlOX,7HTUBEN qtFIO*3/)
WRITE (6,2) ITZTAR,(leTZTAB(1)tCPLTABIlltRARTABII),ZMYTAB(I)t
I • I,[TZT AB!




3 FORMAT |IHIt20 H COOLANT WALL TABLES//qqXI_HLTWTAB qilq//ISXliHIe
! IIX_SHALTABII2XtBHTHITABti2X,SHTLTA_/)
LINESR S LNSPPG - 8
DO 30 I • IILTWTA_
WRITE (61q) ;,ALTAB(I)tTMITA_f[)tTLTAO(I|
q FORMAT (13XII3ISXelPEI3o7tSXIEI3,TISX,OPFII,q|
LINESR • LINESR - I
IF (LINESR *GT* O ,OR* I *EQ* LTWTAB) GO TO 30
WRITE IBIS)
S FORMAT flHI/I_XtI_ItlIXt_HALTABI|2Xt6MTHItABelZllSHTLTAB/)
LINESR • LNSPPG - S
30 CONTINUE










IF ILNAX ,LE, II GO TO (10





80 WRITE (6t9120I SKTAB(1),XTABSK(1)
GO TO I00








WRITE (&,911O) TWTAB(I) oXTABTW(I)oSHOTAB(I)oXTABHO(()
LINESR-LINESR-I
IF (LMAX oLE* I1 GO TO 210





16Q WRITE (6o912Q) SMOTARII|_XTABMD(1)
GO TO leo







.RITE GEOMETRY AND EDGE TABLES,
210 WRITE (6,9000)



















IF ILNAX *LE* I! GO TO 310
O0 300 I • 2,LMAX
TABVAL-PETAB(1)






260 WRITE (6,91201 TARVALeXTABPEII)
GO TO 200







WnITE EXPERIMENTAL pROFILES, IF INPUT,






IF (LMAX *LEe I1 GO TO UlO





360 WRIT E 16,91201 NPROF(1),YBYNH(I)
GO TO qO0
370 WRIT E (&,91101UPROF(1)eYBYNU(! )
qoo CONTINU_









9010 FORMAT (18H FLAGS ANO OPTIONS//3OXtBMtOEAL • t|2t6X;
t S6HIal FOR PERFECT GASt eO FOR HYGRnGEN-nXYGEN (QUtLISRIUNI/3OXt
2 RHLAMNR • tt2tRX_39Mf81 FOR LAN|NAR FLOW t •0 FOR TURBULENT)/3OKt
3 8HINCOMP• 11216_136M(•| FOR |NC_MPRE_STB_E FLOWt lO FOR t
13HCOMPRESStBLE)I30XtRHJgO • tl2t6Xt21H(8| FOR AXISYMMETRIC t
S 33XGEOMETRY, sO FOR TWO-OIMENSIONAL)/3OX_SHZNTOK • ,1216xt
6 $SM(=I IF INPUT TARLES COH[ FROM TOK OUTPUYt Ig OTH(RWtSE)/3QX,
? 8HICOOL • t|2s6XsSTH(uO NO COOLtNGt l| OPPOS|T£ OIR[CTtONt 82 5AM
RE OIRECT|ON)/3OX,BH|TNERM utI?t6XtSZHfsl FOR STHERNO NAN(LIST |NPU
9T TO ODEt •O OTHERWlSE)/3OXtAHIPOLY lt1216_t77M{ll FOR CALCULATiO
sN OF CO[FF|C|ENTq FOR CQRRECTFO WALL CONTOURt aQ OTNERw|S[)//)
9020 FORMAT (3qH PRORLEM LIMITS ANn INITIAL VALUES//IXt7_SIN|T stFI2e8t
3XtTHX|HIT stFI2.8t3XtkHXHAZ stFl3*St3_oSHOX| •olPEI2*At3Xt
_HOELTA! •tEI2e&o3Xt_H_[TAPI utE!2.6//)
9030 FORMAT I?IH REFERENCE QUANTIT|ES//HXt?H_LREF StlPEiq,TtqXt
! 6HUREF •,ElqeTtq_ISMRM_REF u,Elq*TtqxtsHSM_REF utEIq,7//)
90NO.FORMAT (28H INPUT NORMALITATION FACTORS//_XtTHXN selPEIqoTtqlt
1 7HYN stEIqeTtqxtTHUEN stEJqeTtqXtTHPEN mtElqtTeqX t
? 7HSMON at[lq*7//I
90so_FORMAT (i6H FOG( _UANTIT|ES//qXt?HUEOGE 8tlPElq,7,qltTHP[OG[ at
I elqe7tqXtTHTEOGE •tElq*TtqXtSHAFEDGE stEIq.7//)
9060 FORMAT {IOH CONSTINTS//tX,8HAFTRNS atIPEI2.Rt3X,SHPR| utEl2e6t3Xt
7HGAMMA 81(1206,3XtRHFMOLWT 8,EI2oAe3Xt6HPLAW stE|_e6t3Xt
2 ?NPAM_ stEI206/IXtNHGPO •tEI2e6t3XISMSN3 •;(12,6t3X,
7HXSTAR mlEI2e6t3XtSHAFWALL utEI2e6t3Xt6NUEK moE12,693Xt
q ?HRHOEK 81(12,6//)
9070 FORMIT (30N CONVERGENCE AND EDG[ CRITERIA//qXtTNCORVRGatIP(Iq*Tt
! qxtTNEPSLNImt(lqeTtqXtTN(PSLN2•tEJqe?tqXtTHEPSlN38t[IqeTtqXt
? ?HEPSLINmtElq*7//)
9080 FORMIT (9H COUNT[RS//qXtTHNAXIT mtIqtSXeSHNY! mtiqtSX,SNNLPRNT at
| |qtSxIRHNSPRNT at lqtSxeSX|NSTAT 8*lqtsXt_HlYPR it |qtSXt6N|Y(q st
2 IN/l)
9090 FORMAT (2qH STEPS|ZE CONTROL TABLES/I?SX_?HLDXLIHstIqt39X t
! 7HLSKTABstJq)
9100 FORMAT (15Xt6HOXLIM tlgXt6HXL|M tigxt6HSRTA8 tl9Xt_NXTABSK/)
9110 FORMAT fIPq(2S.?)
9i20 FORMAT (SOXtlP2(2S.7)
9130 FORMAT (I2H WALL TARLES/12SXt7HLTWTABmtlqt3qXt7HLMDTABstIq)
91q0 FORMAT (ISXt6HTWTA6 oIgX.6NXTABTWt19XtRHSMOTABII9XtRHXTABMD/)
91S0 FORMAT (25H GEOMFTRY ANO EDGE TARLESIt2SXIT_LRWTABailqt39X,
I 7HLUETABs*Iq)
9160 FORMAT (2SH GEOMETRY AN• [OG[ TARLES//2SXeTHLRWTASIIIqt39Xt
7HLPETABst|q)
9170 FORMAT (ISXt6HRWTA8 tI9X;6HXTABRWtlgX.A6tI9Xo6NtTABP(/)
91e0 FORMAT (22H EXPERIMENTAL PR_FtLES//2SXtTHLUPROFsDIqt39Xt
?HLMPROFeI|qI
9190 FORMAT (ISXt6NUPRoF tlgXt6HYBYNU tigXt6HHPROF tl9Xt_HYSYNH /)
9200 FORMAT (3HH FXPER|MENTAL PROF|LE_ (CNNT|NUEOI//_SXt?HLAPROFst |q)











ICRPG REFERENCE PRO_RAH (ODE) MOOlFI(_ TO HANDLE EQU|L|BRIUN
CHEMISTRY IN THE TUI_ULENT bOUNDARY LAY(R PROGRAM AND TO
OPERATE IN i SUBROUTINE MODE,
COHMnN /INPUT/ 6(qt30)tlPOLYtITHERNtMT(qt3OItNPROD, _SPECt
PHAZ(30)tTI(3OltT2(30)










HSU_0tHPP(_) IRNO(_I tVMIN(2) tVPLS(_) IWD(_) i
















PRESET VARIABLES TO THEIR INITIAL VALUES.
TLOW • O*O
T • O*O









IF (ITH_RM eN(* O)





CALCULATIONR INVOLVING EOUIVILENCE RATIO CHANGED
CORRESPOND TO DEFICIT|ON USED IN PROGRAM AZ3SQDo
TO
STOIC • ABS(fVPLS(I)_VMt.Nfl))/(VPLS(2)*VH_N(2)))































O0 200 I 8 IoL
200 BO(I ) _ (Wp(l)eBOp(Ztl) * Wpf2)•ROPflo2)ITSU M
TH_ T(_T POR (QUALITY BETWEEN NON-|NTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEAN|NGFUL•
IF ([QRATeEQ,Iel (QRATmI,O0000S A 169
HSUBO • lWP(I)oMPP(I) * WP(2)OHPP(Z))/SUM
WRITE (6o37Q) A 176
WRITE (6o3801 LH,MPPI2),HPP(I)IHqUBO*LVPIVPLS(2)tVPLSfI)oVIoLVHIVM A 177
IINI2IoVMIN(I),V2 A 178
HSUBO • HSUBQ/Io9871650
WRIT( 16o39 O) A |80
WRIT( (6138Q) (LLMT(tIIBLANKIBQPfII2)tBOPfIolIIBO(IIDImllL) A iSl
CALL SEARCH
IQI•L+I A 18S
|r (NC*EQoO) GO TO 2qo A 186
DO 230 JeIoNS A 187
lr (IUSE(J)oEQ,O) GO TO 230 A 188







O0 250 JSlPNS A 210
IF (IUSEfJ)*EQ*'I?OOO) IUSEIJ)80 A 211
(N(Jol)eO, A 212
ENLNfJ)mO* A 213
Ir (|US[(J)eNEoO) GO TO 250 A 21q
(NIJo|) • (NN/(NS - NC)
(NLN(J) • ALOG(ENfJel))






380 FORMAT (IH 2Aqp3(1808/)










CPARAMS CALCULATE GROSS BOUNOARY LAYFR PARAMETERS OF INTEREST,
C







! PETAB(SO0) IXTARPE(SOO) oLP(TABo|PEYPoGmEX(&) o
2 UETAB(SOOY! LUETaBiIUEXPtCUEX(_) o













COMMON/CONST /SINITtX|NIToXMAXtO_LTA| oSNI_SN2tSN3oEPSLN! tEPSLN2o
EPSLN3oCONVRGoO2DYtO_DYeOOYSQ





























































SNTGRL • 5NTGRL * OoSOODSoiSM_NOOZETAOoRWIIIOoj2 D
RWi2)ooJ20)
+ SMDWNeZ[TANe
ACCUMULATE INTEGRALS OVER y USING SiMPsON |NTEGRATIGN,
FIRST EVALUATE INTEGRANOS AT WALL.
I00





OO 70 |ol 0NY
E(||aRHO(IIJNleRGP(1)eZETJPeYTIL(1)/ZETAN
70 Fill • _GP(tIeTN2
OUDYmO2OYO(-U(31JN)_qooUf2eJN)*3ooU(| ejN) )
YGRNO(3to(RHOVI I )oBGP(I )oOUnY,OPFOSNI/F(I!









IF (| oGEo NVl ) GO TO 210
FNULT • FLOAT(q - 20NOOflt2))
OO I00 _ • 1,3
YGRNO(KI • YGRND(_) * FMULToGRNO(K)
I F NYI IS EVENt COMPLETE SINPSON INTEGRATI_No OTHERWISEo INTEGRATE










IF (HODfNYI o7} oGTo O) G_ TO 130
D_ |2_ K • I t3
YGRND(K) • (Y_RN_(KI • qoCeGRNO(K)IenY/3eq
GO Tn I_O
DO 13S K=ID3
Y_RNDIK) • (YGRNn(K| _ GRND(Kt )o_Y/3*O • _oSUeDYeGRND(Kt
rVALUATE |NTEGRANnS AT NY ANn COMPLETE EVALUATIOn! OY
PROPERTIES, (GRN_(I t ANn GR_O(2) ARE Z_RO,|




IF (HOOfNYt_) eL_o O) G_ Tn 170











|r(IXSTARoLTo(Xo_X) )oDRe(XSTARoGToX| }GO TO _ZD
INTFGRAL






























wEAT TRANSFER RATE SQWe
DERIVmO2DYe('SH(3oJN)eqeeSHf20UN)-3ee_H(| oJN))
StJM_PmOe
DO 2qo |SPel tNSP
2q9 SUNSP • SUMSP • SH| (I oJNt |SPteO2OYe(qeoeSc| (21JNt |Sp) . 3.Oe












270 SQNDS " SQWn_ +- (2oOOPlE)eOJ2DeBLREFoo(j2_l)eOoSOe_$e(_QWO,
RW( |)eeJ_O • SQWORW(2)eOJ20)
2On SQWO • SQW
IF (1COOL oEQo O) R_TURN
TTSAVE • TT
CPSAVE • CPSUM





CPSU M • CPSAV[
TT • TTSAVE
C ee ADIABATYC WALL TEMPERATURE TAW (DIG-R) eeee
_TAW • T(NYIJN| • PR(NYoJM|OOfloO/3oO)e0;5Oo(U(NytjNteURFF)ee2,
| (CPSUM_ORJe_G|
C eo RHOR(F ooee (LRFOS_C2/rTq) eeeo
C ee SG GRAVIT|ONAL FORCE (LBMILRFeFT/SEC2| eo_o
AAKK • RHO(NYtJN)eRHOR[reSGeU(NYtJN)eUR_F
C el AAKK eooo (LBM/rT3erT/qEC) oeoo
C oe SQW oeoo (FTOL_r/FT2eS_C) eeee
SOW| • SQW/RJ
C OO 5_W| OOOO ((FTeLBFIFT2oSEC)/(FTeLRF/_TU) • (BTU/IFT2e_[C)))
STANR_ • SQWl/(CPSUMEeAAKKeiTAW . TWA|.L.))
C eo HG eeoc (BTU/fO[G-ReFT2eSEC))















CALL XNTERP (TLI ;CPLoCPPolCXoTZTABoCPLTARo|TZTA_oCCXo|TPOS)







SAI • HLe(I*O + RAMDW/(TNTC_eHG))
SA2 • RAMDW/THICK
TWL • |SAIeTLI * SA2eTAWI/(SAI * SA2)
IF (ABS(TWLG - TW L) ,GT, fl,OiO) GO TO 7
TENPRL • TWL/TL!
TWGCJ • (HGeTAW • RANDW/TH|CKeTWL)/(HG * RAMDW/THI(K)
QW| • HGe(TAW " TWGCA)
SQWDS| • SQWOS/RJ
TAWM • TWALL • SGWi/HG
D_LXBA • (OX • OXI)e_LREF/2,0 '_
COSAL • COS(THW(21)
SST • COEFCLeOELX_AeOW|e(pIEeRWf2)e_LREF)eeJ2D/COSAL
TLCA • (TLI * TL?)/2*O * SST/fCPLeMASSL)
IF (|COOL *Eg, 21 TLCA • (TLO * TLI)/2,O * SST/(CPLeMASSL)
St)MOW| • SUNGW| * SSTe2,0
TWG2 • (TWGCA * TWALL)/2*O





CPHOENX INTERPOLATE VSe Y FOm HlSSlN_ VALUES IN V GIVEN EVERY N-TH







IF INN oLE, II RETURN






I " I + I
J=M I NO I J_NN ,LL I
FIIItVIJI
XIIIBYIJI




INTERPOLATE FOR HISSING ¥=VALU_S,
JLO=2
JHI•JLOCNN-2
qO 00 SO J•JLO,JH!
SO CALL XNTERP IY|JI.V|JI,DERolXP,X.F,LEN,CXolXP)
JLO=JHI÷2
lr (JLO .GEo LLI RETURN








STORF ITEMS IN SUMMARY TARLE FOR THIS
PROFILES iT THIS STATION IF REQUIRED,









S_TAS(SO) oXTARRKISO) tLSKTARt ISKt
2 OX!























































cALCULATE DIMENSIONAL WALL AND EDGE CONDITIONS,
UEBBUiNYoJN)eUREF













































cHECK IF TIME TO WR|TE SUMMARY TABLE RuFrER ON DRUM,
1F((ISTAeLTeNSTAIeANOeILASTeE_*O))GO TO SO
N_TuMINO(ISTAtNSTA)
WRITE (IDRUMI NST,I(SUMARYII tJItJmltNVARIti=I,NSTI
ISTAmO
NRECuNR[C_I
cHECK IF TIME TO PRINTe
IF (ISPRNT ,EQ, NSPRNT) ISPRNT
IF( ILPRNTeEQeNLPRNTIILPRNTsQ
IF IILPRNT ,HE, O) GO TO IO00
• 0
PRODUCE SHORT PRINT OF CONTOUR PROPERTIESI WALL















TMLOSS • (602831RS306oRW(2)oBLREF)eoJ2OoCOS(THW(2)Ie(RHOEBeUERee2 e
I (THETA - BLREFOSNTGRLORHOREFeURE¢/(RMO_BeUEBeRW(2 )eeJ2D))
- (PEDGFR * pAMB)oOLSTAR) /
WR|TE (6pOOqO) UERIBME,DLSTAR,BCF,T(NYtJN) IRHDERIT_TAI_TANtSHEBI
S_t)EBtTAUWeTAUIIPE_GEBtTWALLISQWtoTMETA,TNLO$$1SMOWB
LINFSRsLINESR-6
IF ([COOL ,ME, O) WRITE 16,1) TLO*TWLoCPLtQWI,REYLtTL|tTWL2,
CPSUNEe_UMQWI_PRAHDL,TL2,TWGCAt_IATUB*SQWltRAMOLtTAW*TWG2t
2 TH|CKtSQWDSItZMYULeTLCAe TEMPRLeHGtHLtST*NR[
FORMAT (SOXt3IHR_GENERATIV[ COOLING PARAM_T_RS/SXt6NTLO etr|Ooqt
SXt_MTWL uIFI_eqt_XtOHCPL 8tFI_eIOIS_tOHQWl 8tFl_t6tSXt
? RHREYL mtIPEI_,9/SXt6NTLI noOPFIOeqoSXtOHTLTAR IlF|Ooqt_Xt
3 RNCPSUME 8eFIS*IGtSXtSHSI)MQWl mtFI_e6tSXeSHPRANDL etIP_JS*9/SX°
q 6HTL2 8tOPFIOoqtsXeBHTWGCA 8tFIGeqtsXeSHOIATUB utFISelOeSXt
: RHSQW! ntFISe6,SXeSHRAMDL nplP[ISe91S_D&HTAW o;OPFJOeqeSXP
_HTWTAB 8trlOeqosxe8xYMTCK 8tFISoIOtSX;SMSQNnSI ntFI_o6tS x.
7'_HZMYU_ nIIPEIStO/SXt&MTLCA 8tOPFIQoqlS_eSHT[MPRL o.FlOeqiSXt
R _HHG aoFISoIOtSXoSHNL etF|_e6tSXtBHSTANRE mtiPEISoO/)
IF (tCOOL ,N_o O) LINESR • LINESR - ?
C

















LINEAR • LNSPPG - q
5TO WRITE (&tgO&01 It(AOUT(J) tJmlt8)
LtNESRmL|N[SR-|
















90 FORMATIBH DFLTAutlPFI2.St9H (INCH($))
LINESRuLNSPPG-S
WRITE(6olOOI
100 FORMAT(qH NOot6XtOH TAU o6X,12HTALI/(PEiU(2)olXt












llr(LIN[SRoGT,O) GO Tn 102
WRITEf6tg0B0)
WRITE(6) 100)
LINf. SR • LNSPPG'.q
102 WRITE(6tI03) It(AOUT(J)tJmltq)
!03 FORNAT(IqolPqEI6.7)
L ! NI[SRmL I NESR- i








LINESR • LINESR - !
!'1
SSI BOUT(I) • SHU(IoJN)OSNUREF
BOUT(2) • YTTL(I)/YTIL(NV)
BOUT(3) • CUU(IIJNI/U(NYtJNJOe2
BOUTIq) • RHO( | tJN)I_H0(NYtJNIIU( | oJN)/U(_YtJN)
80UTIS) • CUVIItJN)eSNUREF
Ooooo UfTAU) • UT eooo
UT • SQRT(TAUW/(RHO(I oJNIeRNOREF))
UTT • RNO(I,JN)eRNOR[FeUTt(SNU(IIJNIOSNUR[F)








WRIT((6)9903) It (BOUT(JIt J•I,B )
LINESR • LINESR " I
IFIIoGEoNY) GO TO 601
| IMlNO(|e|yPmtNY)
GO TO S_I
IF(IOEAL,GT,0) GO TO 700

















































LINESR • LNSPRG - q
WRITE (6t9160) |ofAOUT(J)tJ°I=IO 1
LINESR•L|NESR-I




cHECK IF TIME TO WRITE RESTART TARE,
|F|(IRSWR,EQ,O)oORo(iX*I,E-6),LT,XLtN(IOX|IIGO TO 1000
C




YTZETAtYEDGEtR_TPRoSNTGRLoSQWDSt(fU(|oJ) o H(IoJ) t


















(18xt2qHEDGE AND WALL CONDITIONSIqgxt
18HPROFIL[ PARAMETERS)
FORNATI?Xtq_uEB • tlPElqeTt7XtgHBME =,Elqe7olTXtgHDLSTAR •
; [Iq*?t?XtqHgCE • IEIqeT/?XI9HTEOGE • tEIq*?ITIIgHRHOEB • t
? EIq*?II?XI9HTHETA • IEIq,TI?XtqHSTAN • ;E|qeT/Y_IgHSHEB • t
3 EiReTs?XoqHSMUEB • ,EIq,7oI?XIqHTAUW • tEIq,7t?ft9HTAUI • I
q EIR,7/?XIgHPEDGEB • sEll,7oTX,9_TWALL • ,EIq,gelTXe9HSQW • t
- 140 -
[IqeT,?Xt9HRTHETA • ,Elqe7/TX,9MTHLOSS •
6 (Iq*7/!
90S0 FORMAT (sqH NO, YRAR
I 61H M/N( ROIROE
2 IlN T )
9060 FORMAT (|S,IPTEI6,?IOPFll*I)
9070 FORMAT (/IBH NOt IT|RATIONS "t[3)
90_0 FORMAT (IHI)
9lSO FORMAT (SqN NO, Y_AR O/F
; 61WCIM2) CIH20) C(0) C(OHI
IIN PR)
9160 FORMAT (ISt|P2EI6eTtOP6FIIe6tlP[lqeStOPF|I*E)













CPROFTL CALCULATE IN|TIAL DEPENDENT VARIABLE pROFILES FROM KNOWN WALL









COMMON /ZCALC/ Z[TAOjZETAtZETANoZETAPtZSTAR(3)tOSZI2) tYZ(TAt
; YTZETA,YEOG(
COMMON/W4LLBC/TWALLtSHWALLtHWALL*SMOWOtSM_WtSMOW N










COMMON /TPROP / rPS(ZSOt$) tPRT(2SOt3) tBL[T(2SOe3 )
COMMON /OMORI/ CUU(2SOp31,CUV(2SOe3)tCVV(_SOt3);CWh(2S0t3)pGAHAsZK
IF(LUPROF*EQ*O)GO TO S
































YRYNU(|) • YRYNUfl) eTHI
O0 q20 IollL. HPROF
YRYNH( I | • YRYNH(I) OTHI
DO q2S Iml oLAPROF
Y_YNA( I | • YPYNA( I)eTH!
|UYPBO
00 q30 Iml tNY
CALL XNTERPIYTIL(|It UVALtOUMMYIoIUYP°YBYNUtUPROFtLUpROFtCUYXtlUYP)
U(|tJN) • UVALeUEnG E
lrILAPR_F,COoOIG_ TO qqS
IAYP•O
DO qqo I•| eN Y
CALL XNT(RP (YTfL(1)oALPMA(ltJNol)oDUHNYIo IAYP°YBYNAoAPROF°
LAPROFoCAYXoIAYP)
ALPHA(loJNo2} m leo ° ALPHA(loJNol)
lr (INCONP ,GTe 01 _O TO I07
IHYPBO
DO qSO |el oNY
CALL XNTERP(YT|L(|) eHVALoOUHHYItIHYPoYRYNHoHPROFoLHPROFtCHYXo|HYP}
SH(ItJNIBHVALeSHEDGE
H(|oJN) • SH(|oJN} • U(|oJN)ee2/2,O
GO TO 210





DO lO0 l•loN Y
IF IIHI *GT, O) GO TO 30
Ir (YTILII),LT, TH3) GO TO IOO
l_l • I


















IO? 00 I10 ! • I_NY
SH(|oJN)BSNWALL
IIo HIIoJN) • SNWALL * U(|eJNtee?lZoO
GO TO 210
12Q O0 200 ! • IINY
H(|tJNJBNWALL+U(IoJN)IUEOGEe(HEOGE'HWALL)










rALCULATF CONSTANT ALPHA! PROF!LE ACROSS BOUNDARY LAYER,
ALPHA| • ALPH4IE
IF (LAP'OF ,GT, O) GO TO 310
O_ 300 I•IDNY
ALPHAfIeJNolImAFWALL_(AFEOGE'AFWALL)oUIItJN)/UEOGE




RHOV(|) • SM0W * THleYTIL!|!
CALCULATE CUU AND EPS PROFILES
DO I000 I•IpNY
TM2 • YTIL(IItYT|L(NY)
CUUfIoJN) • S*OE'SeUEDGEee2oTM2*(I*O - TM2)i°2
IOOO EPSfI,JN)sREY|NFeZETAOeYTILI!)e(0"2OSeTH2&TH2"OeSB6iTH2_Oeq31Ie



























COMMON /YTABL_/ YTIL(2SO| tBGP(ZSO| oflGPP(ZSO)mlYTILPt IYTILFt
CvTIL(61












10 READ (ITAPE) ISTATN
IrIISTATN-IRSRDIIO,3OtZO
20 WRITE I6o9000I IRSRD
9000 FORMAT t//3?H THERE IS NO RESTART DATA FOR
CALL EXIT
C














REA_ (TTAPE) ISTATNINYIDYoZETEOo?ETAtIETA_tZETAPtZSTAR(|) eDSZ(i) o
YZETAtYTZETAtYEOGEtOSTPRtSNT_RLtSQWDSt ( (U(I IJ) tH( ItJI
oALPHA(I tJoll tALPHAf I tJt21 tSHII tJ) oI=l tNY) oJ=! o3)tIRH
3 OVIIItI=ItNVItIY(IIoYTILIIIoRGP(IItBGPP(II oi=lo NHAX)
REWIND ITAPE



























































20 6QP(JtKI • O*O
L•I
DO qo N • IoNSPEC
IF (NAM_INoI),EQeLANK) _0 TO 160 k 39
WRITE 16o230) (NAME(Nol)gANUN(NII)I I • IoS)oPECWTINIoMOLESo
(NTH(NtoFAZ(N)_RTEMP(NIoFOX(N_eDENS(N_
Km 2 A qq
* THE TEST _OR [QUAL|TY BETWEEN NON. INTEGERS MAY NOT BE _(ANINGFUL,
IF IFOX(N)e(Q,OX) K•I A q5
DO SO JxlolS k q6
SO OATAIJ) • 0.0
RMmO* A q9
00 llO JJaloS A SO
THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE M(ANINGFUL*
IF (ANUMIN;JJIeEO,O,) GO TO 120 A 51
DO 60 J•lolS A $2
NJWJ A S3
IF (LLMTIJI,EQ,O) GO TO 70 A $4
lr (NAMEINIJJ)oEQ,LLMT(JI) GO TO 80 A 55
60 CONTINUE A $6
70 L•NJ A S7
LLNTIJI•NAM[fNeJJ) A S8
80 O0 qO KK • IolOS
TNF TEST FOR EQUALITY EETWEEN NON-INTEGERS NAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,
IF (ATOMfIo_)oEQoANAHE(NtJJ)) GO TO 100 A 60
























BOP(JIKI • OATAtJIePCWT/RH ÷ ROPfJIKI
IF (DENSfN) *LE* 2.0) GO TO qo











160 NREACuN-I A B2
lr IL *NE* 0 ) G_ TO 165
WRITE (6o220)
220 FORMAT (//20Xt87H_RROR IN INPUT NAMES OF REACTANTS. DOES NOT MATCH
; NAME IN ATOM ARRAY AS GIVEN IN RLKOTA//)
R_TURN
16S O0 190 • s 112
TH_ TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS NAY NOT BE HEANINGFUL,
IF IWPIKI,EQeO,) GO TO leo A B5
HPPIK)mNPP(K)/WP|K) A 86
THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,
IF IRNO(_),NE,Oel RHOIKImWPiKI/RHOIK| A R8
Dn I?0 J•ltL A 89
BOp(JIK|BBOPIJIK|/WP(K) A 90
IF IVIJleLT,O,) VMINfKI•VMINIKI*_OPIJ.KIeVIJI A 91
Ir IVtJI,GT*O,I VPLSfR)=VPLS(_)eROPfJ._eV|J) A 92
170 CONTINUE A 93
IF (MOLE_I GO TO 190 A 9q
00 IBO N•I,NREAC A 95
b TMr TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,
IF IFOXIN)*EQ*OX*ANO*K*EQ*2| GO TO I• 0 A 9_
THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MIY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,
IF fFOXfNI,NE,OX,AN_,_,EQ,I) _0 TO 180 A 97
PECWTINImPECWT(N|/WP(K| A 98
180 CONTINUE A 99
190 CONTINUE A !00
DO 200 N=I,NREAC A 102
THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE NEANINGFUL,
IF (DENS(NI*NE,O*| GO TO 200 A I0_
RMOlllmO, A IO _
RETURN
























HSUROtHPP(_| eRHO(2| tVMIN(2) tVPLS(_) tWP(2) e






DO qO NS • leNPROO
00 100 K • Itq
THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL*
1F (BIKtNS) *EQ* _*0) G_ TO I10
00 80 ImltL





I00 A( I INS| • BIKtNS)
I10 IF INS ,EQ* 30) GO TO ISO
IUSEINS}mO





IF (IUSE(NS*I)oEQoOoOReNCeEQet) _0 TO 130
DO 120 IuI*L
t TH_ TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN NONoINTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,









































170 WRITE (6o23OI (DATE(IoJIo_ATE(21JIoSUB(JolII SUBiJoZIoSURIJ°3)°JBI°
RETURN
210 FORMIT (qSHODIHENSIONS IN/SPECES/T00 SHALL TO CONSIDER o3Aq)















CSPCAIC PERFORM A SERIES Or _NTROPY-PR(SSURE CALCULITIONS,
C
COMMON /POINTS/ HSUN(13)tSSUNi131tCPR(13)oDLVTP(13)tD LVpT(13)t
GAHMAS! 13) oP(13| tTIPPP(131 tWH(13) tSONVEL(13| t
2 TTT(13)














cOMMON /;NDX/ cONVGoTPoHPoSPoNOLEStNPoNPTeLoNSoKHATt IHAToIQ! oN¢o
l JSOL.JLIG.IColQ2
¢OHMON/TNODE /TINfl3ItOFIN(I$toH|N(13I

























TH_ TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN
IF ITTeNE*O*) GO TO 20
Ir INPT ,EQ, 01 RETURN
KmO
TH_ TEST FOR EQUALITy 8(TWEEN
IF (IPoEOoNPoORoTTe_QeO*I
KmNPT
IF (NPTaN[.I3) GO TO qQ

























CSTEP 0[TERMINE NEXT STEPSIZ[
C TNE _ORWARO STATInN*
C
















































30 Ir (x ,LT, ETABSKIISKII GO T_ SO










RO |F((X*OX*I.E-6).LTtX_AX)GO TO 90
DX-XMAX-X
DS=DX/CO_ITHWII))
cALCULATf CONTOUR PROPERTIES AT X * DX,
90 CALL XNTERP IX*OX.RWI2ItORWDX(2) tIRWXPtXTABRWtRWTABtLRWTABsCRWX I
; rRWXp)
THWI2)o&TAN(ORWOYf_)|
IF (|COOL eel, O) RETURN
[F (IX * OX * I.OE-6) *LT. XLIHIIDXI) GO TO 31
DXl • DXL|_(|OX)
GO TO 61
31 |_ (X * _X *LT, XTABSKIIS)) GO TO Sl
IS • I_ * l
GO TO 31
SI DXl • _XleSKTAB(IS)
IF IIX * OX * DXl * l.OE_6) *LT. XGI_IIDXI) GO TO AI
DXl = XLIHIIOX) - IX * OX)
BI IF (fX • DX * DXl + l*OE'6) *LT* XRAX! RETURN
OXl • X_AX - IX * DX)




































WRITE |6o90201 ((SUMARY(ToJ) _ J • i tNVAR) f I • | oNST|
RETURN
FORMAT IIHIo26X,13A61
FORMAT 113H STATIONtIIXl2HRWo|OXo3HUEBolOXI3HBMEtBXoSHSMUEB o









CTA_LrS NORMALIZE TARLES AND INITIALIZE TARLE POINTERS fOR _UBROUTXNE
C XNTERPe INIT|ALIZE WALL ANO EDGE CONn|TION_ FOR P[RF(CT







COMMON/XTABLE/RWTAB(SO0| tXTARRW(_O01 tLRWTABoIRWXPtCRWX(6) o
I PET&B(SOOIoXTA_PE(_OOItLPETABtIPEXPt(PEX(6)t























XTABRW(I I • xTARRw(I)eXNORH
IRWXP=O
CALL XNTERP (XtRW|ZItORWOXIZIo|RWXptXTIBR_tRWTAR,LRWTARoCRWX o
IRWXp)
THW(EIsATANIDRWOXfZ))









NORMALIZE STEPSIZ E TABLES INO
00 SO IsloLSKTAB
XTABSKI I ) • XTABS_(1)eXNORH
ISK=I
DO IOO lslILDXLIM




































RACK AND AVERAGE VALUES EQUAL _ORWARO VALUES INITIADLYe
SMOWO'SMOWN
SMOWtSMDWN






_ Y D R O G E N - O X Y G E N
pRESSURE TABLE HAS BEEN IMPUte
ISENTROP1C EXPAN4J IONe
E Q U I L ! B R l U _ ,





cALL HOOD( TO O0 ISENTROPIC EXPANSION AT EDGE OF BOUNDARY LAYER
TO O_TAIN EOGE VELOC!TY TABLE UETABe
(PEOGE AND TEOGE _AVE BEEN |NPUTo)
CALL HOOD((2)












cALL HOODF TO EVALUATE HWALL • SHWALL,
CALL HOODE (3)
GO TO 500
P E R F E C T G A S 0 P T 1 0 N ,




cALL IGOOE W;TH TF_GE AND PEDGE Tn OBTAIN SHEOGE AND HEDGE,
(HEDGE I_ A CONSTANT*|
CALL IGODE (TEDGEtSHEBtPEOGEBtlteMOEBtSMUEBoDUMMYI |
SME_GEISMEB/IUREFeUR_F)
HEDGEISHEDGE*UEOGEeUEOG(/2o
_IVEN A PRESSURE TABLEo GENERATE A VELOCITY TABLFo OR VICE VERSA*












q_n FNORM • UEN/UREF
TNIaGAMMA/(GAMMA-I,)
PTOT • PEDGEBe(SHEDGE/HEOGElee(-TMI)











_VALUATE PEDGEBo OPEDSNo AND UEDGF FROM TABLES G_NERATED,
CALL XNTERP (XoUEDGEoDUMMYioIUEXPoNTABPEo_ETABoLUETABoCUEX_IUEXP)



























FORM4T |2SH VELOCITY TABLE _ENERATED//SX,t3HEDGE
(BEIS,611
WRITE 16o9020) (XTABPE(|ItImlILU_T ABI
FORMAT IISXDIqHAXIAL DISTANCE//(BEIS*6)I
V(LOCITY//
rISING UETAB VERSUS XTABPE0 GENERATE A TABLE OF LINEER OUEDX VERSUS



































TRANSPIRATION AND FILM CO_LING _OUNDARY LAYFR PROGRAM
IN|TTALIZATTfl_ AND CONTROL RnLITINE
CHANG_ TO TFCBL



















COMMON/GEOM /RW(2) tnRW_X(2| tTHW(2)





























































































O|MENSION CP|TAR(SOOIoPITAB(_OO) eROITABfSOO)tT|TAB(SO0) tVITABfSOO)
tXAf ISOo) oXITAS(SOOIoYA(ISOO)_Y1TAB(5_O) t_MTAR(SO0)








































































































IF RWt X. ANO PE TABLES ARE INPUT FROM TDK, READ TDKINP NAMELIST,




16 XTABPEIII • XTARRW(I)
DO IA J•ltS
DO |B I•11NMAX
SNI I I el tJl•O*
IR SxIII.2.J) • O*O
pRINT TF£RL INPUT DATA,
2O CALL NLOUT
QEAD EQUILIBRIUM CwEMISTRV DATA AND INITIALIZE STORAGE IN ODE,
(PROGRAM PRESENTLY HANDLES HVOROGEN-_XV_EN SYSTEM ONLY,I
IFIIOEAL.EgeOICALL HOODE Ill
sET CONSTANTS BASED ON INPUT,
NELI•NEL-I
















?NITIALI2E Xt St A_D 2(TXe
CHECK |_ THIS CASE iS RESTARTFn FROM A PREVIOUS CASLe
R_INITIALIZE TABLES AND SKIP 4PPRnPRTAT_ IN|TIAL|Z_TIONe





00 ?l& I • I INY
U( I tJ)•U( I tJN)














TF U oR SH PROFILES WERE INPUT* DETERNINE 2ETAO rROR U PROFILE












2q0 DO 2q5 K • ItLHPROF
luLHPROr*I-K
TMlaABSIIHPROFI I)-HPROF|LHPROrII/HPROFILHPROFI)




















SET INITIAL ALPHAW FOR T-P EQUILIBRIUM CALCULATION,
AFWALLsAPROF(I)
SET UP TARLES AND 7NITIALIZ( X.DEPERDENT WALL AND [BG[ CONDIT|ONSe
CALL TARLES
XHAXmAMINI(XMAXtXLIM(LDXLIH)eXTA_SKILSKTAR))




cALCULATE INITTAL ZETAP IF NOT INPUT,
23 REYL • RHOEBeUEDGEeUREFe_LREF/SNUEi






3_ ZSTAR(I) • ZETAO - DSeZETAP
DSZ(I)IDS











AI • U( | ,JN)/U(NY,UN)
A_ • CUUIltJNI/UIMYIJN)II2
A_ • EPS(! IJN)ISMUREF




CALCULATE LAMINAR TRANSPOAT AND TNERMOOYNAMIC PROPERTIES AT EACH
MESN POINT, (BLE CONSTAMT F_R NflW)
















pRESET QUANTITIES WHICH ARE COFISTANT FOR IDEAL GAS OPTION,








SMU( IoJNI • SMUR/_HUREF
nRESET TURBULENT QUANTITIES,
8t'1





CALCULATE TURBULENT TRANSPORT PROPERTIES AT EACH MESH POINT.
IF ( LAMNReEQo 0 I GO TO BI
DO 82 I•ltXY
_2 EPS(IoJN| • 0.0
GO TO B3
el CALL EDdY
rOVE FORWARD TO RACK VALUES,
B3 DO 120 I • ltNY
RH0(ImJOI•RHO(I,JN)
SMU(ImJOI'SHU(ioJN)
PR(I IjOIBPR( ! oJN |
BLE( ImBLE(ItJN)
COUld' 0oJOI • CUU(|oJNI
CUVIImJOI • CUVII.JNI

















CALCULATE GROSS BOUNDARY LAYER PARAMETERs AT S • S|NIT,
tF(IRSRO,GT.O)RHO(NYeJA)oRHO(NyeJN)
CALL PAmAMS





HAVING COMPLETED ALL IN|T|ALIZATION, SOLVE THE BOUNDARY LAYER FROM
X • XINIT TO X • XMAX,
CALL EXECUT
|FIRSTAR,GT,O.)WRITE 16,9800) RSYPR
9800 FORMAT (////q2H THROAT RAN|US CORRECTED FOR OISPLAC[HENT e
IIMTNICKNFSS •,lPEIq,T)
WRITE (6,330)
330 FORMAT (///2TX,?SMTARL( OF CORRECTED CONTOUR POINTS NORqALIZED AND
! O|MENS_ONAL AND OELTA STAR///IYX,|qHx (NORMALIZED)ilIX .





00 300 K • I.NR[C
READ (I_RUMI NST.((SUMARYI|eJ) . J • I,NVARIe l • I,NSTI
O0 300 L • I,NST
XCCP • SUMARY(L_2OI/RSTPR
YCCP • SUNARYIL,IOI/RSTPR
|F (SUMARYIL,20) .LT, XSTIR) GO TO 310
MAP • NAP * I
XA(HAPI • XCCP
YA(HAP) • YCC p
310 N • N * I
300 WRITE (6.3q0) MtXCCPeYCCP_SU_ARY(LISI,SUMARY(Le20),SUMARY(LelO)
3qO FORMAT (IE.IX,IPSE2S*R)
THF TEST FOR EQUALITY RETWEEN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL,
IFIRHOE_,E@.O, IRHOEK'RHOrNY,J_)eRHOREF






WRITE l&.990Q) THI. OSS
9900 FORMAT IIIIIINH T_RUST LOSS =.lPElq,?)





SUBRDtlT I NE TPCALC







































200 BO(II • (WPII)eROPIltll
CALL [QLRRN
T • TT
THE TEST FOR EQUALITY BETWEEN

































ROUT|NE TO CALCULATE VISCOSITY ANO PRANDTL NUMBER FOR
HYOROGEN-OXYGFN SYSTEM fROM MIXTURE FORMULAte TMl_ SUBROUTINE
REPLACES ODE SUBROUTINE VISCX,
VISCOSITIES ILRMIFT-SEC) STORED IN VISCE(1).
PRANDTL NUMBER STnREO IN mR(l_o
COMMON /INDXl CONVGeTPtMPtSPIMOLES;NP,NPTtLeNS.KHATiIMATtlQI .NCs
I JSOL.JLIQtlCtlQ2












COMMON/CPI /CPl f30) tCpBAR
_DIMENSION [KOI6I,FMU(6)tFMWT(6),PHII6o6ItSMUH(SDI.SMUH2(SO) e
I SMUH20(50)tSMUN(SOI.SMUOM(SOI.SMUO2(SO)oTTAB(SO)
SPECIES MOLECULAR WEIGHTS STORED IN _MWT IN SAME ORDER AS THERMO
















(TTAB(1) tSMUH(I)tS_UH2(|) oSMLIH2nf |)tSHUO(I)tSMUOH(f )tSMU02(|)
tl • |riO)/
IOOee 3qt3[e6e 37*8['6t qoeO_'bt 70t0[-6) 7R*1£'61 76t6['6o
200*P S6.9106. 66*6_°6* 77ol_'6P13_ll_'6tJq_e2['6t|u7°gE'61

































































































cALCULATf VISCOSITY ENUBAR (IN POISES). CONDUCTIVITY EKORAR,





















EKD(III • EMU(IItO(l*327_OeCPI(ll) * O,8S&96q906ZglVM_T(II))
EKDBAR • EKOBAR * EKO(II I/TM2
sTORE ANSWERS*
VISC[( I|=EMURAROO,06722





SUOROUT|NE XNTERP IXtYtYPt |XlNoXARtYARt |ARtcARtIPOS)





IF (|X oGEe TAR)
[F (IX_AX2 ,GT, O)




















20 IF (X eGEe xARIIX)) GO TO 2S
IX • IX " I
IFI IX) 22t2_120
22 WRITE (&t23) X)XAR| I ) IIARtXAR(JAR) t|Xe |XMAXtYARf i ) •TAR* YAR| |AN)
2_ FORMAT (//lXe27HXNTERP OUT Or RANGE•e• X 8elP(lSeSt3Xe6HX(l) •e
EISeRo3Xt2Hx/tl3o3H) etEtSeB/23XtqH|X •tI3t3Xt?H[XMAX 8pJ3t3Xl
2 6HY(I) •DEISoOo3Xo2HYItI3o3H) •tEISoAIII
CALL SUHTAB
CALL EXIT
2S IF IX *LE* XARIIXet)) GO TO 27
IX • IX * I
IFIlX-IXM_X) 2S,2Sj22






YwY| ( I)eYPo(X-X! (1))
GO TO lOS
2Oq IFIIX-IXO) qS,lOOtqS






































33 IF (IX *LT* IIHAX)




















































































































I0t Y_2 • Cfq) * C(SIeDX? * C(6)eOX2OO2
YP82tC(A)I._e_X2*C(S)









IF I|IOGO ,[Q. OI R_TURM































































rIND YTZETA CORRESPONDING TO YZETA,
CALL XNTERP (YZETAoYTZETItOUMMYI oIYTILPoYoYTILoNYICYTILolYTILFI
IYTILF•IYTILP

















APPENDIX B COMPUTER PROGRAM OF AIREDY
Only the following modified subroutines
are shown. The remaining subroutines are























Ctte_N¢iE5 TO S_Jq_,OUTINf'- AO¢)PT
AI_I') ANOTHL R POINT TO THt _OUNDA I_'r I..AYEH AND PRF..PARE FOR
_EC_L. CtJL_TI_):_ OF THE CoEFFICIENI"_ NF TH[ I.A_r TWO PO|NTSe
C 0[,1"I 0ql f_lr PE._) I U ( Z_./s 3 ) o H ( 2_t; t 3 ) t ALPHA _ 2S_J s 3 I 3 ) _ _ttO V ( 2_ ./I t SH ( 2_O o .1 )
(_M,40,;IP_t'IP l_Hg(2,_,3} s_lllZSJt3) ti"h'(Z_t3) t_Jt._(25.;13) I
! S_41 (25Q,2,*_) tSCT |2S_1,2,9) tTIZbU,30 tAlrl 2b_)
COHMOH/TPROP /FPS(2C)Ut3) tPRr(z_ot3} tHLET|250i 3)
cOHM0_I /YrABLE/ YTIL(25_) ,BGP(25J) tBr, PP(2S0/, IYTILPt IYTII-Ft IYTASLE/
t CVTIL(6) /TTABLE/
COFIk'_(._N/_..F'v_..C/[(Z_} tF (2_0)
CnMF:C_t_ISIGM_IS[(;! (31 .51'_2|3) ,51G3|3_ tSlGq(3) tS!_! 3 ) tSIGSS(3)
C_rtHO_# IZf_ALcl Le. TA_sZETA*TF. TANtZEIAPtZSTA H'13}'oSzt2) tYZ&TAt /LEALC/
l YTzI_TAtYprlGE //CAI.C/
C_NMOt.I/NORMAL/_t."_EF tUN[F _Ft_tOREF tSt_UNP-F tPET|NF
COHHO_I/C_UN'_ tNYtHYI tNY2iHy3t,JOtJNtJAtNFLtNELI _HSPtNHARt NY[
Cf'JCt*If)ri/C;T_Tt; /|._TATfitMAX/,Tt tTER
COH_;O_'! /CONST/ ¢;|N[TtXIN1T,_(MAXti'_IELTA| t_N| tSNZt¢;N3t-FPDL_II $F.P _LNZ_ /(.ON_T/
1 [PSLk3 _ CO_4VR(_, 021) Y t _JHOY _ODY$_ /CONST/
_OtlMO_'l /(1HURl/ CU!.!(2._fJt31 tcilV(_S,Jt_) *cVV(2_Ot3J tCW'_T2_;sJ) tGAMAI£K IOMONZ/
D ]MEN.':; I 0 _ SURR(3)





EXTENt) E_GE PNOPE_TIE5 TO NEW POINT.
DO _. J=lo3
UINY;JI=LoCHyI oJ)
M( *_Y * J)=_|( NYI t J)
5_4tNY tJ|=_H(NYI t J)
ClJU(kYtJ] • CIJU(NYItJ)
• CIJV(_YtJ) • CUV(NyI tJ)
"C_V(KYtJ) • CVVINYt .J)
C=_(kYtJ} • C*_(NYI tJ)
UO I.'_ IFL=I _HEL






D_ 2'J,. ISP=! m_S P
5HI (NYtJ_|SP)a_HI (NY| tJt ISp)




_I. ETI_.!Y.J) : _LK_(r4YI,J)
C ;/_I't _',l'.R!l_')V_._%1,I,% 3-::'OINT 9ERI v_'_ I VL AppFtO_{IHATI f}N AI' EDGE.,
C
t_,_uV ( -IY)=kPl_lV( NY i I+( I')HOV : Ny>'-i )--NeIHHOV {NyZ)÷3,oKHI_V|NY! ) )/Zt
C
C {-AI.ctlLATr E AND F AT Nyo
C
L ( ,_y i_-Ri,_ (Hy, IA } _Gp ( P;¥ ) t/E- I APe f I ILIr_Y I /ZF. IA
f {;_v}=H_,r (bY) /IZEZTAeZETAeR_ _ I_IF |
C
C ral CLII.ATE APP'_OF'"v_TE 51G"A5 F't)N PJSH-IIO_,.N bTUWAGE AT NY - Z.
C
i'J Y ._l;:y ;_- :
h ; T;) ( I , ;;:017. I_3_3) o _FL. AG
C
C rAI. CU|._,TE .%|GHAI FoR HOHEr_TutJ E(_UAI i()t4o
C
I!,'_L, Slui(_,) " .%MIII_'IY3,JA) ÷ F...PSiNY)IJA)
SIG|IIj)= SMLIle,I_:_,IjA) i,, EI,JS{pIy?j.IA )
(.,_('_ TU ! q_,_,
C rALC'.H rTF Slr_A2t S|GMA3_ A!ID SIGMA_ POH ENERGY EWUATION.
C
12'_;D |)O 12k_i3 K•NY3_I_YZ
L_IK--MY 3 _ I
TM! = [PS(IK_,IA)
TI_2,e_%:IU I k _JA ) /P_'_I K _JA I
Tf1:$_l']i /PNT ! K _ JA l
51GZIL }m tH2,,TH}
S|(_3(L )mSMU(K _,JA)-TMZeTMI-TH3
12._{j 51GHIL) • I"M2eIRLFIKtJ A ) " I'U I • rM3eItlLETIK_JAI - leOl
GO TO I _i,C
C
C cALCHL ATE .%IGHI, S FnR ELP. Mf.N I EI3UAT|UN.
C
13C& DO 13_,0 l'mtiY3_NY2
L•K-NY3,_ I
13r_l 5IG_IL! • SM'gIK_J_Ie_LI.¢KoJ AI/PR(K_JAIeI_-PI;IK|JA|°
! HL_TIKo .IAI/PRI'_K _JA)
l'-iO{ ,, IVRITFL (6_9¢_,u) 5UBK| IFLA[,) _ IST/_TN_IT_.I_
?(}Q_ FCRHAT (/HgH POI_T WAS ADDED 1'0 MOUNUAR_ LAYLR IN !IUBROUTINE iA6t






8LOCK C, AT_ A |
A Z








/_lSC/ ENNtSU_PyITTts_oATO_I3,IOS) oLLMT(|_) IBO(IS) t /RISC/
BLP( |SI2)ITMoTLOWoTM|UtTH|GHoPPoCPSU_oOFiE_RATo /R|SC/
H%U_oHPP(2) oHH_(2) oVMIKIZ) oVPLS|2) I_P(2) o IR|SC/
Na_E(15iS) oANU_(iSo_) tPECWT| |6) o&N[H(15) oFAZ(lb) o /e|5C/
_TEHPIIS)tFUx(15) oUENS(IS)tTLN IR|5CI
/INDJ/ CC_vGtTPIHPoSPoe_LEStNPtNPTtLtNSoRHATt |MAT_ |_l oNCo I|NDX/
JSOL_JLIQtlC_I_Z /INDX/
_OLE_
/_PECES/ C_F(2o7o3_)_(3_) ,_N(3_ol3)oENLN(3_) oHO(3U) o
_ELN(3OI_A(ib_3_ ) o5_HfJ_o3) _IUbE(3_t _T£HPi5Oo2)
|NTFGE_ SL8
COHfION /IkPUT/ H(_3_) i IPOLYo I I_EN_o_T (qD3_I tNP_ODtNSPEc_
PHAZ(30) 0TI (3C.) oT2(3_1




ATOMIC _Y_F_LS, WE |GHTSt ANI_ VALENCLb A li
A 17
DATA /,T_H/2HH , I.-:CBt 1 ot2HHLoHe_U3_Ueo2HL_ o6eg_GII e o2H_eq,oI3oZe I
12HR olu._2¢t3.,2HC _I2_UI I oq,_2PN olq,_BtOo_2HO ti_oOcO_'ZetZHF o A 19
219"_o'1° I_HNE_Z *lH3tVe o2H_At2z_gVl t ! etgHMGtZqe3_OIZo _ZHALIZboY8 A 2U
_wt3ol2H_ll2_o_q_t_oZ_P o3_,97_ob't2_S o3_*Ob6tq,oZ_CLo3beqS7t'let A 2|
q_HARl]ge_qqO_etZhK t]_'tU_l|_12HCAlqlJeJS_tZeDZ_clqq_g&OI3etZH|Xlq A g_
_7.9_tqot_V o_,_SCtboo2Hc_o_e_I_t3o o2HNNtb_ogqOt2o tZHFEobSoBb_ o A Z3
A3e)2HC_l_egq_ t_e t2HN| t_BeZl_t2* IZHCUtb3eSqDI2eI_H_N;b_eJSGI2e i2HG A 2q
7Ao69*72po3ot_HC;ft72,6(lbo_o,2F')SoTqegz_,3ooZ_EiT_eg&_oqo_ZHBHt79o9 A 2b
_16;'IeI_HKRtU3_..o_eo_HRRI_o_8_oIeI_SHIe7e6_pIZII2Hy o88eVJ_e3e A 26
qo2e_R_glo_?Lt_-D2_NPo?2"ql_,_2_MOt_SogS_6,t2_TCtq9eGOUo7et2HMUt A 27
¢iCIol LI]eI_HRt4II ZogI_t3oI_POtI_6e_..CIZDIZHA_IIOTo_VIIOIZHC_li i k Z_
_2''t!_° _2tll_'t _ Iq._Qo_* _2HbKi I !_" ILU_o t2H$_ 121076_3o/ A 29
DA_A ATE_;/2_TF,I27.61Uo_ t2_i oiZbogl_'lot2_XLtl3ie3CUoueo2HCStl3 A 3U
12"91_o I o _2H_A_ 137,3b_o2" tZHL At I3R'gzuo3* D2Hc_ IqUe 13_]e;2HPHo lq_o A 31
_;I_o3"lT_NDtlqgo_7_13eoZ_Pl4llUTe_u_t3ot_HtJ_o_SUi3el2H[utl_ZeGO k 32
3_o3"_2H_DtJSTo26_t3oo2HT_ol_,93uo_ot2HDYtlAZe_lUo36oZHHOt|6q,9qU; A 33
'13_ p_H_o 167e_7_t_o D2F4TPo 168.9_vt3e oZHYHo 1730_q_13e o2HLut |7_e99Uo3e A 3_
_I214HFo 17P°S..l_e I_HTAo IF_e_OtSe IgH_ t l_3o06_tbe t2t_R[t |Rbo_2Ut?e t2 A 3_
6t4_SD I(_e2c_tqe I_F_|R9 IV_e2U_tqe IZHPT t Iq_o39_t_e I_HAU1197eU0_I_eI2HH A 36
7G_2V_|'61_ o_° oTFiTLIZCNo39('o 1" 02HPRo2U7o21_IZotZHRI eZO_e99_13e JZHPUl A 37
R21_e_t;_t_II2F4ATt_i_o_(°ClI_eI_HRNeZ22eu_I_eIZHFNtZZ_e_O_IlIIZH_AIZZ A 38
96*_Gt2,o2H_Ct227,_U_o3,o?_T_3Z,_UU_q_t/HPA_Z31o_O_tSot2HU oZ3Be A 39
_VU_I6_I_HF_PI_37_t.,.vI_eI_HP_I_q_eUUkICII2HAHI2q3eVO_l]eI_HEHIZ_TIuu A qu
_.o3,t2H_tZ"_ou?!,D3,,THL* o251._UUo3.,2HESiZS_o_0_o_,_2HF_tZS3._U_; A q|
$ Ueo2HMOoZS&,,_u_o-:,o
01.11tMY H _ _ 0











COHHONII_tOEP /StDStXt_XtY 12501 tO_
CCMMONI_TABLEIRWTABI_UU)tXTAR_w(bU_) tLRWTABt|RWXPICRWX(&) w
| PETAB(_O_| jXTA_PL(SU_) tLPETABt |P_XPeCPEX(6| t
UET_b(_U) e LUETASt|U_XPIC_(X(6) t
XTl_l_pX(_Oih) tLDUOXT_IDU_Xp
C_HHfI_/LT_I.F/T_T_b( IUU)_XTa_T_(IL,b)gLT_TABI|T,Xpt
I SHDTAB(|_b) tXT_=MD(IuU) tLMD_ASt|HOXP







.,OVE F'(IR_AEO (JUANTITIES TO BACK OUANTITIES=,
DIIEDSUmDt_EDSN
5HD_OmSMD_N
,._O r-'E r; 1 UM E_,U._TIO_'! HOIJI'IOARY cr,N_)ITION_e
AT _'_ALL IJ • C.
AT EDGE U • L_E
CALL LCIfPV (X_.DX _,XTDI;_XtUF_T._PtLDI._UXT _,t'DUDXPtDUE[,)X |
I_UED_•Ger=eI_UEO_N.Dt, t OSOt
INTEGRATF TO 0BLAIN t:f AT FOE_AHO STAIIO_t
UEI3GE •IJE r)E,E* OUL D_ • DS
cU_$TINUITv E(_UATIO,,I Hf)UNOARy (('NDITION,
CALL LCt_V ( X+DX t XT/if;MD ISMbl _R _L_L'T AB t | PDXP t _M_N )






i_ N _. [¢ (n Y _ (JUA'[ I (.IN hOLJN_ARY (_f)N[1 | T I OhiO°
AT _':AL|, M • H_
AT .rOGf. M • MF
CALL LCt'PV (_÷DXoXTABTI_eTP, TABeLT_TABtlTmXPeTIIIALL|




|F((|_EAL,GTo_),A_ID,(]NJMZ,EG,u)) GO TO 300












t5IJBROI,'r I KF. CCJN INI!
CCI:t'T,U |P;Tt"I.:kAIE cnNIIHI_ITY FC._tJAIION PITON fALL TO EUGE TO OBTAIN









C(JP, HnN/I?! t'tI_:D/U(?S,_,3) ,HI2sL,3) tALPI"0Af2S_o3o3) ,RHOII(2SO) tSI'IIZbOt3)
C nM _'r)l_,/ T t,L,£ P 151lI_ i _ p['X o Y I 2_L.) IDY
COpIPinI'_/F'_I,'_P /KI;Of:_SI'J=3I OSM{=(2Sgo3) II*RI;P.S_o3I IULEIJ_SOI3I i
I 5h! (25,,._,21 =ip) oSCI (2¢JUi2.9) oT(2S_'o3l oA¥t2SOI
C(',l'iH()l'! IYI'Af_LE/ YTILi2b0IoL_C,P(2SUioBGPPIZSUI_I';TILPoIYTILIro
t CYTILI6)
C t" H 14I') N I (. I-"(_H /f,(_.,_ ( 2 ) tI_NW[_ ( 2 j i T HW i 2 )
C(_I,_M()I_ /ZCAL,(/ 7FI'_O,ZETAgzt. TANILETAPoZSTARI3)or)SZ(2I IyZF. TAo
I YTZEIAoYEr)GE
(.f_MMO N I _,'A L I_i4(./ T _:A _ L eSNWALL oHWALL o 5MD_O _5MD_ ISMDwN
CCI',_OI_/cr_r;._T /51P.'IT_XINIT_x_XoDELT_IoSNI _SNZ_SN31EPSLNI oEPSLN2 o
! LF"_LN_CONVr_ GoO2DY,O'_DY _OOYSGI
COMHf)I,_/COL;NT I_IYI:.,YI ,flY_tt ¥_;JOo,IP, oJAINF'IIN(II IN_PINMAXINy],
INITIAL c¢)r:PITTOI'I - AT WALl. P'kOV • MPOT_'_
Rt-OV ( I ) an_H[lll
/NI'I [ALI. TI. PoJSH-nO_:N 5TORa(,t-.
RIII_NImRI',_ ( j odO)'=ti( I oJOI
NLiM I NI mRklb ; I I,IN) IUt I IJNI
NWAVF-:=Ue_e | RW( I )_'R_ (;?) I
fJ_vr;%=Oo!:- ( % I N ( T_.*'(|) )+5]h(1'l_WlZ) 1 I
_JO 1_.'. I=?lPi '#
NdFIN;_H()i i iJt!) OlJ( I oJO)
ltlJh I Nnl_hl I t i o_l_l | oU ( [ I ,IN |
_ R UI_ =i II I lll_l° I i_ ÷ t UI,I I H I -1 i+ll'IN- l" U t _' 11/12_lL)51
D l U D Y = I I_l,t: I I_,_' I1UI_N-I_IIPI ! N I - ttL, l',l I 1_OIDY
RIItlHNI.,•{ , _l I RUPI I I_4 P.IIH i I_ I ÷KI.'P t:÷NUMII ! I
GphHI" ,=.1, ( f_(,P ( l'! ) i.P,_l: I I ) )
yTIiH=L ,F" I/TILl I-I I*YTIL I I I I
lllOV I | I =PHGY i I - I ) +Oi • ( -BILiuS/GPNH-P LOAT ( dID leNUNHNHIDR_IOS#
i ! GPI;HeR_'_AVEI÷ZF. TAP/ZETA oYTNHeORL:DYI
0 U.e-H =Ofl_h _TUPAGF.. o
HLJHN _.•RliliN









T OUHP MATEIX COEF¥ICIENT5 FOR A GIVEN OIRfENENC E EQUATIONo
COMVONIDEPENOIUI2EOo3) tH1250,3) pALPHAI25_O3p3) PRMOV|250) _SHI2_OI3)
C0_MON/M_TRX /AI2S_o31tB(25C) - .
C0hHON/EFvEE /EI2S_I_FI2So)
CO_HO_IS|G_AS/SI_liJI.SI_2(JItSIG3(31tSIG_I$I,SIGSI3IoSIGSSI3)
C_ON/C_UNT /NY_NYI INY2_Ny3oJO_JNpjApNEL,NEL] INSpeNHAXoNy|
CO_ON/S1ATN /|STATNoMAXIT_ITER
18!
W_JTE (6t?G_O) 1STATNp|TERtIplJI |tj_)IHI|IjN)eSH(|I_NIINHOV(|I
WEITE (&o?_101 (I o(A(|-I iJ) oJnl o31 oBI|.! ItEIIIpFIIIoUIilJN)o






WklTE (+,9_10I (I_(A(I'I_JI=J=I_31,B(I'I I+E(il=_llttUlloJNlo
1 _!(loJNI °S_(l °JNI _RHUV( I I °IsNYL°Nyil
|sNY
WPITE (6,9G20I IoUI|_jNI_HIt ,JN) _SNIItJN)_RHOV| l)
_ITE (_o9_3_) (_I_IIIIo51G2(I)OSI_3IIIoSIGqII!tSIGS(I|_













5UE, I.'r_I,T I Nt EL'CY
CI_/_N(_.r. c, Tf) _UF, PGI3"[ |NE EL_DY
C._L('I;I. hTE TI,F'pULEN| 1NANSPGHI PN(:PER1|F. Se
C("I'tt'O_./_EF°ENO/U(2SI_,3I t1_25_.o3) ,ALPI_(2E{atJl3I _RHOV(2_01 tSHl2_Ot3)
CC_N_Nf_tINDEP /5,1_tXol_XtvlZS{_! tt_Y
Cf)(IHOr./PI_('P /f;_(',(25Uo3),_r_I_(2f_Ls3),PRI25Lt3) tHL. F-(2S'vt3)t
1 SI"I (:,'_Oe2l _f ) o¶,C t (2_C t2tg) oT {2SI. o31 oAW|2bQI
C(JHMIlh/TPFOP /t PS f 2S_ t 3 ) , PHI _ 2_I.' o 3 l _HLET ( 250; 3)
COHt4OF, /Y'fAP, LE/ VT|L(2_OI tEC.P(2Sb) tB(=PPf2SOt_|¥T|LPo|YTILF_ /YI'ABLF/
1 CYT IL ( 6| /YT ABLE/
CO_.;T.tOh, /ZCAL(.I ZETACItZET_,zFTANtZ_-1APIZSTAR|3) _DSZ(2) tYZETAt /ZCALC/
1 YT_.TA t YELG[ /_CALC/
CONt'(_'/YetLLECI71 AI. L, SI-*_'ALL. t F.@'ALI. t bMp_O t _MD_ I_MuWN
COtlNO/_ /_(_GEUCl T_.bGEtSH_f_GE _)'F.I)G[tUEDGE tP_DGEBtAF_.DGE. IOUEL)SOt /k. UG[BC/
t Oi_ED5 _ UUE[,_, t cPE.L}SN IEDGEBC/
COrlPON/NOFMAL/[_I. _F:F oLH_EF o Rh(',HE'F tSHURE F" oPEY |NF
CO(4M(IN/CC_t_ST /S|N|TtX|N|TtxY/_XeI'_F_LT&I tSNItSII_t_N3IEPSLN| eEPSLN_t
l ['FSLN3 t Ct3NV_ O_L_Y _OqL_¥ t ('l_YS_t
Cf3h_fl/'./rf_UNT /N_ tt!Y] trlYZl_y_tO(,_dl"l,)A If_F. LtNEL | e_'_PtMM_INY|
C rJ t; i,. () r,_t t,!E F | /AI, _iv I S _'I LEV- ! 5
COt,MOt /I:FVEC/ _(2S(') tF_f_,) /If.l'V[C/
C _ri_Ot ItATRX/ _(2SL_3ItF¢2_t I II'IA THX/
COfll_Ot! /Ct_CRT/ CUtJf2_,r, o3l oc_V!2_.l,,3) oCVV(2bOo3l tCW_(2SOt3) _GAMAtZK /UHOR|/
F IN[) SDFL_ AT LJ= L .99CJeUt Fek' t'L'TLY eee*
DO 3_ I_ml ohY
ImhV÷l-K
SX|aA_SIU( ! t,JI%)-IIEDGF)/uFn(_{ ".
|r(_x t eGE .Le{Jl_) GO T() 3t.
C_O TO 3._
Tt')ELTa=V f }'_'l )'D Ye (SX2-1_ot_ I L) / ( _}' Z'S}_ I )
G(_ TO 3_
(.C)I;T ]hUE
C_LL ._NTFFF'(1D[:[ T_,_DELT_tu!_M_'YI, IYI ILPtY_YT|L_NYtCY. T|L_IT|LF)
DPF,.CCJNm-F(I-Ie !t')y t,Jl': ) eU ( r_l_ t,Jr; I eDtJErSr
rltiU OELI'_, TI-f_ VAI..UE OF _I"IL A1 wt_lCl" tJ == (,e_fVb • UEe
l =hY_, |-I_
lHIm.i_._lt=t I tJNI-ItlEDGE') /tit D%F
GO TO I_,L.








i_lr,ID DILTA COkP, L.c,POhuII_G l() _'DEL1A.
CALL XN'TEi-'F (YDLL'rA_DELTt t[jI'MP_YI _IYIlLPtY5 YTILtNYtCvTILIIYT|LF|
|YI ll. Fs I vT II P
cAI. CUI..,_T! 'TI._PPUL[ f'JT TRANSI'r_T t-'_OI"EI_Tll _ AT FACH PIF'._H POINTe
EPSI ' ,, Jl_' : =(. •
PraT( i pjp i _ 13._,i(I l._ql, oSlol._Tll'l_l I t.Jt_) I )
TIBF:I"Y lr foiE: 1AN
Ir 2_'I 112_-,
DI_._| V=071,_I (-L!13t.lll)+l'i, 01 1 ;) I_.I_'.)'IJelU( | IJN) )
P_'.i<Ft'rSl-'l; ( I I,jF_] ePt'.P I I )eDF H]_/TI
C* 1HF I"ESl Ff'R FP, I:t-LITY BF I_E£N t:f?tl-lt_lLGl:k5 MAY 1'101 BE NEANINGFULe
IF (5t_DVtJ ,l':t, r,:.) GO 10 I?f,"
TH3 • T|e_'['rAl',ee_-/(SMIl| I tJf'J )el|_PI | )e[_Lk|9}tl3)
THd_ • ! Ib 4, | t . p t eL')pF.|_SN* 5C;_'T ( 7 I_;3/I_MU | | t,IN ) )
IF" (Tr, q ,I f , ; ,L) PN • I*i..
IF ('It'_ ,(._ , '.,l ) r.H • -¢qR1lTt_ql
G('_ T('} I !;I.
|71: TH._ • I I.P_ "_F:DI'N/SORTIkI'I?( t oJN) 1"5(;_TITIeZE'I"Ak_eIISMUIltJNI_
I I F'r,F ( I )_D[F_TV ) )
T_q=L;PEI,_I,,I (_l'Ibl I 0dN)ol:l, Gl ( I )'Dl'klVe_'l_l_kl
('* "fHr: T[._T lnP E'(,U_LITY BE'f_Ef I'_ I'..Pr'_-I_ILC-Er_5 HkY I_,U1 bE _EANINGFULo
I_'(._t DV.'P.;,F(e,L_)I'.O 10 19u
TEHf _EXP( 1 H3/SML'I I tJN) )
555= -TP_eSP, U( I tJl,,l*( Io-IER_')+IERt_
IFIS._._,r,T,_,I-) Gn TO 2UC,!
_l_11E16t2[ _".'1 I ,DPEDS_I_cit'Ill I tJ P_) _D'LwI%'tSHI_I'I_!oILPMt_MUI I °dN|
2_.r,:_ p'_F;_'_A'Y( I_o |P/')[It .71
2wr, l COr,iT I htJt
I .¢._ b_KT " -T2oYTIL( I )*BHISHUI l t_°'_I)eS_KIIKHOI I °JNIepARF'N)
CVVl I tJk) • I_RI_T
CI,VII_JP!I • .,I6..eTIeUGPIIIeYIILII)OVTIL(|)elxHUIItJ N)e
) AB.¢; I r_21")Ye ( U ( l÷l oJN| "UI l-I oJ N ) ) 1_'| I ,(,,-I_ XPI BRKT ) lee2
C
C rALCI'LITF _LiPPLIL[ t!T pNt. ND11. I',UI_I:LI_*
C
3Cf PI_TI ! _Jl"l • f.'q_./_uqUo( I "_ " LXt'IUk'I_T) 1/( 1 _ " EXP|26_oe
C e THF TE$1 Ff_R FOIJlLITy BE. 111,E_t" P._i-|hlEGkk'5 l'_Ay NO] bE MEANINGFUl-*
I • J
C_L(tlLATE 1E'_'.PORARy (_UANT ITIE$
1" llYp_' • lint |_ I _.IP I " Ill ['1 _dN) )eU2DY
" _I • (.)i_ t"1yI_HCF' • IPI.:CI 1+1 t _0H ) " NH_( ]'l I,JN I
UI.IyYMI_ = l(Ut'll_l_JO) - _,L. eC|IUII,JO) '* CHUII'IodOIIoOD VSQ
CU_'_MN • |(.UU(]* I tJO) " CUU{ |-I tJUI )tO2DY
5MUY • (¢;_Ull*lt,ll'J) - 5MUIx-ItjNI)eUZr_Y
ALFA m £* IC'ITK
T2 _ Rl'4r_V| i)eFGl_( II - U( I tjNle[I ! I
eeow**ee _l.¢,lPt, Tlr_el LEI_GTI' HCI_IF]I'-( i r,_Y qm|_t73 oeolJoe
- 182 -
5LS • YTIL(] )/DELTA
SLS7 • SLS*SLS
BN _ YTIL(I)e(_.Z_SOeSLS2-_.S_b_eSLb_.N310_
B_KT = 2.L eFPS( I 0JO)eF( I }t_GP|I )°U¥_H°e2
TMI • F(I)eRGP(I )sEPS(ltJOi.Jt. Fl
DERTV • q2OY.(EPSI I+! 0dOI . EPS! t-| ,dO) )
TM 2 • FfI)e([ps(19JO)/BGVP(Iilb_P(|) + _GP(I)ODEKIYIe&LFA
TM3 = IFPSi | _JO}/IZKoTttl¢_O(l ,JNtQbNI lee3
TM_ • BRKT - GANAmTM3eNMOII,jNIIIZgIANeBN}
COF..FF ICIEI:T OF CUt'(N+| tM6 I)
A(|-I ,_) = C,_IPyefT2 - TMZ) - _._L, eUOYSQeTMI
A(i-I.?) • GF_O(Tt.JN)IU(|tJN)/r_5 4. UDYSQeTMI
A( i'l .I | = ",A,( I'l t3) " OfJYsOeTMI
B(|-II = TPq ÷ RH_(I_JNIeu(ls.JN)/_5°CtIU(IsJO | " Ue_OeIT2 " T M2)e
(L_L!yNN 4, _.¢r]o!Jt_yyHNelP!
I = l + I
IF (i .LE. r:Y! ) GU TO 1'.,
il 191 ! • t.('
tlP, YZt3)S_oL
CALL IRIMIA,CUUI?_J :l) iBoe"Y2t I_MAX)
CUU( I ,,.IN) • (",C'
CUU(IhYI"_J} • L..
CUV( I ,JN) = L._.,
130 II,_O t=2,_.Vl
eeeeeQe. _|_IP#,T|_{',I LENGT_ M()C,IF[EC MAY 9_t973 eoeeee
5LS • Y'f ILl I l/DELTA
5L52 z SLSe_L¢;
HFi • YTIL([)I'I_,._',SCe_L_?'_.='R6fj°SLS4"P._31_)
IF( El'tit ? _Jh) oLT* ¢_J) Ct)HI l,JN) =ueU
EPSII |Jr') = I_eZKe._HO( ItJPtI4_SOHTIAn${CUU( ! _.Jl_'| ) )eREYINFeZETAN
IF IEUVII_JN) ,LE, EPSII_JN)I EP_II_.INI • CUVII,JNI
t _;Oc, CO|iT ! NUF
EPS( I .JNIzC.
EPS(NYtJ_ I =m(. • L
SMOOTH THf _D_Y VISC_51Ty
DP qC_ Tm3_tsY2
EPSII_J_ = (EPS(I-Z=JN)*EpSII'I_JN)_EP_II=J N)_
I FPS{ 1+1 s JH)÷_ PSIT÷2_JNI |/SeL
_IE_ _ _tllltlll CUUIls_ H) ttilltQtl
5LS • YT ILt I )/OELTA
6_t _
SLS? = _l _.*_L5
CUU( i eJN) • |_psI | IJA )/I_KIrF. 6NMI) I | oJNI6TI ) _lo2
_ EPS( I sJr.l) • EPSI | oJA)
CALCIiLATF" 1U_4ULF_.T LF,15 '_Ue_ER,
O0 AC[ _ I=l .H Y









SUBPHUT Y tJE ELEMT5
S 50LVE EACH SYSTEN OF ELEMENT E_uATTONS FUN ELEMENT MASS
FI_A('T IUN_ ALPHAI (M÷| oN) •
COHHf}N/[.EpI- NI)/LI|2Su t 3 } tH( _rsL, t3) t ALPIMA (_._t._ |393) II_I'IOV (Z_ | IISM(_UI)_)
COMMOrl/ | NPEP /S t DS t X t L';X e Y | i/_l_ | | [)Y
COMMUH/PRf,P /kHO(2SIJI3) t_HU(?'_Uo3) tPR(ZSOo |) |I_LF'(2S_°3) e
t 5_I (2SOI2 t 9) oF'C ! i250t2o9) iT (Zb_.,t3) oAVT2Sb)
COMtl()H/TP_OP /FPSfZSOo3) _F'RT(2SUo3) tt_LLT(;PSC o3)
COt';HOt; /VTARI. E/ VT|L(Zr_uJ t_(:P(2Su) ohbPP(2R.(_) t |YT|LPt | YT|LFe
! CYT|L(6)
C 0 i_1HI'_1,:/ H ,_ _. F' X /A|2%t_t3| tBI2SL|
CONtloh/rFVLC / E ( ?S,.. ) t f" ( 2.r'o )
COHt_OI /51GH,_S/SI_! (31 o51(;2(3) tSIG3131 tSiGq(3) ,_IGS(3) oS|fiS$|3)
CGht_nL IZ( t, LC/ ZETAO,ZETAozETAI_ILEIAPoZSTAR13)tDSZ(2) oyZFTAt
I YTTFTAtYEt'Gv
CONHONI :_¢,LL 5(- / TSALL P SH_ ALL o Ht_ ALL o 5MD# .ntSMFJW jSMDwN
COMHOrJ /[D(,LHC/ TEI)GE,_t4IObEo_EDGEpuf:r)GLtPEDGEBtAFEDGEtD UEDSOo
! nLI[I_S, DUE DSN t %PrDSr_
COHMOt.,/_mRHaL/F_L I_FF oUNLIr =_HOREF o 5tqU_tEF tP_Y | NF
COH'I()e:/C{3_IST /SIN|TtXINITtx_'AXIDfr. L]A! oSNt oSN2o$_I3oEPSLNI oEPSLNZo
1 E PSI N3_CONVRG _ (_'DY _O'tUY oOl_VSf_
C01'IHOI_/COLi,_JT /'_YtNYIoHY?tI';y-'_tJOtJNIJAtNhLINEL! tH_PeNMAXeNY|
C0 H M Ol_ / t_[-...: 3 /ArTqNSoPLAV'
rO_ EiCH ELEMENT E_(CEPT L_STt EVALUA1E C¢}FFFICIENTS nF SYSTEM OF
EL. LttE_IT CO%_I:Rv._TION EQueT lot %,
5: b.r',S ( I }:5 l:_h( I|
5; (,5_; ( 2 | =_; l{,_ (2)
_n q_:._J If.L = ] ,t,lLI I
SIGS| ; ) =5; r,_;( I I
S ] (,5 ( 2 ) _; I ,,£.5 _ 2 )
I t._C FeH l"m:.
1=2
('ALCIJL/,TE TF:hPOR'*NY QUANT_TIi. 5=
RFuF(I)
S|_S(3)=SHU(T+Io.IA)oRLE( J÷I,J&)/PN| 1*1 tJA|*
I FP%| |*1 o'IAIeRLET( 1÷i v'JAI/P_{ I_! tJ&)
5IfiS_=(_If_SI))-_IGS( I ) )IrI2uY
A YrtN= ( AI. PF_A ( | _ I _ .Jq t I EL ) "ALpI4A ( | - I t J() t | EL ) ) eOZDY











THI_PP( ] )*S|_S(Z)/UGP{ ; )÷F;GP{ I I-S;_SY
TH2mR_nV([)eHGp(T)
TH3a_HO( I tJA)oU( | IJA)/O$
-'_OFF.F, Or AIoPHA| {M+| 0N-I )
A( [- ! 9 I )=O,-Ir)v_ ('IF-ell( ! , Jqj.T,f_.÷I_F • rill I.U,seTF I_M
cOFF'F. OF t, LP_;._! (fl*l tN#
A( [-I o2)=TH3+TERN
rOVF_. Or Al. nqkl (_÷1 oN_l )
A( i-I t 3}=-A! I-! , I )-TE;_M
P|GHf-H_t_tJ _IDE I I_CLUo|NG Olh+l t_l _LR_ O_TA|NL_ F.ROH MOMENTUM
EaUATIOH!
_( |-I }=T_3e_I.PHA( I oJOIIEL).j. SeTffiZeAYMN+
1 O'_i_F_(TMIIAY'4N÷_GP( | )*SIG_IZ)o&YyMN)÷UobI_EIAYMNIU([ oJN)
5T_St I)=SIG%(2)
[=l*l
lr (| ot.E. NYI}
-0_IF¥ FImS_ _N0 LAST ELErlE.: t EQUAt|ni_S _¥ BOUNUAHY C_NO||ION$_
IF( IFL.I-'O.?} GO TO 251
Lr( i_CR:¢T,(,T._ }GO TO ,?.bU
I'} I (aAaREy ! NFeZET AeTf. T A eSM')W i";_ f 1 e J{ P / t RGP ( l } oSHU ( 1 oJA ) eBLE I | IJA ) )
OF. NOH=2. e_,) Y eR | hA÷ 3.
ANT_N'; = | *_.I--_FTi_*,IS
A ( J _? )=_ f I o2} _t.eA ( I o ! } /l_E'_ r)'_
A( I ,3)=A( l ,3I-A( I , | ) /:)ENOtl
I$ ! ; ) :.| ( | |-A ( I o | ) _2e er)yep_ iGAi*AFT._NS/13 I" NOH
A{ | tl )=').
I_(';V_.) = 3(Ny 2} - _,(NYZo,_) _FF.(){;P
Go TO 2_2
C
2._| IF(IPLIr._HI'.r_To,.) GO TO 263
A( 1 o2) • A(I ,2} + qoOA( IiI }/DEt,lOe_
A(I_3} • All,3) - AII_IIII)EIM0"I
B(II • nil) . A(I_IIIZ,,oOYoR|GAoAN|KN.Ci/OF..NOH
_53 AI'I_.DC_,F:=.jo 7_;.
bi(14¥_l_llllIY_. I-A{._JY2t.]l| "A IEIj_E
A ( NV2 _._ } =,:.{I
2_2 CO_It I :IUF
'_OLVIE L.L FeI_:AJT ErJ_I_TION5 F,_k_ AI. PH+xlIMi, IINI I NB2,31,,.ooNY. I
- 185 -
CALL T_|M (A_ALPHA(_|JNtI_L)_INY_INMAx)
,.F'PLY t,,()II;.InARY C(')N.r)ITIUr,,I-'5 F-O W ALPMA| (M÷I,|) AND ALPMA|iM*|I, NY|
iF'(IEL,F'Tf:,;_) GO TO qG[I
ALPI! ._ ' I , .tr:, T EL | = ( ,4, • ALPHA I 2 ' "J'J t | F..I. I -ALPHA ( 3 i ,,IN t ! [L ) ,I,2e eDYeB ! GAe
! At;"1 _NS ) /TT:|.t_n;"
/_L. PHA ! FJY _ JN o ! F_L } gAF_OG[
b,q I'¢J '4_J(;_."
",r,,., ALf'flA(I =drlo IELJ • (q,U*AI-PHA(2t, JN*IEL)-ALPHAi3tJNIIEL)4 '
| 2.Ue[ _YeAIGAeAI'ITRNSI/I)EI'In_
ALPHA { NY,,_I,, YEL)UANED(IE
"rEST = (AL. PF!_.(NvI,JI'ItlEL)'ALI)_4A(NYoJ_'tIFLI)IALPHAINYtJNolFL)
IF'{AIj___ITF.SI),LF,EPSLN31 ',O rG qut,tl
sOI. UTI,JN r_.(_E.S NOT &SyMPTn'_IcAL. L Y APPR()ACM EDGE COND'ITIONSe
INCRE'A.r,;E IhlCkl'lES5 OF" BOUr;|;ARY LAYI-K t_V ADDINC_ OI, IE taOINTe
I _'!Cr_M'1= I N(WMT÷ |
IF ( INCRMT-GT,.k)CALL OFBU(_ (L,HELEMT_|




,; _ :.,.. CO;,T I t,ltl[
CALCULJTF; hA5_ FRACTION OF LAST ELEMENI INEL) AT LACM MESH POINTe
DO $;,t U l=; _r.ly
Sil'.lr. L =;j e
I)0 'iS;,; IE'L=! or,iI. LI
IF(ALPFiA( I _d|l_ IFL)eLEeUe=,_i AI. PHA(! _,,JNI|FL)=O,_O
q_I .i 51;MFL • StlV[I.. ÷ ALPHA(I _l_:t IICL)










EIvP_R(_Y Er_UATION_ FUR' EhTf_ALP¥ h#Het oN) e
CU;.:,_n_/r_{, PEP.,I.,/LI (2.%__ j3) oH 1251. o3) o ALPP. A ( 2-_g o3 o-_) oRHOV (2S0) pSH(2SO,J)
COr,_"O;,/ I PI)F F /Sol)SoXIGXoYlZ_,_,)tt_Y
CO;'II4('I;,_IFf,(jP /hMO(ZSOo3l tSlll}12r.Uo_) IPR(25C_t3) ll:lLl. (15ul3) o
I 3H! (25t.]o2o V) oSCl I?%Di2oq) oTlZtlAo31 ok¥liS0)
COHP_Orr/TPkOp /EPSI2SO,3) tphTlT.Sbo3) o_LET(2SO;3)
C{';HI',ON IVTAFll. El YTIi (2SGI I_(.P(_.S_j) tHbppf2sr_to IYTILPI IYTILIr o
CYTILIb)
Cr, i,,ot../Nt,_px /A (?_o._) oB(_._t,)
(.Oi,_HOt /FFVLC /E(2__u) =Fl2b@)
CONr'or:I_IGHAglSTr, I (3) oSlr,2t 3t tSlG313) oSIG4(3) oSlbSt3) o$I_S$(3)
CO_'1t:Ot:I':!AI.L{4C/TW_LL I¢]HWAL Loh'/_ALL o_PlOf_('} _SMDW _5MU_N
C_,t,lni',; /FL'_GF.F:Ct TEDGE_SHEII(=I: oHE_('_P oUIr-DGF-oPEDGE_AFIrDGIf..oI'IUEDSO_
, _uE D5 oI)UI'. D_ r,:, DPt. L)_N
_ (.I _I ,_I (l r.l/ C I'I P' .%T /S ! t_ T T t X 1N I t' _ XPP X if)l. L 1,_ I oSN ! o[)N_' t SN3 o e. PSLNl mEp¢;LNZ o
, t.P_| I'. 3 _ C OfJ ,/R{_ _ (, :_['_y t (} Llr, ¥ oOIDy _i{,l
CO:'i;-r_:,/,'_ur_T /r,_Y_r'Yl_k'YZ_,_y3o IU_JN_JA_NELoNELIII, o._ptNMA_mNY|





r'V_LUA'rE {(:FFFICIFe'TS OF Sy_TF,_ 01- LrtERGy £_IJA1 |Ol',lSo
rAL CIJLATF "lI-HP()la,_y OUANT|T|FS,
t4F" = F(T)
UF =r'( I )
T I =E.P_J ( 1+1 =.JAI
T2=StIU( !+1 ,JA I/PR( i+1 _JA
T:_=TI /P_T ( 1"1 ,JAI
_I32_:3)=T2÷YJ,
51'(a_l 2)=SI:U( I÷I ,,J_)-T2"T _OT _
_ l':'h I ._ ) =12" (F'.LF. i I+I oJA }- I • )*'t_* I i'_Ll: 'I I l+l oJl)'l. I
5]_7Y=(_1C, 2( J )-SI_,2 ( I ) ) er.'2L;Y
S I _3Y= (.% l(,;3 ( _ } -$ I r,3 ! ! ) ) eO2[jY
SIGqY=(qIG_,(3)-StGq( ! ) )e(}2i')V
UYHf:= (t} _' l+l , Jt"l ) -I} ( l-I oJO) ) .t';;'L'Y
Uy ttiP.,l (1# ( _<.| t JC )-;)eeU( | t,aO).1.1, I |'1 I _af,.)) )tOOY_(_
hYHNm (HI ! * i t JO )-H ( |-I tJO) )o(12{,.iY
ttvyt_l_;=(H( _ ÷ J t,lO)',?.•eH( ] oJO.)'I'H( l-I eJl') ) ) eCIOY5(_
T["R_,==_F_PI:,P( t )IS!G2 (2)eOl)VsU
"1"1_.I =[_GPP ¢ _ )eSIGT..(?I/RGP( [ ) _.P (',F'I i ) uS |(,;_Y
TV2=I_I'iOVI I _tl4qP( T )
Tl'3=_("l I ! o JA I od_' I _jA1/DS



















i "L'I r _r_Pr _ ', )'Sl( 3(2)IBGV¢ ! )÷_ fF'( I ) --*-. I ('_3 v
s_( !'l , I )=(,L_p,_ .¢_iF.b( I *JO)'T_:Z+bF'_,F,I I-_o_eTEHM
_,( l-I ,2) = Th3"*TE_¢_
ECiEJ F, I.)F ("(h÷ I tfJ'_ I )
_,i I'_ , .'?.) =-,e, I I-i ,t )-T| l_f"
¢..l_r_i-_/st'D 51DL (ii,_(.LLIDI[i(_ L.(M÷I ,eJl
LCO/.T 1 f)_ )
ILRM50BTAINF_ FROM MOMLNIUM
r{.,EFF,, f_l:"L(e_,,,.llh-I }
CFEFF ,=C'-[ ':-+'r. r_til.lt( I ,.*f;l','b_'b+*Bl' .MAP( I )"SI(_312}ILJyMN-+*5*ILRMU
C{.)EFF • C'F t_: ' *_ _'!
CC'EFp_.t-. l .!_,.(I:F.I,'.'MN÷HF*"ML |*Uyf'II'!I-b,,5.BFmBGPI | )eSI_.312IouyyMN_'
cOFFF. ('_F I,(v-,! _''-I )
CCLF F 3r--C(.L rF _.TF _,'IgU
FVALt A'IE _:t't;e"_eTi n'' OVER 51"E(.IF."
5t!MSPsL,
_TrR[ TE! rC'.kAl_y AVFRA&E5,,
51..I_"l :,=I .!," (!',_'I_ 1-I tJf_ ]51. ) ,*_._.,
SHli=It.,,t.5-(_'_ I(l*l _JO_I.'V)"':i'_
S(" It" l /,=E'er" ( S( I t I-I oJO0 15P )*:.¢
5CIA =:...£,'IS( ill _JO,I-_P)"SC
SC i_:l_'=_..._" fSC_.I l+ I _JO. ISF')*5C
5C _ _1=(._r Y* (.KC IFI A-'_C I l"i A )
t I'I , -'"_,ISM) )
I I _Jl',_t| .SP) )
| l÷i t Jf',_t|SP) )
l-I ,,,'_:. ISP) )
(I .,#h_iSP))
( I+l _t:, I .¢;P) )
5C | _ _ =O{';Y S(_,*( SC I_ l A-2 • "5C l ,,,*_C |_"I A )
5UM%P • Sl,t"_SP "- ":._,IA*SCTV*(F(._L I )°$1{',qY * BGPP{ I)°STGNI2I/BG P(|) )
÷ FGF'(_._eSIGNI21*(SMIVeSCIt ÷ SHl_eS{.lyv)
_,b._Lmr, LF At t 1f ht S.
b( I-I t =I_'."-_-_( I ,j_" }-_,. 5" ! I _*_-, YI'_t}-8F * ( TMI *wIYM_.÷8_P ( | ) o51G_(2)*
t l,,vvt't.) _'÷r'_F * 5LJM_P-C f',EFF ! el.I ]-! t J'_)-cOEFF2.U( l eJht)-




















oLE. h_ 1) _0 TO lbo
_ODIFY FIRST AND LAST ENENGy E_UATION_ BY ROUNDARV CONDITIONSe
AT WALL _ • H_
AT FDGE h z _F
IF(I_CqHT._T., )CC TO 25_
b(|)sR( i)-A(; t I)e_ALL
A(|tl)nLo
B(_Y2) • b(NY2) - A(NYZt3)e)l[_GE
A(NY2_3)8_.
cOL. VE FI_:FRGY FC-UAI|CN5 FOF_ _,I_+I sNl s _Je2t3toeooNy. I
C,6LL TRII_ ( A tH( 20 jN) oRtNY2IN_AX )
/LPPLY f;_OUfi_AF'v CPNnlTIOIqS F0tV H(M_'! o I ) AND HIM÷i tNYl
I4 ( J odrt) 1Hi( ILL
h(NYoJ_!I•hEDG["
cALCULATE _HIH+I o1_'1 FHUI_ H(.q_'l oN) o NsI oeoetNY
DO 3_c. !=5 oP'i 't'
5P(I _,J_') = H( I t,S_!} . U(I oJN)eoZl2._.
PHINT L'DEBU{. • F(}G' T_TS ITE_ATIO_'_t IF KEc,/IoFSTED.
IF(_FhOHP.GT., )C_LL DUMP|1
TEST • ( H(t!YI od_;) - H(_:_ _dr_) )/HlrlT .JN)
IF(ARb(TEST),_E,EPSLN2)RETu_
_ULUTIC_J DOES _OT ASyHPTOTIcALLY APPROACH EDGE CONDITtONqe
INfHEA_E TF, ICKNE55 _F BOUNDARY LAYEN BY AD_|N_ ONE POINT.
|P_CPHTm|NC_PT*I







_ilf} _ r) i.T t P'IF F),ECliT
C Ct+/_e"CF'._ 1U St:HI-'oLIT|Nk. F'XF cut
Cr_[(.;1 f XFCt,T ]('fl C (':N T t_ DE _OtJl |PIE
C
C(_p. Hr_t./rF pF,..r_/(!(2_, t 3) oH|2bCt3) t eLPHA(2_t3tJ) eRl'tO¥ 125_| tSH(2bUt3)
CCt:t'P,,t,IINL'EH /5,r_,, x,ox t Y (2-_L) , DT
C011HOh./PROF' /RH_ ( 25u o 3 ) oSmU ( ;)_t, o 3 ) tPR ( 250 t 3 I DULL (2S°J o31o
SHl (ZS_t2t _) ,SCT (2_t+_2,_) tTI2S_t3) ,AVf2_)
C_r|t4Or,iTPROl a /f-_p_(2_L_t3} tPRT (21.)_t,,'_) tI'_LEI (25£'13)
(.Oril,_c)r. IZC;LCI 7E1AOtLETA.TLTeNtLE. IAPoZSTAI_(3) oDSZ(2) 'YZLTAo
| YTTFIA . YEL_GL
(.OHt, Oe,/r+ALt._C. II_.LL o'_t WALL OFIV",_LI. tSMD_Ot_MI_W_MDWN
CGt41.'Ot' /FDr, F_f._C/ I['L')GF oSHE_GI.,_EI)('_LoUkI"GE tPEDGE_tAFE_GLtr)UFDSO°
I f_E D_,, DUE r} _ t._, r'pE I)St_
C C:l,.t, lr',)',/Nf'_k .'1 t.I. /P..I I'_I_F t Ilk'l; f i i'_l._('lk t'.F t%MUk LF" ,REY INF
C CI.;H GI. / t" _'; .% T /[,_r_IT
1 E FC:L t_
Cf'_HHCII/(" CL,,%'I /t.+YtP_Y
C 0 I_ e-:r" .,_/ n I-' 1 10.t_l l t_k It
(_np,_r.r /%11_T_,. /[_T/T
CCl.l_("(,/f'l++P T C -'/I;_F'_P.
(. CI.;I:(3!,/ _LII.A _ ":.'/ S 'IP_ A k
COP'Irlotl/ _ I,LI_L](,/ lt_F |_L+
_HHf]pI/f.,'_ T A _ T I | ['.'ci R U
COMMOr+ /1_1../ ?'I_'rAT t
,X lt-,l T,XrlAX oDI'LTAI tSNI ,$N,?.tbN_tLP_LN! ,FPSLNZt
3 t COttVkG t (121J Y t OqU 'r , OI_YS_
I ot+_2thy3t.I(_s,JNtJA t N_-I- .I'_EL I tN_PII_JHAX INY |
t| _MNk t ] PIf. Pf._P
t'J t P /_ X I "1"I _ "_ F'k
I,I.LVr'I.T, !SPPt'_T t ILP_'t T,LI'_SPPG_L II"[SR
Y ( 15, "L, ) , _ RLC, P:51 l, I ST A t NV Aft, l DRUM _LA 51
G ( -'_ ) t I( Mtll_t P s K [" tJD l'H
















_. h G ' _' r _. I. • U L /_ T t 0 tl U F '_' E W _ T A T l 0 N •
I_TAI:_ = IS1A'h + !
IF ( :_Tt"Tt" "' ?" 1,.5TAI I
L r,'-,L I+; = [. f" _i. ] Pl
EF"_L t,ll = F=.+',I. | h
:XER ::
rHECK !F t;;. +..+tlr:, [_, r_:4e
¢_0I)_t'= ,
K _" ;,,D _ F'= ,j
IF ( TI)EI_)(,( I ) .LF. _ I (_l'_
IF (I';lA'rt; .I.T. ]PJER:'(iIZ_
I F I I ;)l'll+ll_ ( i ) • E;v. I I KMOiF}MP= |
]F ( ] c)F_IIIG ( I ) .f ,J.21 _.F'JOMPm I
1t_ 2qtl
















_ETFRM|NF" NE-v 5r(.'PqlZF. ANn cONTOIII_ pRUPERTIE S AT FOKUUAHD STATIUN,
CALL 5TFP
cALCIJL_TFT ZETA_ AND ZETA FOR ITE_ • O*
ZFTAN•?ETAU*OStZETAP
ZETAmJ*Se(ZETAOsZFTAN)
rVALUATE _"ALL AN;1 EDGE COND[TTONS AT I'ORWARD 5TAT|ON,
CALl. tIN_ C f'J()
THr TC3! coil E:_:JAL I r,., OLT'nlE.F..9 :,Jc)t_-INTt.GE.RS HAY NOT _E MEANINGFUL*
| F {.SM!'_WN,r,;_, j. )HAr_FL(_I
n F G ; N T T r R A 1 | 0 N L {I o P ,.
I_PqATF. ¢;H;:" A:,lt} t,l._ _ASf'.O ON L eL1EST t)/F A'I WALL.
3...,j |F( | I'ER.(-.T.::} GO TO 3GI
GO TO 3,)2
TH E Tp, ST FOP E.#_)ALITY PETWEEN ',,iOe4-iNrEGbR5 M_Y NOT BF,. MEANINGFUL*
3-_1 |F'( ( |!JJHT.E_* I)*ANO*ISMD_N,r,-O*U*b) ) GO TO 31_Z
IF(( IF_EA| *Eg* i )*APID* (INJH_o_.O*I) ) CALL HOODE(3)
IF(Ir_IIAL.EQo j} Ct_I.L HOODt:(3}
3T12 C_NT _rJLIE
I_PUATE. AVEPaqE PROPERTIES AN r) CALCULAT E AUXIL|AHY QUANTITIES FOd
_ | FrEl_E. tl(E Er,)UAT ION$.
C .* Lt. .r TE_AT
_OLVI:, HOMENTUH EQUATION Fill_ ml,
CALl. _IOHNT_
t}P,'_ATF. AV_'r_AGF: LI F')_ SURSf _.h.)P._'_T |.f.llJAT ;(*)f'.¢;,
IF'(INCOH_'eroT.:.:)_{') TO 37:J
DO 32_ I=l_,_'.lV
]Z.) -U( I _J_) • ".'%._"(U(Z_,JO) + d(I_JN))
".q. OLVE I:NEW_Y EQUATION FOW H AI'_ 5 H _ I
CALL F:NVUG Y
IF( ( Ii._EAL*EC_._ ;.4eID.( INJ_2eF, q.,a) ) _O. T_ 3q(;
[F(rlA_FI G*E(,)..,IGO TO 3qt} ..
SOLVE ELEMENT I-_UATIOH_ Fl.;k ALr_HAI,





















CALCUL_,Th" LAr'lIHAH THANSpQKT ANt1 THEKtlUDYNAMLC pH(3pF'HT|i:'S AT [ACt(
HFSH PO|NTe
3qu IFI (Ir)EAL-E(_.I |-._hlD, IINJH2oE_.O ) I la(1 TO 3qS
THE TE5; rnP E(,_U_ALtrv BETWE_:N NOIJ-]NIEGLR5 HAY NUT BE MtrAN|NGFULe
_F(C_I_I)Whle[Qe_JeL._) GO T(3 37(/
CALL HOOD((q)
Gn Tt_ 37U
O0 3S_ ! '= ! t_tY
5HBiSH| | t JN) eURr. FeUR_.F
CALL tGqDE ( r( _ t,JN) tSHHtPEnGE_,uo_,H_HtSMUBtPR( I oJN))
NHO ( | • JN} mRHt3_/ktt_NEf"
SHU( | _JN) == S,HUB/._MURI_F
IjPDATF ZETAh o zLTA o AND ZKTAPe
C/_LL ZFU_JC
CALCULATE TU_4ULF'NT TRANSPOR T PROPERTIESe
I_(LAHHR,GT.uIG n TO 38U
CALf. EDnv
xNTEGq/_TE C_NTTNIttTy EI_UAT|oN TO ()B1Alt,l RHOVo
CALL CONTNU
yF XTENAT|NG ()N SOLUTION9 CHECK FUR CUNVFRGENCE OH liAX|NUR
I T[HAT !O,_S.
lr (I_XlT ,LF, L;| GO TQ 5_.U
|r (ITER otlE', _J) GO T() _2 u




IF (AB%( (DuL;'t-DUDY(1)/nUU_,Lt-,CuNVR(=)_O TO SGW
IF (ITE_ .(=E. HAXlT) GO TC _nU
ITER = ITER ÷ !
r_u[J Y oilily, y
GO TO 3LU















cALCULATF GROSS .r'C_UNOARy LAYER P/_NAMF. IERSe
C._LL P Ak'^h5
eHFCK FOR ENr) (IF CASEe
IF fx ÷ I.LE-6 *GE. XI.',AX) GO TO 9uu
pHIl.IT /_T TI.;I.S 5Tt, TTOt,_ IF F'E(]O;IRLD,,
CALL _EI_T
cALCUt-ATE 7ET/_ Al"n ZETAP FOI_ _FXT SljlyOl_:e




_,OVE F()PWA_O VALUES TO BACK VALUES,,
L)(_ _L'.. I=1 _NY
U( 1 ,JO|=U( I tJN}
H( [ Id(ll ==H( I =Jr_)
SH( ! _ JO|=SH( ! _JN!
LUU( I tJOt • ('IIUI I tJN)
CL'V(t _JP) • CUV(! oJN)
CV_(I,JO) • CVVIT DJN|
DC 5Xt: YEL'i .t_EL.
ALPHA( I 9dO, |FL) • ALPHA( | t.ji',,.IEL)
kl'aO ( I _ Jl9 I=RHr) I I IJN)
5_'d( I , JO ) 8¢-.Mtl( I o dl_J )
P_( I IJO}=P_( I =Jh)
OI. V( ! ,JO)aBLE ( I tJNI
OG $9 u ISF=l INSP
5HI ( | jJO I [_P )=SHI ( [ _JNo l .I_P )
5CI(I,JO+ISP) • SCIIItJNIIsP!
T! I tJOl=TI ! tJh)
LPS( I iJ('l ) =EPS { I tJ_; }
PRT ( I _J())=PP1 ( I _.11")
_lLf. 1 (! e.lO) = F_LEr (l |JN)
GO TO 2faC
E e., O n F S T _ T I 0 _'
FND (3F C/_-_[.
C /_ t C U L ,* T % P N .






IF( IXS_R,bT,_|E_'O FILE ITApk
- 193-
5ut3F?00T|_E H(.)_D[ (]CALL)
C_l:r TFCI_L - O_(. ]hlE_FACP sUt_0I)T !NI" F f_la HYDRUGE:N-UXY(aEN SYSTE. Me
C
C TFCt_L cr_M_cr: r4LC_i'._
C
CP_f4HON/0F HE_;D/L _(2- _.. o3 } IH(25L:t 3) _ALPHA (2SUo3o3) e'RPt0V (25_;) eSH(2CJUo-_)
C C' N _ 0 I._ / I :..t I., E P / S.c, _ I'_S o X o D X o Y ( 7.-re"? ) i P Y
(. C H I" rl N / P w _q:_ /RHn ( 25i_ t 3) , c,,ltP ( 25_. o 3 I t P'RN0 ( _SG o 3 P ,bLE ( 25(j o _) t
i 5_l (25C) o2o_) .%C I I 2_'-,v _ 2 o9 I t T (2S._3! ,AVIZS_)
CCj,.:I,:il.JIXTc,_-,LF/kV'TAB(_U_! _ XTAI_i"_'.I.%L._.) oL_KTAI:I, ]Re, XF),CWI_A(6)
1 PE.'f AR (Sl'iO) , x T^RPF ( r.,.;'._ ) *LPETJB_ iPL_PoCPEX (6) o
:: UE TAI_ (._{JIJ) s LIJET &_ o ! ULXF i CI.JEX ( & ) i
•_ x Tr'I:_X I _l-ia } ,I. DUDXT, |DUDXP
Ci'jWl',r_,i/ :' ALL I::(. / TV' ,' L L,c;HwAL t. , _.,v' ALL , _HDWci s SH_n i _ML_,.i N
COH;"_"'.' /F'{'C,E. PC/ I[_GF _SHF ,):,E ,I"EI'(,I'. ou_r}(',F. _ED_L_AFE_bL_OUEi_._Oo
: Pt_F._I_S_DUt O_h_rFf l?Sh
/EDGLHC/
/LDGEBC/
CC,.:_.'_II,_ Ct, I.:_.LI,_.I. PrF oI_RF.E li4hl_F"F _I':L I'L.F"II_EYINI "
CC;t,!,_r._/(".r_L._ _' iI:_t'.Y I tl'JY2l_'l'_ _l.._(._,)N_dl wP-,F..L tNELI _;_PII'Ji'IAX oNY |
(.Ot,ll.._}r,/_T;.Tt_ / Ic,]t,T,'oMAXIT t ITEF
CO_'"mh/N_V I /ALF'_' IS_TLE_' 1_
-.DE C( '" ;' Hr_r, _ I.. t_ C ,, .%
(.¢,;.;_,[1. /I-C_1_.Jl_./ _,c. ur-,( I_,),5%L,_.'._ I 3) ,_LPI'¢(13) tDLVTP'113) oDLVPT(|3) e
i L_tF',,I,:,T,(13) iF( t_ _. IT_Ir_P(13) oil, M| 12) oStJP"VLL(13) o
2 1IT(|3)
(.I,t._,_IJ_.,/cFi:£.E',:,/Cr_FF (2,7o3-') _S(3.,I.L_I32oI3)_LNLNI3L,_oI'I_(3C) o
I U['LI':(3_.I oA _ 15_3;.) _-%U_'13Co3) olUSLl)i.,) _TLHPISGo2)
Cr)H_Or_ /_|5C/ EPJrliSLIMel_11 _;i_llr_*ql 3_ Iu.¢) oLLNT (lr_) old"( I_JI t
"_ ,'_Ar!_: (Ir_o_) i A:,_*,:" ( 15_1 tP'EC_T (IS) _I:HIFq{ Ib) oFAZ(I_) o
_, _TFHp(1_) tFox( !%l _ r_Et_'-.I !_) _TLN
COr:'40_ / | f bY/ _.(lf;VCa_TPIHP_P_"_(ILF -_o_'JP'otJPToL_N_IlePIA'I o ]tlATo |Q| IN_o
, d_;0l _,Jt. IGi. IC, Iq2
C_;;*'O'I IV lS(.P.O/ Vlcs(.[( 131 opla_ I 3)
C_, ;.',C.r,/T_'ICDE I'T It!( [ 31 tOl" If',l( I '_I _I,_IHt I _)


























LCG|('AL TP 11"Amo SP
SPECIE5 HOLECUL. A_ WEIGHTS 5TOHEU tN fmwT IN SAME URDER AS THENMO
OP_ HAHLLY (|| N 121 _2 (3) tt_O (ql u (51 OH (6) OZ
(7) N IR) N¢) (91 N2
Dr. TA (FM_;T(T). I=I,6)II._u_.2._I_,IH._I_sI6.0_U,I 7._8¢32"0001
DATA |FMfT( | ) ; ]nT.?)I|N.LJ_H,3J.U_BIZ8._|G/
DATA _J.5_/777¢GR_6.3Z*I74/
_EtAI._CF! TO APPRftPRIA'rE LOGTC.
G('} T_ ( 15.;I._.l;_; ¢_..'..t3,._CU_qLI.,UI _ICALL
eeoeo _CAL L • ! eeoee
TNITI_L|ZE OD_ S]OPAG[. AND'c_LCULATL CONVERSION CONSTANTS FOR
TFCRL - o:_r_ [P'TEPFACE*
1_3J CiLL ODE
NSPmN5
CONSTANT .... OT CONVEN'/_ A TFCBL _UANIITY TO AN ODE _U&NT|T¥ AND
|NCLI.I!'_E5 N(_feH,_LIZAT]O_,' F*CTr)Rs _I_EKF APPLICABLL. A C0N_TANT .... TO





eoeee [CALl. = 2 eeoee
nO AN TSEHTPOP[C EXPAN510"=, GIVEN PRb_NU_E AND INITIAL TEMPERATURE
AT T_E EDGE [)F T_E R_UND_R¥ L_YEH, AND CALCO_ATF AN EDGE VELO_|TY
TABLE,
_,ERFOW_ IHITleL T-P CALCUI. AT|ON To E%TABLI_H ENT_OPYe
PI |) • 4.72_tqS7&E-qePEOGE B
TL=TEDGE/i,_,,
oeeeo oF |_ EQiIAL TO FUFL/nxlUILEN _EIGHT RATIo, MAy |7mj973
OF • _FEO(,L/(I.-_FEDGE)



















SAVE ENTR()PY AND CALCULATE vELnCITY.
S_iS5UMII)
SH[fiG[ • I,9R7|65_sHSUE( ! )/HnT
HEUG_u_H_UGE+tlEUGEeUEDGE/_,
CALCULATE HHOEB AND SMUEB FOE INITIAL ZETAP CALCULAT|ONo
RHOE_aDEH(I)/SG
5HUEHRVI_CE(II/S_























DO 22_U |BUF=I ,NP
SHE • I .gE71A_HSLIMI |_L)F )/Hf'T
IXmT_EX( I_UFI
UET_H(IX) • SURTI2.O_AUS(HEPG[ - SHE) )
IF 111_0 .GT. LPETAb) RETuH_,













eeete I('AI. L = 3 *eeoo
r_EPFOkr 4 A T-p CAI. CULATTOF' AT THE _ALL. TO I_ETENM|h,E. HWALL BOUNDANy
coNr_T I foil.
P( ! ) = q.72539_76F.qePED(.EU
TZ=T_,ALL/I .RI
Ir(I I_TATI,.GT.t.).OR.I IIEk',,GT.9))GO 10 3020
ee*** OF" IS E_iUAI. TO i'UEL/OXlDIZEN WEI(;,H T RATInl MAY t7,1973 leooee.
OF = AFV, JLL/(Io-AFBALL) • !
DO 3t:lU T=I _FJS
El'I( I , I I = '. • l,./_'lS
ENLN( 1 ) • AL O_ (E'k_( I = I ) I
GO TO 3C_t
o=.-. _F IS F(aUAL TO FUI. L/O_TDIZER liflGlaT RATIo, MAY '!711973 eoo eoe
2{'?_.. OF • ALPHA( I 9ON, !)/( I,'ALPHA(! ,JNjl I I
Do 3_2(_ I:l ,Nil
r.r'( I , I ) =_(. _ I ! t dl_,, I I /FM_T I 1 )
IF(E ill _ _ I ) .L1. l.F-6 )ENI I , l )=l.E-_
3_3L ENL/_:( I ) • ALOGIF'N( I ,I ) )





_HVlALL • 1,9[;716_;.IHSLIMI i I/tlCT











o**** tCAL. I. • q eot.e
pERFORe: j 5EklE$ OF H-P CALcULA] ION5 ACROSS THE BOUNDARY LAYER TO





DO e2tE TPUF • I _!3
P( IBUF I • tl.72_39_76E-qePEb(,fB
Tlt;I ] _IJF 1=1 I INDtJF')/I,Bu
• e*., OF IS EeUAL TO FUIL/(}XIDIZER WEIghT RATIoo hAY 17ol973













rUn, V[ {-:1) t,C_-'f'tLIIF t _,_.,I, 5TOi_F _hS_"l'r-%
A l_ I?,/. Y _ o
DC ,.i :",. i. I I_UF'= l ))_'P
I )=It DF _ ¢ IPUF )
_.).0(!)o,)t } = r,_._(T._t)F }/_=c,r-,1
Svur l ) )d_' }=V 15Ct ( Ie, UF ) "5_"JT('
PP'Nr, ( ! )_o ,jh ) =_. i | t_ I.'F }
It IPl" I .GT .,.. } pl_lup ( I ) t .ll_ } tPl -'1
F'LE! TX)J_+)=I.
T( .IX ).,P )nr I.fi; =TIt ( | f4l,F )
AVl tX}=S("_' _EL (IFl'r)
O_ g.),.I I = I )+'_5
SC! I 1,_ )JP'o | ) =F;N{ I ) I_L'F I')F "_, I ( | )
S_,if IX).o,':)l ) = 1- _UF'( I ol@L.F )I_,(JT
IF ( Tx .LI. t y} GO 10 _t2_
!,,_1LIrFC'L_Tt FC_ _'I_CES_=I_Y P_OPEkT IE _' AT
U ¢,]_'G r_r_E .
C_LL F'k'_F"')' I_H(:( I )Jl_ ) )Yo IYF-(_o F,Y }
C/'LL. P_r'F_ X (-_U( I )Jl_ ) )Y ) |YEOo I_Y )
Ct. LL Fl_eFe X (PkNO(I t-)_' ) )Yo IYE_o I'!¥ )
(.t. LL F_ eF F x (T(i)J_) oY t lYE'S) _ Y)
TI',ITL',L'P(.L,*T_. Irt,,.'_ ._C! AI'L' Swl T;NLY IP
T O q_q_
F_OH CDE HLIFFLR5 INTn TVCbL
t"ESH POINTS _'oT ¢;OLVED
T_FT TEST F(?a EGL_LITY HET_,tE'N _,!O,J-INTEGER5 _!Y NOT
IF( (ALE i' TE oE C,'. ] • } .AN_'o ( TLE:. lSeL_. I • ) ) RETUON
DE "c,'1£ 1=1 )_5
L&LL P_OF_ ) (._{ I ( I ,d)_ ) I ) o_) ]Y((_) _-Y)
C_LL FP, OFI' _, (_._I ( I oJl" ) l ) ,) ) IY_'U, _'Y)
I_£TL f-N
L _'D




CHrCAI C PE_FORM A SERIES OF ENTHALPV-PRE_SURE CALCULAT|ONSe
C
COMMOF! /POINIS/ HSUMII3|t$sUMII3)oCP_(13)oOLVTPfI3)pDLVPT(13)o














COMMONISPECES/C0EF (2o7o3U),S13U) oENi30tl3) IENLN(30) tHU(30) o
I OELNi3U} PA(15,3_) tSUBt3_t3) tIUSEI3_)ITEMPIbOt2)
COMr_ON /MISC/ ENNoStJ_NtTTssbtATO_(3oI_SIILLMT(IS)_B(IS)I
I BcPI |St2IoTP TL_oTMIDtTH|GRoP#tCP_UMDOFt_RATtI
HSU_oHPViZI tR_olZl oYMIN(2) pVPL_(2) t_pl2_l
NJME(IStSI oA_oJ_( IStS| IPECWT(IS)oEN1Hi_S)IFAZ(IS) I
q RTE_P(ISItFOX(IS) tPENSI ISI oTLN
COMHOf! /IP'DXI CONVGoTPIHFtsPIHOLESINPINPTILINStKMATI [MATt I_11NCo
I JSOLoJLI_IXCoig2
COMMn_/I_'ODE /TIN(13) .OP INII31 oHIN(13)
COM_ONI_I,TO_IH_RUF(3_t|3|
D0 q0 IP • I oP.!P





_NLNI |) • ALOG(ENi | _|P))




BC(I ) • (_P( I)eR_PII _i ) • _P(2)eHOP( i o2) )/SU_




HG_IJFf _ INPT) • 1,9E7Ib_LeH_I I | eTT
THE TEST F_R [_UALITy BET_{EN NON-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE M_ANINGFUL_
IF (1T,NE,| _| GO TO _U
I_ (NPT eE_e _) RETURN
Th E TEST F_R E_UALITy BETsEEN NCN-INTLGERS May NOT BE MEANINGFULe
IF f |Pef_NPeOReTToE_eb. ) _U TO 3U
KxNPT
IF (NFTeNEo 13) _0 TO HU
3_ CALl. ANSWER
IF (K *EQ* _1 RETURN
NPT=u
NPTsNPT_!
























S J_}_'rl+JT ! ;q". | [+.HAT
C Crto'_tl,".,FS T"_ _t P,_.'OUT IHE I rI._AT
CITFr_T _._EPAi_t- Y,1g A:.* |'/P'_A r I()N 1"0 SrILVL THE U|FFt.RLNCE E_UAT|ONSe
C _Tt|,",J AVF-i'(._GF Pk('JI"F_,','Tz_ ANI') _E.C.Q, LCUI. ATE. ITLRATED IUX|L|ARV
C Q'JAPtT|'r rt_s wH|c H Go VNTU ?HE. U|FPt._E'NCE LUUATIO_S-
C
C OP.IH") ,I/'_[ _ ::. ;*s") ,' U ( ?_ t :3 ) , _+ { 25 #, 3 ) t JIL r'H_l I 2T',U ,, 3 t J ) PRI'IOV I 2S'!) ) P 5H ( 2_U t ,.'1)
Cod:40 _1/.;) _'1, ) /_1_!_(2_C_1311S,.1U| Z_Ut3 ) t_'R(P._,:t3) DULL(2S,.II3i !
! _T [.IS{. tZl,'_) jbC! (2_',L_2_,9) tT(2b,.,_3) iAV(2b0)
°
C,'),q,_');_/T_,. _P /t/P%(Zt_!.B3) _P!?T I_.%,.it3) t_LET(;_bflt3)
C;]_:4"_:_ IYTA_LF/ YTIL(Z-%U_t._GP|ZL_)tPI(_PP(ZSU)_|fT|LPtlYT|LI,'t /VIABLE/
+ C'fT I1.16) IVTABLE/
CO.I'le)'s)/I-'I.'VEC p_'IZ'_,_) tFIZ_C!
C0.4"10 ;/_;l G.4 _S/51% I (3) tS I,'_2 t 3 ) tSlG]( } ) _'_ I G_4 (_) t$|_i _1 _SeGSS(3 I
CO'4'4+3 _1 P."C_I.C/ /F-T:,OtZET_t/F-T_NtZLI _atZ%TAtC(3) tl_L(21 _YZLTAt /TCALC/
_ T/.__TA t YE.')_ /ZCALC/
0 ".14'1'; / "1_1_+_ AL ,/bL _F'F" t UHEF _ ;+ H O i+ I-_I" _ _i+,_l_ 1:.Ir ) RE Y ]Nk
CO.4M,3.,_/('r_J_.IT /Ny II+Y I _.+Y_t'af?*_ JOI,IN_JA DI'_fr. LINELI B_I_PINM&X DNy|









cOMPUTE AVERAGE OF BACK VAL#jE AND LATEST ITERATED VALUEo
UllpJAl=_eSolUl I,JO)÷U(I ,JN])
HII,JAIeO,SeIH(IoJO|,M(ItJNll
CUUIIoJA) = 9.SgolCUU(loJO I ÷
CIJV( ItJll • O°5_elCUV(loJOI +
CVill,Jll • _,SUeICVVIItJO) *
CW_(I,JAI • OeSt}elCWWlloJO) +
O0 2:J IEL=itr_EL
&LPHAC IoJAtlELI • Oeb_elALpHA(ItJOol_L)
SH( | oJAI•:J,SeISH( | IJOI*%H(|tJN))
NflO( I mJAIz_eSIINHO( | IJI) IsRHO( | IJNI )




LnS( ! tJAI•).%eI_PsI It.JOI*EpS( I tJNI I
PRT(IoJA)zL,_=(_qTIIoJOIePRT(t IJNI)






CALCULATE _D SAVE E ANU F AT EACH ZON E FOR THIS IT[RATIONo
EII)•RHOl ioJileqGPlllelErApiYTILI I}IIETA
F(|) • _GP( I )/(ZETAee2eREYINF)
CALCLILArE SIS_AS AT WALL A_D FIRST INTERIOi POINT TO INITIALIZE
PIJSH-_O_N STO_AGF FEATUREe












C '_q_q'i • r: %r)l. v L
C
,1 J:;NTH
_,_'KTt:P.'i rlF HObl[:.NTu_ __QIIATIOrJ._ IrO_ VI:.LUCITY UIM÷| IN),
(. r)HHC_!J/:)F rl:. u,_/_.J ( 2_,.. j ."4 ) 9 H i _.,..1 t "_ ) t A Lt'H A ( 2%_ o _" t _S ) p RHOV (25_) ) t SH ( 2.SU e J )
C I)_ M 0 "I/ Y "'*_'_i:.P / _ t O_ t X i f.'.,,(w ,'( 2_,j ) i _,r
CO_IM,] IIP*'.Of _ 1_._(1(2_:)_3) t%l_llf_6_3l mPr_(?5_. _3J tULf'.(2r_,_3) _
C_HP_', /vrAr_Li_/ YTIL(2_.) ti_(_PiZ_l.) tH(sPPl2_O_t [YTILPt [yTILF I
1 CYTILI6)
Cr**'IM_'I/'.'_'T_ _. IA(?_,_3) tl_(2_,,._)
CUt lHO ;/r_Fwt r. IL { 7'%_ ) tF ( 2-'L_ )
C",.'t_10 JISJ I C,P;,_,_I_ I GI (31 IS I (.,_.( 3 I . _; I rs3 {.'_} t_|Gq (,_) t _ T i:.._'|'I ) t S[_.._S(3 )
C,')HHO" IFI',r.F_(./ _I'D_E:t._HF. DbE_ILO(_E,IJi. r)G_ IpEDiILL.ItAFLri_I_UEDSO_
[_Hir O._, I,'[IFD S'_ _ r_p L DShl
C_H_O'_/C'_','J3 !SINIT_XTt,_I Utxr'_XtDELTA! _._t_l tSN2,SI, IJ,EP$LN! _EPSLN2 _
I LP_LN3 t cor_;;R_ _ n2DY tOqDV _ r_{_Y S(w
CI'Htlr_rlICI._'!IT /,JY ,NY I tl_Y2_f',y_t JOt Jrlt JAtt.[LINF L[ tH_iPiiNHAXtNY|
[_";'IM_'S/ T GL [_Ul(;/ | r_E F_UG ( _ ) i _" e._0 |) fl _ t K {r. N i.) tl P
rV^LU_ ;[ rr)Fr'r _CI_HTS OF %YsTr:H Of HO'_NTUN [_JUATIONS (FROH FIRST
I*JTEk'_0R Pr)|,lT To _I_UtJD LASt POINT If, bOUNDARY LATER)|





:'_I: =F ( ! }
_!_I (:,) = _;'_Uf |"1 tJA)+LP'_{ |*1 _J "_1
tg_ ,tNJl _.J( _'_i t JOJ-U( |-I t,IO _ ! e:)7_)Y
I)_YH_'J'_ ( 'i t i÷ I O,.lO)-2ee!J( | t.lr))"L!( i'l tJU) ] _[)DYSQ
Tr.-,_m_iF o.:,P ( } ) ,¢,| G | (2) eOOy_r¢
T_*_Zz_l-iOV r t ) ,'I_;:' { t )
TH ._m_HO { ] t .IA ) sU ( | o JA ) /I)%
r_)_.,-¢'o OP :J( _÷1 ,'_1-1 )
_r l--; t I | =n'_')Y" (;_re,}( ! y Jr) I-T_._,I4FeT:'I I p-... Se TEI_I'I
t'()t ;f • Or :Jr "_i t ti)
_( l-i iI)=T_ "1- ,,%I!ILiLIyI'_N'TL '#"
,-,)rFro oF :J(-+l ,H÷I )
n( l-l,3)e-Atl-I ,l)-r_H
"_lt';,rllo!41H') ell L_"
_}( |°! llIl"3i'i( I t.ll))o;)*'_* [ 'Tl_'Iv'4tt'_ t'l #'_._el41rll ( oH] eUYI'IN,I,













IF 11 .LE. NYI ) GO rn 1.'¢;
.ol_[,-"y FTRST ANi.} I. AST ,,,,IOMLNTUM F_uITIONS By BUUNOARy CONr)|I|ON_
AT #AlL tJ • I)
AT EDGE U • I}E
_ Ny2 } 8B r "iy2 } -A ( PIy_ 13 ) oUt" ()GE
A ( J_.-? I 3 } E_+I
qOLVE _O'41;+To_ EQUATIONS FO R 1_(MelIN)i Nn21._IoeeINy_, I
C 4 _,.L ll_Vm ( & 5,ll ( _ i jl, l ) i i_, l KI+2 I lit+iA X )
- 203 -
_.l_;aLy i4ht.l,li)_,i_,,_ Ltlrj_)|T |nN S roh il(i1,,l t I J AND U1r1+I tNY|
!J( | _.INI• ;o
r_T.-;T OF'n"g role T_T5 !TLWt._ Turl, "t Ist'_LIF%T[De
l¢-(_-..10r_Mp,r,T. ,I(_L I DUMPI T
I_.'jT • ( ,sli4v I t- I'I! -!I(NY o,lrj} I ILl{ Nv D,Irl}
I c" ( 4n'_ ( TE_T ) ,l.[,IrPS|.. 'N | 11_I T,jWI'q
¢OL. JT[O_' r_,,j_ % r_.JT _YiqPTnT'C*_LL.Y _I_PI_IJAC'H (L_t_t (.nND[T|C}NSe
_tNCe_A_[ T_,I|CP':j_NS OP r_iJt;L,A h'Y LAVt. r_ _Y _on]NC_ O_,L P_|NTe
|F( IrlCWe*.TeGTer_)CAI L. DEHt.JG
Ir _'_'..! Q._.'_,__LL I_EhUC_
I=;4_I-!
GO TO I d.
.%L.'L FC L T I t.L _!k C L'_
C_L(_U- VFIT[ TF('£1. t_:PtJ1 DA_,
C
F'FT_,_(.c"_) eX, Tt'I_F'h(-%_,,') _LP£T&Ue |P'I:.YPs_P[ x(6) e
_, t,f I _t_ (_C_] t LU£TA8 t IUEkP tCI)L x (6) t
•_ Xl[_UnX(._) .LCUDXTo IDUOXP
CC.,F _"_';L/I Tt _,LF /1 _,T At_ { IL'u] t Xl _F_T_.! lug) ,L Tt. TADt | l_xla t
! _'*DT Ah { i u_: ) t X I A ;al_(, ( I _aU ! , L.I'_C) T AH t I _DXP
CC/,_-C_,/cT[ r-'_/IIT, Xl I_4 (bG } till _ (S_) tLL) XL l_t IDXo
;, L;Y!
COl_t-'r'N IFI,C-,EPCI Tr. DGE t._I'_FDGE tl'_bDt't _uEDGF _PEOGEBsAFEI_GLt DU_I')_O_
1 I.'tJF'D_ tDt_F- I.)_', DPLI)_I':
CCF't'CI./_.LILT /_ ttiEhIPLNI_LKIYI':
CO_,.t'C;N/COt,._T /b|F'TTeX |N|Tt xI_AX _DFLIA! tSN| t SN_OS_!')tLPSLN| eEPSL'N_t
1 [ F'_L. N3t CONVf_bt_DY t (1NI) Y ot')I_YS_
CO_IF.I_ /TITLF/ T|TL.[¢ 13}
COt_t'.CI _ /Pi"hT C I II_PWNT t t';LPk _ T t t SP f_NT ! | t. Pt_l',: T . L.h_PPG, L. I NESR

































/C(;OL/ ALTAS(IO0) e(AX(6| tCCX(6| tCOEFCLtCPLI_PLTAR|20) t
CP_UMEtCRX(6) DCTHX(6) tCTLX(6} tCZX(6) tDELXRAoUIATUBt








MAS_LtPRAHDLoQWl oRAHOLoRAMOWeRAMTAB(|O) tRETLoSQWD$I o/COOL/
50_|_SUMg_| tTA_oTENPKLtTH|CK_THITA_(IOO)tTLO_TL| o /COOL/
TL2tTLCAeTLTAB(|U_) tTU_E_tTW_2eT_GCAITWLtTZTA§|_U) e /COOL/
ZMYTA_(20) tZHYULt|TPOS*T_L2_TJBH_$TANRE /COOL/
/COOL/
CO_NC'k /_OR;/ (UU(2_Gt3)ocUV(25Ut3)oCVVI250o3)tCWW12SO,3),GA_AtLK IOMONI/
COMMON/H2INJtIk_H2
DATA UNAMEt_NAHE/kHUETAB _6HPETAB I















INJECTIOF'_FNEE STREAMeePENFcT GAS| I











6 FoRvAT ( IX* IRHCORRELAT! ON |NPUTS//_Xt6HGAMA •tF|UebISXIqHZK •e
1 FI_.*6//)
IF (ICOOL ,Ee, IJ) GO TO q_
W_ITE (6el) CCEFCLtMASSLeRAH_tTUBLN
i FoR_T (2P h PFG[NERATIVE CbOLING INPUTSI/_Xt_HCoEFC. L •tFl2,BelOXe
! 7HH_5_L •tFI2,&tl_Xt7HFA_p =tFI3,IU,IUX_THTUBE N atFlo,3/ )
_RITE 16_2) t!_TABe (| tT_TAB( I ) tCPLTAB(I ) eRAMTAS(I ) tZMYTA_(I i,
1 ! • I,|TZTAB!
2 FO_HAT (IF=IIII_bH COOLANT p_OPERTIES TA_LE$1tq_X_SHITZTAB =el311
! I_Xt IN| _Xe_HTZTASt I IXe&HcPLTA_t 13Xt6H_AMTA_t 13Xt&HZMYTAB 1
( |NX t _2thX t_,FFI_,¢tSXIF I 3, |hoax i lEE IqoR i_XoE|q,S))
WRIT_ (6t3) I T_TaR
- 205 -
3 FORNAT(IFl|12l,H COOLAN1 _ALL TABLE$//qqXtSHLTWTAB
! II_tSHALIABtl2Xt6HTHITABtI2X,_HTLTAB/)
LINESR • I,HSPP_ - 6
DO 3_ I • I tl 1WTA_
WRITE (&o_) ItALTAB(|).TP_ITA_I I)_TLIABI I)
FOkHA1 El)X, l)tBXt IPEi3i7oSXIEI3e7ibXoGPFIImN)
LINESR • L]NEIR - I
IF (LIHE_R oGll U eOR, 1 .E_e LTWTAB) GO TO 30
WRITE (6o5)
FORMAT I IHIII_XtI_Itl IXmSHALTABtl2XDEHTHI?AIeI2XeSHTLTABII
LINESR • LhSPPG - 5
3_ CONTIP_UE






WRITE (6t9111i) DXLTM(I )tXLIMI IImbKTABII)iXTABSKiI)





RO WRITE (6t912_) _KTABI I )DXIABSK(I )
GO TO I0_








WRITE (6,911_) TWTARI|)m_1ABTW(| I m_RDTAG(I)_ATABMD(! )
LIIIEIRBLII#EIt-i
IP ILIAX ,L_, I) _0 TO 71_





160 WRITE (6mg12UI SMDTAB(iI,XTABMD(I!
GO TO IB_
ITG _R|T( (6tgllfl) TWTABII)tXTAHTWIi)
IRu LI,IESI!mLIIIESI'I







C ,tRITE _E_[THY Aqr_ EDGE T^ULES,
C
213 *RITE (6t9OUU)
C • TH E TEST FOR E_U_LITY BETWEEN Nr)N-INTEGERS MAY NOT BE NEANINGFULo




2ZO WRITE (6o9160) LqWTABoLPET_B
TAdNA_aPNAME





C e THF TEST FOR [gUAL|TY SETWEEN NON-INTEGERS HAY NOT U[ HEANINGFULe
IF(PETAR(I|,Eq*o*)TARVALsUETARI !)
_RIT[ (btgllJI RWTAB(I)tXrAHR_(I) tTA_VALIXTABP_(I)
LI_ES_uL.I_JESR-I
IF (LHAX .LEe I) GO TO 310
O0 30U t • 2tLHIX
TAdVAL•PETAB(I)
C • THE TE_T F_R EQUAL|TY BETWEEN NON-INTEgERS NAY NOT 8E MEANINGFIJLe
1F(_ETARf I),_O,_.)TARVALBUET_(| !
I_(I,_T.LR_TAR)G_ TO ZbU
IF( |,_T,LPI,IH_X)_O TO 270
WRITE (6_911_) RWTAB(i );_TA_RW(I)oTA_VAL,XTAUPE(|)
;0 TO 28U.
2_0 WRITE 16t9120) TARVALtXTARp[(|)
60 TO 2_
Z73 _R|TE (&tgliU) qtgVAR(IItKTA_R_(Z|
Z_ LI_ES_=LIN_$R-I





C _RIT£ E_PEq|HENTAL _OFILE_ IF INPUT,
C










IF (LMA_ eLE_ 1! GO TO qlQ
DO q3J I = 2oLHAX
IF(I,GTeLUPROFIGO TO 360
IK( |tGTeLHPROFIGo TO 370
WRITE (6o911"_! UPROF(I ) ;Y_YN_t(1) tHPRUF(I) tYBYNH(I)
_0 TO q03
364 WRITE (6_9123) HwROF(I)oT_yNH(J)
GO TO q3_
37_ WRITE (6t9|13) UPROF(IItY_yNUII |
qg_ CONTINUE





• RITE (6o9110) APROF( IItV_yNA( i1
RETURN
FORMAT (IHIo26AtI3A6//)
qOtQ FORMAT ( IBM FLAGS AND O_TIoNSI/3OXtB_IOEAL • 912o61t
! $6H(=| FOR _ERFECT GASt a_ FOR HYDROGENoOXV_(N EOVIkiBRIUNII3UXp
2 BHLAHNR • t12t6Xo39H|=i FoR LAHINAR FLONt aO FOR TURBULENTI/_19
8H_NCONPm oiZ16Xt36_(ml for INCQHPRE_S|BLE FLU_ ee FOR
q 13HCO_PRESSI_LE)I3OXoSHJ20 • _12oeXt2lNI•| FOR RX[SYNNETRIC t
S 33HGEOHETRYt •0 FOR T#O-O|MENSIONALI/3OX_BRINrOK • ol2t6Xt
6 _H (=1 IF INPUT TABLE_ CONE FRO_ TOK OUTPUTt •00TNERI|SEI/3OXt
7 8HICOOL • o_2,&_STN(eO NO COOLINGo nl OPPOSITE DIRECT|ONo nZ$A_
_E DIRECTION)/3_K_RH|TNERq •_12_6XtS2qinI FOR STNERNO NANELIST INPU
4T TO OBEt •) OTHER_ISEI/3OXt_HIPOLY mtl_6XeT)H|m| FOR CAECOE&TIO
$N 3F COEFFICIENTS FOR CONNECTED WALL CONTOURe =O OTHERWISE)l/)
FORMAT (3HH PROBLEM LIMITS AND INITIAL VALUEStlIXtlNSINI1 etf12,S.
I 3Xt7NXtqlT •oFI2eSt3Xtt_XRAX •ori3eloSXo_HoXl •tlPEI2$6t3Xt
2 6HOELTA! •oEI2,6t3XoBHZETAPI •tEI2o6//)
9330 FORMAT (21H REFERENCE QUANTIT|ESI/qXtTNBLq(_ •tlPElqoTlqXt
! 6HUREF _eEIqeT_q_eBHRNOREF •eEINe7_I_H_N_NEF e_[Jqe_tl)
9]qO FORMAT (2_H INPUT NORRALIZATiON ¢ACTORS//qXtTHxN •tlPtlqe7tql_
! 7HYN •tEINeTINXo_NUE_ •IE|qe/IqXo7HpEN •¢E|qeToq_e
2 7HSMDN =oEIq,7//)
93S0 FORNAT (16H EDgE _UANTITIESI/qXo7HUEOGE u;iPElqe/teXt7HP(OG( at
! E|NoToNXtTHTEDGE •t(tqoTt_ X_HAFEDG_ mtEJqeT//)
FORMAT IIUH CoHSTA_TSI/llesHAFTRNS uslPEI2e6J3li_HPRI lt[lZe6e_ll
I 7dGA_MA mpEI206t3XISHFMOL_T •tEI2e613Xo6RPLAW 8tEJ2e6t3it
2 7HPAHB •_EIZo6/IXtBHGPO •oEI2e6t3XtSHSN3 •oEi|t6o3Xt
3 7_XSTAR =tEI2e6o3XtBHAFqALL •eEJ2ebo3XobHUEK ae£|2e6o3_t
q ?HRHOEK 80Ei206/I)
- 2O8-
9J70 FORMAT (3,)H CONVERGENCE ANi_ EDGE C_tTERIAI/qXo7HCONVRGmtlPEIq,7 e
I _IXe7dE=SLNIsoEIq,7eqXe7HEpSLN2seEI_Ie71qXITldEPSLN3m,EI_eTo_Xo
2 7HEP$L.T'4a_EIq,711)
9-R_ FORMAT (91,4 COUNT_._5/IqXt 7HHAX|T at |,.IoSXpSHNy | at |qjsX;SHNIPRNT ut




91 _ FO_rI_F ¢
911 j F ],_r4_T (
2qH 5TE=SIZE CONTrol. TABLLS/P2SXo!HLUXLIHUolqo39Xt
_sl[q}












12H ,aLl. TARLES//_SXtTHI. TWT_=,;qo_gXtZHLMdTABIoIq)
i_Xo_qT_TA_ _19X _6_XTAdr_tIgXo_HSqdTA_gXe6MXTABMD/)
2SH GE3MET,_Y _N[) Ei}GE _AHL_//ZSX_7HLR_TABst |_t39Xe
ZS_ :_FO_TRY ANO _OGE TA_LESI/2SXm7HLHWTABetIqt39X,
|_Xt&)4_TA_ e 19X t_,(T_wt |gA,Abot?Xtb_TA_pE/ |
_2:4 E_PE_IMENTAL _R_)F'[LES//25XtTHL_PNOY=l|qe39Xt
r=,l't)
|_AI_HUP_oF _ 19406HYHYNIJ _|?_o6HHPROF t 19XI_HY_YNH /)
_Hd EXPEqIMENTAL _R_F[LE5 (C()NTINUED)//?_Xt7MLAPHOFno [q)














ICRPG REFERENCE PRUGtlAH lODE} MOUIFIEB TO HAND6E £QUILIBUlUM
CHEMTSTRY IN THE TURRULENT 8_UNDARY LAYEN PROGRAM AND TO
OPERATE It_ A SUBROUTINE _ODEo
CO_MHON /INPUT/ BIHI3OIIIPOLYolTHERM_MTI'It30)INPRODeNSPEC°
I PNAZI3OItTI(3UItTZI3UI





C31qHON /'¶ISC/ ENN_SHH_tTT'su'ATO_I3°IuS)tLLMtI|SJIBQIIS) °
! BOP(iSt2) oTMtTLU_tTM|U'THIGHtBPtCPSUMIOF|EQRATt
? HSUR_tHPP(ZI o_HO(2) eVH|N(2) |VPLS(2I|6P(Z|I
3 NAHE(lS°S) |ANUHI|StS)ePECWT[|K|tENIH(15)eFAZ(IStt
HTEMP(IS)tFOx(15) oDENSIISIt_LR










P_ESEI VAF_IAnL.EC, TO THEI_ INITIAL VALtJES,
TLU_ • 0._
TZ=O._









;F (ZTHERM eNEe d)





CALrULA_IOt_S I_;VOLV|NG F_UIVALENEL RATIO CHANGFD




eeeoe nF IS (GUAL TO FULL/OX|b|ZER o MAY 21_ 1t73
TH E TEST FR_ EQ!IAL|TY BETWE_ tj _Ot'-IN1EG ERS MAY NO1 bE
IF( WP(|)eHE.Lel OF • WP'Z)/F:P(I)


























$UM•Wp( I )+¢JpI2) A 16U
v'::al/_P( I IeVHIN( I )÷_'jPI2I°VHINI2I)/SUN A 16,_
VI=eWP(I)eVPLS(I I÷WP(2IeVPLSI2))/SUH A 16q
E_HAT • OF/STOIC
UO 2LL_ ! • I sL
t_(ll) • (WP( I)sRL, P(lt|) * wPf2)oROPI ! t2)I/SUM
ThE TEST FOP gQHALTTV B[TWEEN NO_J-INTE(_PLRS HAY NOT BE HEANINGFULs
IF ([QRATsF..Qsi,) ((JRA'I'sIe(,,;(;C,_5 A 169
H_UB_ • III_p(I )tHPP( I ) 4. Wp(ZleHpp(z) )/SUH
WRJTF (6,37_) A 176
_r'rlE " (6_3Rt.) LH,I-IPP(2),I.'PpI ! )sH._UUOsLVPtVPL_(2IIVPLS(IIIVIoLVHoVH A 177
I [r,l(2l wVHIN(| ) _V2 A |TB
H.CLJ_(, • H.c;Ulau/I.gB)'I65U
_'FrITE (6.39_) A IBU
WRITE (k.3Ub) (LLHTIII,BLANKsR_ap(Is2I ,B(jpflti)tROlt),l=ltL) A 181
C_LL SEARCH
[QI_L÷I A 185
IF (NCsEqeL) GO Ttl ZqU A 186
0C 23. ,J•I_H¢; A 187
IF I ]USF. IjIsF,._0.U) GO TO 23 U A IBt_
IF f IUSEfJ).G]'.'J) IUCJEIJII.IUSF..IJ| A 189




E. FI_.:_e i A d?.U5
SU_I'_"E NN A 206
C'O _.SL, ,J=i,,r._ A 210
IF (_|JSEI_.JI_,Ec),-I l:._/.){)) It_SEljl=f. I A 21i
EN(JI I Is{ " k Zl2
F"NLN( Jll[;e A 2|3
iF (IIJSE(JIoNE.G) _O TU Z_ A Zlq
ENIJI|) • [NN/(NS - NC}
E.NLI';(J) • _LgG(ENfJt I ) I
COh;T I NUE A 217
,J5CI =:. _ 21B
Jl. I _,)l,,,. A Z I 9
KE ]" I:[_ N
FOkt, AT I I1-1 ) A 22b
F_I_MAT (Ittbsl7X_qHFUELtl3Xs7HOXIDANTslZXeTHM|XTIjH(t/) A 2.37
FOI_MAT ( IH 2Aq.3F|8.B/) k Z3U
FORmAl (RH AT_MS/,_) A Z39
FN_j , A 2qo-
-- 211 --
SUBROUTINEPARAP5
CPARAMS CALCULATE Gk_SS BOUNDARY LAYEH PARAMETERS OF INTEREST*
C .....






















COHHO_/CO_ST /SI_:|ToXIfllT_AHAXtDELIAI tSNI eSN2tSN3o_PSLNI tEPSLNZ_
! EPS_N3tCOhVHGtO2UYtO_OYtODYS_
C_MO_ICOUNT /NY,_YI tNY2INy3IJOtJNtJAtNELtNEL! |N_P_NMAXtNYL
CO_HOF'/STATN /|STATNtMAIIT_|T(R
COHMON/NEB8 /RSTARtRSTWE,xSTARtDLSTOtOLSTTH
















RTE_P(IS)teOXI IS) onENSI IS) oTLN"





















TLT,TLCAtTLTA_(!L.O) tTUBENtT_G2tT_GCA_T_LtTZTAB(ZO) i /COOL/








L)P f. I_ _ t'_'z-I_ HO ( I'_y I JE: ) eU ( NY t _01_ ) oI_IIJF JJ_N





_NIGRL • SNTGRL * u. SO°D_eISMDW0OZETAOeRW(I)OOJ2D
R_(2teeJ2_)
SMOfNeZETANe
ACCUPtJLATE INTEGH_L.S OVEV Y _JFING 51HPSON INTEGNATIONe







_G TI • GHOINYtJN)etI(NYtJN)
T_I=PF,O(I ojrJ).U( 1 =jN)/_I
YGRNDI 118( I,-TMI )tBGP(II
Y_RN_IzIsTMI/BGPI t Io(I,-IJ(I_JN)/U(NYtJN) )
1N2=I./IZETANeZETANOREY|_:F)
D{_ 7L I=1 oNy
El I)=_HO( I IJN)*_GP( I )eZE]ApeYTIL I I)/LETAN
7_ F(| t = _GPII)*TP2
DUDY=o2_YII-UI3tJN)eqoeUI2tJNI÷3ezU(IoJN))
YGRNDI3)=(_HOV(I )eBGP(I )oDuDY+DPEDSN|/F(I )
_CCUHtJLATE INIFGRALS ACROSS R_UNCARY LAYFRe
DC IC_ |=Zo_;YI
Thi=PH_( I tJN)oU( I IJNI/T|
G_t_D( |)ul |o-TMI)/BGP(|)
G_NDI_IsTMI/BGPI I )t(I .'Ul I tJN)/UINYt_N))
DUOSm(I|( I IJNI=U( | oj_) |/D_
UUOVu_2_Ye(U( |+1 tJN)-IJ(I-I tJN) )
GRNr_I3)=CRH0(I tJNleU(|tJ_l.Plo_SelRHOV( l)eBGpI I ).U(l jjN)eL(|) )e
I DUDY÷_PEDSNI/F(! )
IF (! eGEo rJYI) GO TO ! i_
FMULT • FLOAT(q - 2eMOD(1_2))
D_ ICU _ • It3
YGRNDIK) • YGPt:RI_) • FHt'LTe_NOCK)
IF NYI IS EVEr_ COMPLETE FI_FSON INTE_RATIONe OTHERW|$E= INTE_RAIE
LAST STEP USIN_ TRAPEZOI_A L N_LE.
IF (MnnlNYlt_l .GT, G) GO In 130
- 213 -
b_ 17.r: " V" = I t:q
I It:. Yt",I_JI|(K) = (YC,_,!rI(K) 4. q. UoC;l'i"lr.llK } )tUYl_o _
_,"_ "rr_ IF,,.
L_r. Y_N'IL*'AK) • tvGNt*_([) 'q" GRI,_DII"IJeUY/3eL; 4. _e_UeOYOGl_l'dl) lK)
=-V'_LIIATF" INTE_;RhtJl)_ AT Ny _lllD COItPL_.'[t. EVALUAT II'H Of" INTEGRAL
p:/(IPFg, TIIES. (GI-;I.IP,( I ) ANL'_ {_RPII]IZI Al_f,. ZERO• I
15"_ DlyD5 • (I.JlhtYoJlJ) - U(NYtJr}) )lOS
i)UDY=={12Dye (II(NY2,,jN)oqoeUI NY ! t JN1 _3teU(NYt JNI )
GF_t_h ( 3 ) • ( RttOINY _ Jr.') eU(NY t..IN I eDUUS÷ (RH_IV (NY) eBGP INY I,-
) It ( NY j Jrd t el ! N'r I I OOilDY'*'I")PF]I)SN ) IF"( NY )
Jr '"IC'[')(_IYI2} .LF. :':') G(1 T 0 llg
Y._kfJ[."l ]) • yr_R=JI')I_III t GRNO(._IIeDY/._Io@
bO T n 2d'J
I_] YG_<rJr_.f 3)=YGRNr_('_I÷.Ie_II_YeC_R NI')I-_I
,, I _PLI. CEMFNT THICKt;ESS,
DLST_ • DLST&R
TE_HaRH_tNY,J_) eU(NYtJAIeI_,Se(RW( I )eRWfZ)))eed2D
_LSTAR_RLREF_(ZETANeYGNN_( i )+SNTGR_/VERH|
IF{ (XSTAR*LT.fX-_X|)*ORe (XsT_R*GT*X])GO TO ZZO















CALCULATE _ALL SHEAR STRESS TAUW,
DERIV=OTnYe(-U(]o,JN)÷_ee'J(2tJNI'3eeU( ! tJN) |
THImRGP( I )/ZETA*IeSMU( I tJNIIDERIV
T_U_oSMUREFeUREFI_LREFoT_I
LOCAL SHEAR STRESS COEFFICIENT DEFt
BCF•_./REY|NFeTNI/(RHOINYtjN|eU(NYtJN)ee_t



















OO 2qU I_P'! tNSP
SLIHSP • SUMSP ÷ SH| ( I)JNo IsP)o0ZOYe(q.0eSC| (ZtJNIISP) ; 3DOe











SQ_DS • SQWD$ _ (2*OOPlE)Oe,/ZOeBLREFOOIJ2q÷I)eUoSOW_SofSgWO •
l R_(I)ooJ20 ÷ SQwoH#t2IooJ2D)
IF (ICOOL eel* 3) R_TUR't
TTSAVE • TT
CPSAVE • CPSUM





CPSU _ • CPSAVE
TT • TT_AVE
ADIABATIC #ALL TEMPERATURE TAW (DEG-RI oooO
TAN • TINY)JR I + PR(NYou_)ool loOI3._IoueSOOIUINYojR_OUR[F)OO2/
(CPSU_E,R,jeSG)
_HORgF woee (LByOSFC2/¢T_) eeoc
SG GRAVITTOHAL FORCE (L_H/L_FoFT/S_C2) eoeo
AAKK • _HO(NYeJN}eRHOR[FeSGeU(NYo_NpoUR_F
AAKK _eee (LBM/FT3IFT/S[C) eoee
$_ oeoo (FTeLBF/FT2eSEC) eeoo
SQWI • S_W/RJ
_W! eeoc ((FToLBF/FT2,_ECt/(FToLRF/BTU) • (BTU/_FTZoSLcI))
STANNE • S_W|/(CP_U_[oAIKKe( raw - TW_LLI )
HG ode• (_TU/(0EG.ReFTZoSEC) I
HG • SQWI/(TAW - T4ALLI
CALL XNTCRP (X)EAREAoEPtlAx)XTA_TWoALTABoLTWTAStCAXe|TNXp)
O|ATIJ_ • 2oOeS_RT(_AREA/_|[ )
CALL XNT[_P (XtTLI eTP,|TLXoXT_STWoTLTA_oLY#TA_tCTLXt ;T#Xp I





IF f X ÷ DX ,LT, XMAX) GO T H
TL2 • TL!
GO TO ?
CALL _NT_P (X*f) XpTLZtTW,ITLXtXTAuT_tTLTAS.LI_TABtGTLX,|I_XP)
CALL XNT_RP (TLIoZMYULtZPi|ZXtTZTAB_LMYTABt|IZT_BtCZXoITPO_)
|TPOS • IZX
CALL XNTERP ITLI tCPL,CPPt IcXtTZTA@oCPLTARtITZTA@tC{x. I?POS)
CALL _NTERP (TLi tRAM_l.t_Po I_XoTZtA_o_AMTARt |TZIAUoCRXt ITPO5)
PRANr)L • CPLeZMYUL/RAMUL
H_YL s MASSLeOIATuS/IZMYULeTURENIEAR_A)
CALL XNTERP ( XITHICKtlHPI|TH_oATABI_tTHITABtLTtTABjCTHXt ITbxP)
T_L • TLI
TWL_ • TWL
HI. • _,.)2_ORAMnLID|ATU_'REYLeIUoB_°_RANOL. eOuo_OeiTLI/TWLIeeU,_L_
SA| • Hl_o(io. ÷ RAM_W/( rHICKeHG| |
5A2 • RAMD_/THICK
T'_L • (S^IeTLI ÷ SA2eTAWI/(SAI + %A21
IF (ABSITWLG - TW L) eGT. d,Ul_) GO TO 7
TEMPRL • T_L/TLI
T_GCA • (tt_eTA_ • RAMO_/TH|CKoTWLI/IHG + RAMU_/THICK)
@#] • HGe(TA_ - TWGCA)
SQ_D$I • S@WDS/RJ
TA_M • T_ALL ÷ S_wl/HG
UELX_A • IDA + DXI)eBLREF/zeO
C05AL • COSITH_(2) )
SST • COFFCLeDELW_AeQqloIPIEOR_(2Io_LREFIeeJ2D/CUSAL
TLCA • (TLI + TL2)72_3 * SsT/(CPLeHASRLt
IF (ICOnL ,EQ- 2) TLCA • (TLd _ T_II/2_U + _5T/{CPLeMA_L)
5UM@_I • 5UMQWI ÷ SSTo2.:_
T,G2 - (T_GCA * T_ALLI/2_Q








STOgE ITEM5 I_ SUMMAry TABLE FON THIS
PgOFILES AT THIS STATION ]r _EQUIRED,
STAT|ON e AND PNINT
cOMMON/oEPEN_/UK2SO=3)tNI2_UJ3) .&LPHAIZSu,3e3ItRHOV¢260ItgH(2SUt3)
CO;INO_/[NOEP /5_DStX_DXIYIz%G) tOY
COI4MOP.I/PROP /RHO(zSOt3) _MLI(_SUt3) tPR(2SOo3) IBLE(2_Oe3) t
t SH| (2_t2tg) t$Ci(2_Ot2t?) tT(2_Wt_JtAi(2_O)
COHHON/TPROP /EPSI2SOe3; IPRT|ZSUe3| IBLET|250t3)
COMMON /YTABI.E/ YTIL(250) t_GP(ZSU) oB_PPI2_O) t|YT|LPt [YTILFe
? CYTIL(6)
COMM_NI_TEPSZIDXLTM(SI_) tXLiM(SO) tLOXLIMt IOXt
l 5KTAB(50I tXTAHSK(Sb) PL._KTABt ISKt
? DXI







CO_HON /GPARAH/ _|_STAR_THET_TAU_[AU| _HCFtS_W_STANISNTGHLI
! SQwDStS_O
C_MHn_ /TITLE/ TITLE(13)


































ALTAB(IOO) oCAX(6) tCCXl6) tCOEFCLtCPLeCPLTABI2O} t /COOL/
CPStIH_CRXI6) tCTHX(6) tCTLX(6} tCZX(_I t_ELX_AtO|ATUBI /COOL/
UXI _HGtMLt |Ax_ICUOL_ICXt IRXI ITHXt |TLXt ITZTABtlZXe /COOL/
MASSL_PHANOLtQ_ _RIMULtRAHO_RAHTAUIZoI IRETLI$_WOS! t/COOL/
SqWltSUM_*l _T_WtTE_PKLtTHICK_THIT&B(}OOIeTLO_TLIt /COOL/




DIMENSION _OUT(Iql _ BOUTiR}
CALCULATE DTMENSIO_IAL _ALL AND EDGE C{)NDITTONSe
U_B_tJ(NYtJN)eURCF
_A • 5_RT(_9721,_11GeGAMNA/FMOLWTeTINYeJN) )
I_{ ( IDEIL.EQel ) IANOI(INJMZeEQ_I ) ) 5A_AVIN¥1
- 217 -
BHEsU__R / _;4
¢aMUEBzSM II( NY o,lhl ) eSMURE. F
5HDW[4=SMr)_'_o R_OREFe UREFe Z[ TA
'SH_aSHIt_Y od_t) otAREFeUREF
R_O_f_=Rt.!_(NYtJN | eRHOREF





SUrtAX. Y ISTA0q)|mRME "
SU _1A_,,Y | STA tot) mSMIIf" _
_uHARY I .¢;TA t/t ) mR_.F
5Ui'l A R Y ISTAo?)=_TAN
SUMARY I.qTA tH)mDLSTAR
StlHARY ISTAIq)aZETAN
SI J;_ Ak)'Y ISTAtlu)=R_'(2IeBLREF-DLSTAReCUS(THWI_.))
5'JHARY ISTAolI) : XeBLI'_EF
SIJtlARY I_TA_|2)ITN_(2)
._IIMARY ISTAol3|mT(NYtJN)

















cHECK IF TIME TO _R|TE SUNMARY TABLE BUFFER ON DRUHo
IF( (ISTA,LT,NSTAleAND,(LAST,EO*U)IGO TO S_
NfiTININU( ISTA|NSTAI
_R|TE (I_RUM| NSTt t |SUMARY( | tJ| eJ•| tNVAR) tlaitNST|
ISTAo_
NREC•NRECel
cHECK IF _IM[ TO PRINTo
IF (ISPRNT ,EQe NSPRNT) 15PRNT • U
|F(ILPR_TeEO,NLPeNTIILPRNTau
IF (ILPRNT ,NEe v) GO TO |UO0
pRODUCE SHORT PRINT OF CONTOUR PROPER11ES t _LL AND













THLOSS • (6,283185306eRWI2|oBLREP)IeJZOeCOSITHWIZIIe(RHOESeUEBeeZ e
I (TH_TA - BLREFeSNTGRLeRHOREFeUREF/(RHOEBoU[BeRN(2|eeJ2O| )
2 - (_EDGfR - PAMB)eOLSTAR)
;_R|TF 16o?;*q_| UEqtBNEtOLSTARIBCFoT(NTtJN) IRHOE_THETAISrANISHEBt
! SMU£EtTAUWtTAUI tPEOG[BtTWALLtS_WoR;H[TAITH_OSStSHOWB
L|NESRmLINESR-6
IF (|COOL ,ME, _) WRITE (6tl I TLOITWLtCP_PQ#I_R_YLITLt oTWLZo
l CPSUMEISLIHQWI oP_INOLtTL2tTW_CAtOIATUBISQ_IINAMOLoTA_tT_Zl
2 THICKo$O_OSI oZHYULtTLCAoTENmqLtHGtHLt_TAMRE
FQi_HAT |_UXt3IH_EGENFRAT IV E C()OLING PARAH_TENS/SXI6HTLO ItFIUtqt
nrtT_TAR ItFI_.qlSXtBHT_IcK =tFIS.IOoSXtSHSQW_51
RHzHYLIL •t IP[15og/_XtbHTLCA IIuPFIUoRo_I_HTEHPRL
81tHG IIFI_. I _t_XtRHHL •;Fi_;6o_XISH_TANNE
IF IICOOL oNEo U) LINES _ • L_NE_R - 7
! SA,flHTWL •IFI_,qI_XIHHcPL BtFiS,IOIS&ISHGWX etFISebt_Xt
RHRFYL m, IPEISeg/_Xt&HTLI IIUPF|UeNIS_tSHTL_AB ItFJOeqtSXt
3 _ttEPSUHE =IF|_.|_t_Xt_H_UH_I •tFIb;6tSXtGHPRANUL •=|PEIS.9/%Xt
q 61tTL2 I_PFIueNISXIRHTWGcA BoF|oeqI_Xo_HD|ATII_ mtFJSe |OISXo





















LINESR • LNSPPG - q
573 _|TE 16t_o6J) I t (AOI.JTIJI oJ=|t8|
LINESRmLINESR-I








_ F_RHATIR_ I_LTAio IPEIZobogH (INCHES))
L|NE_RsLNSPP(_-b
*RITEI6tI_)
I,:_ F_RM_T[qH NO. tbXo_H TAU t6XtI2HT_U/(REoUE2), IXI
I _H _PS/(RHOeUEODELTA) t2Xt iZH ¥T_L/UELTA}
l'!
LINE_i_ = I.]HrSR-I
ZI = 5HUI_EFeLIREFI(BLREFeZET AN_
Z2 • IoO/(REYINFeZETANeNMI]| N¥oJN)eU|NYeJN|eU|NYeJN| )
Z_ • ie_I(REYINFOZETANeUINyoJNie_D_LT&)
r),jOy • _DY+(UII_I,JOP-:JtI°ItJOI+UII+ItJN)'UiX-IIJN)I
AOUT I ) = _G_(I )°ZIOISHUI | o'Jq)eEPS( I °JN) )eUUOY|
AqUT Z) • Ar|HT( t )eZ2/Z|
AoUT 3) • EF'5( I tJN/eZ3/HH_(I,JN )
AOUT q) • YTIL(I]/SDELTA










5_1 8OUT(It • SHUIItJNIoSNUREF
_3UT(2) • YTIL( I)IYTILINYl
83UT(3) • CUU(IIJN)/U(NYoJN)ee2
8OdT(q) • RHO( I tJN)/RHO|NYIJNIeU( I oJN)/U(NYIJN)
BOUT(S) • CUV( I oJNIISMUREF
comic U(TAU) • UT oooe
UT • SQRr(TAUW/IRN0(I oJN)ORHOREF)|
UTT • RHO(ItJ_)ORHOREFoUT/(SRU(I oJN)eSqUREF)
8qdT(6} • U(/ tJN|eUREF/UT
BO_T(7! • UTToYTILIIIeBLREFIZETAN
BOUT(B) • PRT(I IJNI
|F(L_N_SReGTeU) GO TO S?I
WRITE (609U80)
S71 _RITEI6*99d_) It (80UT(JIt Jolt8 )
LINE$R • LXNESR " |
IF(IoGEoNY) GO TO hot
I •H|NO(|eIYPRtNY)
GO TO 5Si
601 IF((I_EALoGTou)oANO_(INJHZoEQe_) ) GO TO 700








6SQ AOUTLI) • ALPHA(ItJNIII/(ALPH&(ioJNo3I÷ALPHAIItJN=I))
AOUT(Z) • SCIIIIJNoll
AOdT(3) 8SCI(]_JNtZ)





AOuT(9l =SCI ( I tJN,S}
AOUT(IOI-SCI (I,JN,D)
AOUT(II)= _HIJ(|IJN) eSMUNEF




LINESR • LNS_=_ -
67_ _qITE(6t?16_) I.(AoUT(JIoJ=I,IZ)
LINES_=_INESR'I
Ir (I .GEo NYI GO TO 7_J
I • _IN_II÷IYPRoNY)
GO TO 6g_
70.t e_ITE (6o9_7'1) ITcH
cHECK IF TIME TO _ITE RE3TART TIPE.
IF((IR$_qqoEQo_ioOR,IiX_I,E.eI,LYeXLIM(IDX|))_O Yg lOOO
utPOATE ZETA-RELATED QUANTITIES NEEDED FOR NESTANTo
Lo=(ZETAN-ZSTAN(I)IIIOSL(1)÷05)
_RITE (ITAPE) ISTATNoNY,_Y,ZETANtLLrAIZETIN,LPoZLTAO,DS,YZLTA°
I YTZETA'YEO_E'_STPR'S_T_RLISQ#DS'( (U(ltJ) °HI I °J) '
2 ALPHa( I tJt I I tALPHA( I tJoZ) oALPHA( i tdt3) tSN( ! tJI tlnl tNY) 'JmI °3l I(
3 RHOVII) 'IsI'NYItIVII) tTTILII)'BGP(II°BGPP(II°Isll
q NMAx)












( IHI t26Xt 13A6//!
(?X_7H_TATIUNtSXo_H x (FEET) e l_Xe IHSo IqXeZHO$_IqXtZHR_e|_Ae
6HTHETA_t IZXtqHZbTAtI IXt_M&EIAP)
(IlbsIP7EI6,7/)
(IBX_ZqHE_E ANO WALL COND|IIONStqDXt
|RHPROFII. F PANAMETE_S)
• IIPEI_e7ITXIgHHME mIEI_.Io|TAI9HDLSTAR •





5URROI}TINE P_OP" ! L
CPP, f')F f L C AL('_'IL ATE INItIAl
C
C
DbPENDENT VAHIARLF PHOl-ILlrb FROM KNOWN WALL
A_,,D _DGE Cl')rt_lTIOl'tS iT % • 51NIl.
Cg;._HCIt'._/_;F PLI_nlUI ?bd_3) till 2D{Jt 3) t ALPHA ( 2_Ut 3oJl) _RHOV I 2_,) I_H( 2hUe J)
COHHON /YTAHLE/ YTIL 12-%JI oHGPIZS,_) tI_{'PPI250)' IYT ILPt IYT|L'Fo
I r, YT|L|6)
COHH_N /ZCALC/ 7FTAO_Zt-TAo_ETANtZI" IAPtZSTAR(3) ir)szlZ) tYT-ETAI
1 Y •ZETA'YEt}bE
E CI,,4M O N / _,,A L L p, E / T _ _',t. L ,, _ i.4WA I- L o l'4'_"r, L t. _ _ I'1L)w f) oS I" tl e i _ I'lt-_w N
CO._H_N /_DGE_C/ T[I)GF ,_HL[_G/ ,H_-IbGEtULt_GF, tPED_f-6t_FE. DGf_eDU[D_Oo
l I)UEDS t DII_'r_sN t oPF. DSN
Cl3HHON/Nf_RMALIBI. r_f.F tURF_ eRNORFF _-_HUI_f.FtPEY|NF
CONMf_h/t4l_|. T /XN t _JEN t PEN t SM()_I t YN
COrlMOt4/COUNT /hlYt%Yi tNY_oNy.I, tJOo.JNt,IAoNF-LINELI _NSPINNAXINYi
COl'lP, it_t_ / {)P T _ ON/ | I_f-" AL t L AHN I_ t | NC _li.iP
COrlM{)I_I /T_|P_.F/ IIr_ROFI_L_) ,ytlY!'lufr_dt tLUPI_OFtCUYAI(b) tHPROF|EIU) t
| Y _ YNH I Si..J) tLHPR@F'eCHYX (6)
COi4HI)NINE*_3 /AF T:_HS ,PLA e'
CO,".IHf')I-,I/NF I,"l 2, /APRnFI_(I) t¥I_yNA(_UI oLAPRC_F ,IAyPtCAYXI6) t AIrIIAL.L
CfIHl_nN /TP_I'IP / Fps|?.cJ0t31 oPRT | _UI?*) tHLF. l'l_bOt3)
CO;I_-I(IN /flF, ORI/ CtJ_IIZcJ:jt31 tCUV(2CJut3] tCVVlZ_Oe3J e_lN_'12,_JtJ_) oGAHAI /K
I_(LUPRO_.Lra,,,._IGO TO ._














DO qi¢: I=1 jLUPROF
q]O YRYNULI ) • YOYNH( ! )eTM|
UO q2u I•| _LHPROF
q2*} VRYNH{ I ) • YRYNH( | )OTH|
013 q2S T=! oLAPROF
q2s 'f_YPJA(| ) • Y_YNA( I)*TMI
_ IJ ypIl.,_
0(3 q.'tw Ial DNY
CALL XNTERP(YTIL( I),UVALI_UMMYiolUYPoYRYNUoUPNQFILUPROFtCUYXo|UYP!




CALL XNTERP (YTTL(1) tALPHAIIoJNol)oDUMHYI IIAYPIy_YNAtAPROFI
I LAPROF'tCAYXt |AYP)
ALPHAI I I,|NI2| •_eRQI( I eOmALPHA( | tJNI ! ) )
_U AI,PltA( I t,INt3) •v'2SeALPHA(IoJNI2)




qs0 Hf | IJN ) • SH( ! tJN) _ D( | tJNl°e2/2oU
60 TO 21_
_ALCtILATE U-PHOF|LE ACCORUIN6 TO INPUT POWER LA_.




UO l_'_, Is• oNY
IF {IHT _GTo :_) _0 TO 3|9
IF (YTIL(!) oLT, TM3) GO ro iuu
IHI • I
30 IF (YTIL{ I) ,GE, T_I! _0 T O _0




00 I_ _m| I |HI
lu_ UI I tJNI • YTII. IlleSLOPE
cAt. CULATE H inn _H PROF ILE5 FO_ CO_P_kSSIHL_ UR INCOMPRE551BL_
CASE,
- 223 -
IF'( Ir;COMP,EO,II)Gg TO I2"J
itJ7 Del | l{_ ! • i _NY
5H( | , JNI=ShI,_ALL
lit} Hf ] tJN) • SHi_ 6 LI. ¢. U I | i Jl'd ) el'._/Ze_
GO Tn 71L.
12C, O('= 2t;u I • I=NY
H ( | t JN ) =HWALL+U { I i JN )/UEDGE* ( HEDGE-MIIALL )
2_tl SH( | IJN| • HI i ,.IN) - U( I iJNIeo2/2,U
C
C rat C!)l ATE CONSTANT ALPHA I PROF" ILl ACROSS BOUNUARY LAYER&












IF (LAPROF ,GT, U) GO TO 31C
UO 3_;a lul oNY
AL PHA( ] _Jr_9 I)=AF"_ALL+(AFEDGE-.tFWAL_-IeU( ] tJN)/UEO_E
oeee= ALPl4A(|)=Hi ALPHAI2IBN _ ALPHAI3t=0 lille
ALPHa( I iJNt2t • j,SO*l I,U-ALPHA( ! IJN,! ) )
ALPHA(I p.INp3J =G,2SeALPH|( ] IJNI2)
rAL, CULATF RHOV PRC_F [LE,
TMI = I*_/YTILINY|
DO _IJu |11 tNY
NHOV([ I • 5M0_ + TMleYTIL( I |
CAI. CULAT_" C'JU A'JD EPS PROFILI:S
T1'12 = YT?L( I)/YTII. (Ny)
CUU( | oJNt • FJ, .,E-_ouED_aF_oe2eTM2•( 1,..i . TM?Iee 2
I _.:_C EPS( I IJN_ =RF. YINFeZETA0eYI' IL( I I • (OeZ.jb*TM2eTMZ-;,I_bBkeTM2eUoN3 I )e
I S_RT(CUU(I JJN) )e(2,IM32339 - l,1832339el, H2)eqo1983e}2U
C -
C MOVE F'ORW&RD VALUIrc; TO B&CK VALUE_,
C
Dr) 6,1,.' I'=1 _,,l't
U( I ,,IO)=LI(|,,ITS)
SH( ! I,)OI=$HI 1 ,JN)
H( ] iJPI)=li( I IJ_l)
El/U{ ! _ JO ImC_H/( I sJ_J9
CI!V I I _J_ t =CIIV ( I _JN)
CVV( I _JO)=CvV( t _JN)
C_:;v(I,J_I = C_IJ(I_JN)
U( | _JA) = Ull,Jr))
CtJU(I,JA) • CUU( llJ_l
EPSt' I _Jr)) • FmS( I 9JN)
EPS(I,J_: • E!=3l I ,Jt3l















COHi4ON /¥TABt.E/ YrJ|.IZS_) IBGPI2_U) tBGPP(2sQI eIYT|LPt|YTILFe
! CYTIL(6)




COH_QN/CONST /SIN|TtXINITtxMAXIOELTAI tSNI tSN2t_N3tLPSLNI oEPSLNZo
E:PSLN3tCO_VRGteZDYtO_ToODYSe
COd_O_/COUNT /NYeNTI INY21Ny3_JOIJNtJAtN(LINELI IN_PtNHAXINY|
CO_dg_/_TAT_ /i_TATNIHAXITtITER
CO,4MO_/_E'_ /RST_RtR_TPe_XSTARt_)L_T_oOLS_TH
REAO { IT_PE:I ISTATN
It( ISTATN-Iq_RDI IJt3OtZU
F_R_r (//37H TNEqE IS NO
C;LL EXIT
RESTART DATA FOR $]ATIONIISI/)
READ _ST_RT _ATA F_R 5TAIIO_ [R$_Oo
B&CK_PAC_ [TAPE
REAO (ITA_E) IST4TNtNYtDYtZETAOoZE_A_ZETANoZETAP_ZSTAR¢I ItDSZIllo
| YZETAIYTZE:T&oY_Et_STPHISNTGRLI_WUSII (U(|I_I tH| |tJ|
2 _ALP;4t( [ oJ_ll tILPHA( ! PJoZ) oA_PHAI 1 oJI3) o_H( I oJ) till oNYI oJ_i 13It
A (_
3 Or( I ) ol=itNYl tiT( I I tYTl_(l I _GP( i _ tBGPPI l_tlnlt NMAXI
RE#|_O [rAPE













CSPCALC PERFOR_ A SERI_"S
C
OF £NTRnwY'PHESSU_E CALCULATIINSe
COHHON /POINTS/ HSUNII3ItSsUN(13)_CPRI|3)e DLVTP(|3)IOLVpT¢|3)t
1 _AMHASI |3| _P(13) _TZtPPPII3I_ IM(13_tSONVE_||3| I
2 TTT(131
COMMOM/_PECES/COE_ |ZP7t30) tS( 30| tEN|3Ot|31 tENLN|38)tNO|3QIt





















_ET O-F ANO INITIAL TEMPERATURE GLJESS. (ENTROPy STORED AS SOe)
TTmT|NII)
eeee_ nF |S EQUAL TO FUEL/OX|DIZE_ qEIGHT RATine HAY |7t|973
_Pll) • I.
DO _ l•ltL
BOll) • (_Pl I IeB_P( | ti ) * wPI_)oRuP( I t21 )/(WP( | I • IPI2) I





C e THE TEST F_R E_UALITY BETWEEN
1_ (TTeNEe 3e) GO TO 23
|r INPT ,E@. ')1 RE TURN
2J K•J
Ca TH_ TEST F_ EQUaLITy BETWEEN
Ir ||PeE_eNPeOReTTeEQoOel
K_NPT
lr (NPToNE*I3I GO TO qo
30 IF (K offOo _) RETURN
NPT•_
.t¢._ NPTaNPTe|
C SAVE CO_POSITIONS FOR
UO &D ! • I_S
&_ ENI ! tNPY) • EN( | eK)
RETURN
END
NONoINI[_RS MAT NOT dE MEANIN6FUL,
t_O'_-INTE_ERS MAY NOT BE MEANINGFULe
GO TO 30


















CTAFLrS _ORMALI?E TABLES AND INITIALIZE IABLE POINTERS FOR SUBROUTINE
C XNTFRP, INITIALIZE _ALL AND EUGE CONDITIONS FOR PERFECT





























NORMALIZE k& VS, X TABLE AN D INITIALIZE COBTOUR PHOPERTIES,











NORMALIZE SIEPS|ZE TABLES AND INITIALIZE STEPblZF OS,
SO
DO _G I_i oLSK1AR
























sET UP _pnT_ VS, X TABLE AN D INITIALIZE SMDIN.
DC 2_¢: TeloLMDIA_
5_TABI ;)-SMDTAB(T)_S_DN




mACK ANO AVENAGE VALUES EQUAL FORWARD VALUES |NITIACLye
$_D_O'SHP_N
S_DW-SM_
SE1 uP T_ vS, x TABLE eND INITIALIZE 1WALL.
bC_ 3_,'_ I=i tLT_VTAR
X1A_Tv_( I ) = XTA_T,':( ! )$XNDI_ M
] T _, X P _,'_
C_LL L Cllr.' _ ; X t XT A_Tt, t TWT_H t L T._'T A_ _ I I WXP t TWALL )
JF t ( ]DFI_L .b'f.'. ).AK_D. (INJH2.Er)._.)) GU TO 390
,., v D R O _ tr H - n X y G E _
pRIrSSt)RE TaR! E HAS BEFe_ INPUT,,
I.c;ENTROP _ C [.XPANS_ON.
E (_ U | L ! _l R t U M e
SET UP' PE V._e X TABLE" FOR
DO 3S_ ]=i,LPETAR
PE1AB( T ]=PETAB(I }_PEN
XTA_PL( I ) • XTABP_ ( | )eXHt_E M
IPEXP=_i
tALL HOOnF TO _0 ISENTWOPIE FXPAN_IUN AT EDGE OF BOUNDARY LAYER
10 OPTAI_ EDGE t'FL. OCITY TABLE UEIAB,
(PEDGL A_;D TEDGE HAVF BEE_ _NPUT,)
C;,LI HOnr)E (2t
_.ET VFLOCITY TeuLF_ LENGTH ANI_ F'LA(_S. (XTARPE |_ AN_UHENT TABLE
II/EXP=U























P E H F E C T G A S O P T I O N •




cALL IGOD[ _ITH TEDGE AND PEDGE TO OBIA|N SHEDGE AND HEDGEr




GIVEN A PRESSIJRE TAbLEt GENERATE A VELOCITy TABLEt OR VICE VERSA,
TH_ TEST Fn_ EQUALITY BEIWEEP! NnH-INTE_P5 HAY NOT bE MEAN|NGFULe
|F(PF. TAR(! I,EQ,'I,)GO TO q_j
TM|m(GANrlA-I,)/GAHMA














XTABPEI ! }mXTARPEI IIeXNOHM
SdEmHEOGE-UETA_( I lee2/Ze
PETA_II) u PTOTeISHE/HE{)GE)_eTHI






EVALUATE PEDGEB_ OPEDSN_ AN D I;EOGE FRUN TARLE$ _ENERATED,
CALL XNTERP IXtUEDGEtDUMHf|_ZUEXPtXT&BPEtOETABtLUET'ABtCUE_tIUEXP!





9d|_ FqRMAT (2SH VELOCITY TABLE GENERATEDI/SXII3N[DGE VELOCITY//
I (_EI_,6)I
_RITE (6,?_J2_) IXTARpEIIItIIItLUET ABI
9_2 _ FORHAT (/bX,IqHAxIAL DISTANCE//(REIS.6) |
_gSTNG UETAB VERSUS XTA_PKt GENEHATE A TABLE OF LINEAR OUEUX VEHSUb
x _T MIDPOINTS* INCLUDE FIRST AND LAST X, START AT END OF UETA5*
IF'(I_IIETAq. GT.I)GO T() _2Li
L')Uf)'( TI j
UETA!_(I) • I, j
bO TO SeJtl
_2_ LDoJD_T • I. IIF-TAB • !
XTOUOx(Lr'),JI)XT)aXTARpE- (I.UF. TA_A)
UF..TA_IL_tJ;)XT) = (Ati[TARILUETAR! - IJILIAI'3t, LUE fAU'i|ill XTABPFILUfr'-IAB)
I " XTtHP[ (I-uE'T AS" I ) )
L"4 III. IJr T _- |
DO .'55_ I_ml ,L_I
J-_LUET AS+ I " I
ATdLII)](I J I =..;t':Je ( XT eJi]PE I J- t ) eXT ABPF. ( J I )
5_._ UF. TAR(J! • ILJ_TAF_(,)) - U['-TAH(J-I I)/(XTABPE(J) " ATABpF.(J-|))
XTDU_}X ( ! IIXTA,]pE( I )





INITIALIZE VEl. OCIYv DERIVATIVE,
CALL LC'IRV (XoXTDUDX_UETAH,Lr)UDX'T , II)tH'_XPt_UEi)X)
O'JF_'_',_',I_n:IEDX.C05( TItW(,2 ) )
_ACK A,_I) AVERAGE VAI.UES E_AIJAI. FORWARD VALUE5 INITIALLY,
DUED_OI_UEDSN
DIJEDS_DIJEDS;J





CTFCBL TRANSPIRATIOH AND FILM COOLING UUUND&RY LAYEK PROGRAM
C INIT|ALIZATTON AND CONTROL ROUTINE
C CI4AF_GES TG TFCBL
C
CGMM_NIOEVENO/U(_5_I3) iH|Zs_t31 _ALPHA(25013o3I DRHO¥12501 tSH(25013I
COMH_N/INOEP /SID_eXtDXITizSO) tDY
COMMON/PROP /RH0(25_13) ;SHU(2bUI3) oPR(ZSOt3| oBLL(i_Ut3) )
! SHI (2SOm2t?ltSCliZSOtZt9|tTf2S_e3) IAY(2SO )
COMMON/TPROP /EPSf250e3) tPRT(2Sbt3) t_LET(250t3)
COMMON /VTABLE/ YTIL(ZS_| t_GP(2Su)tBbPP(gSO)t|TTILP;|VT|LFt
I CyTIL(6) -
COMMO_:/_&T_X /AI2S_t3) tB(2_C)
COH_O_/XTABL_/RWTA6ISOQ) t ATAqRW(_U_) tLRWTARo IR_XP|_RWX_6|t
! pETAb(5OU) IXTABPE(50_) tLpETABt|PEXPtCPEX_6) _

















COMMOh_ /GPARAM/ DLSTARtTMETAtTAUW_IAUI tRCFtS_WtS1ANtSNTG_L_







COMMON/StIMARY/SIIMARY| J_3_) tNR(CtN51A;|STAtNYARt |ORUMtLAST
COMMON/|DEBUG/IDEBUGI3ItKMoD_PeKEND_P














































MA_SLtPHA_['Lt_I pNAMUL,RAMO_RAMTJB(20) ,REYoSQ_O_| t












COMH()N /OMOR|/ CUUI2_Ut_I tcUVI_t3/ tCVV(_Ot3) tCW_(_Ot_) _AMAe£_
_AIA HL. AtJK_P|[/6H t3.lu15926S3/
i) IMLtJSInN PI1ABIS_b|t TITA_ISbQ)t VI1ABISOO)
! tXA(l_¢..) tXITA_(_L_) tYA(i_U_) IY|TAU(_CU) tZMTAB(_O|
L_UIVALEh:CE (CPITAUt_H| ( I _ I .3)) tfP|TCBtPETAP),IPOII_BISHI(I t lib)),
I {T|TARtSHI(I tl ,2)) _(VITA_tSHI (i tI tN| )t_ITARtXTAUR_| t
(YITA_tRWTA_| t (TMTARt_H| I I t I o ! ) It (PEUGEtPEOGLB) t











C_NVRGtCPLT_htDELTAI tr_xl tOXLIM_EPSLIN_EP_LN! t
FPSLN2tEPSLN3tFMOL*T_GAMMAtGPO_HPRUFsICOOLtIDEALe
|_ERU_e |NEoMPt IN'TAT e I_TDK.|POLYelRSR_e IRSwRt




















































_ 15 lal,i_ '






























































|F bY,. X+ AI';D PE TAbLE_ ARE INPUT FHOh TDK t R_AD TDKINP tJAHLLIbT.
t!NUS_D TDIr TAttLE5 ARE" "rEI_Pt'IRARILY NLJD |hTo 5HI At'RAY,
IF/ ItiTD_.E_,_}GO TO 2U
_EAD I_.TDKINP!
DO 16 |•1 .LRWTAR
XTABPE(T } • XTAR_(I )
DO I_ |=ttNHAX
5HI ( t.l .din,:.




READ EUUIt. IRRIUM CHEHISTRT DATA AND INITTALIzE STOR&GE IN ODEe
{PROGNAM PRESENTLY HANDLE% HYDROG_N-UXYGE_ SYSTER ONLYe )
IF'(II)EALeEQ,d)CALL HOODE { II
IF( ( IDEAL.,Ei#e ! ) oAND, ( INJHZoEQe I ) I CALL HOODEL I )
_ET CONSTANTS BASED ON INPUT*
THE
NFLIBN(L-I















yNITIAI, IZ_ Xo So AND ZETAe
cHECK IF THIS CASE IS RE$1ARTED FROM A PREVIOUS CASL_ IF
REINITIALIZE TABLES ANO SKIP APPROPRIATE INITIALIZATIONe





DO 2|6 | • | INY
UI ! _JimlJ( I oJN)
H( | tJ!mH| | oJN)
CIItJ( | oJ)• CUU( i _JN)






EPSfloJ ) • EPSIII,JN)
sH( I oJ)U_H( I oJN I
AL-PH_(IoJoi)•ALPHAf| eJNol }
AI. PHA.( |t,JI3)mALPHA( I oJNo3)





yF U OR SH PROF[I.ES WENE INPUT, DET[RPtlNE zlrTAO FROM U PROF|L(




I =LIIPROI:'÷ I -K
Tt'Ia_BS( (UPROF( | I-UPROF (LUpROF))/UPROF(LUpROFI )
IF" (1HI .GE* _.Cll,.a) GO TO 233
T_2 • TH|
GO TO 23_
233 YRY°'_Z=YHYNU ( ]+ | )" ( ¥BYNU ( I* | )"YBYNUf | I ),e (TM2-O*UI) / (TH2-'TM!)
clo TO 25(!
235 COr,'T I _UF
2_'_) nO 2q5 _ • I 0LHPROF
| a, LHP_ OF',,. | -K
TMI=ABS( (HPROF ( ! )'HPI_OF ( I, HpRf)l r } ) /HPRQIr {LHPNOF | )
IF (THI .GE, _'.'JIC) GO TO 2q]
TH,Z • Till
_0 T_J 2q_
?q3 Y_Yt'J?BYPYNH(|'e'| )'(YEITNH| I+| )'TBYNH| I))e|TM2"OelaI)/ITH2-THI)
GG TO 2_J
2'45 CONT|NU£






SET ]:='ITI,_,L AI.PHA_ FOu T-P EOI'TLIFiI'tlll _ (,.ALCULA1 ION.
AFVJAL. L=APROFt I )
%ET LIP TABLES AND rNI]|AL|ZE X-DEPLNPENT WALL AND EDGE COND|T|ONS,
CALL TAnLES
XHAX=AMINI (XMAXtXL|HtLI)XL IH) 0XTAB_KIL_KTA_| )
TF!_ TESI Ff)_ /OUALITV _ETWEEN _InN-INTE_ER5 HAY NoT BE MEAN|NGFIJLo
|FtZFTAef.EQ.j. )GO TO 2_
zErAPuZETAPI
GO TO 3_
CALCULATF INITIAL ZETAP IF NOT INPUTo
23 REYL • RHOEB=UEDGEoURLFeBLREF/SHUE_









36 ZSTAR( I ) • ZErAO - O_eZ_TAp









31 FORMAT (INlt33Xt2NPlOt17Xt IHU,19XolHK*I8Xt3HEPS/|
D_ 32 I=1 oNY
AL • U( | IJNI/UINYtdN)
A2 • CUU( I IJN)/U(NYoJNIee2
A3 • EPS( |oJN)ISHO_EF
32 _RITE (6t36) I IAIoAZtA3
36 FOR_IAT (33X0|3t_X_ IP3E2Q*7)
_AI.CULATE LAMINAR TRANSPURI ANO THERMUOYNAM|C P_OPEHT|E5 AT EACH
MF_Ft PO|NT. (8LE CONSTANT FO_ NN_|
37 DO ;_ I • | oNY
dl._(l o,JN) • A_EW|S
iF| IDLAL,GT.UIGO TO _0
CALL NOOSE Iq)
GO TO 70
pRFSET QUANTITIES WH|CH ARE C_)NSTAN! _OR IDEAL GAS OPTIONe
_ CnNTI_IIJE
IF( lNJI42,[Q,I } G_ TO I01
D_ 60 |_1 tNY
AL. PHA(| t.JNt i )_io
$ttl(ltJNtl)=l,
6U _C|( i tJNo I ) • IoO
00 |3J I=I sNY
_H_=_H( I tJhIeUREF_URFF
CALL IGO_E IT(ItJNI,SHB._EDGERtutRHOHtSNUB_PR(ItJN| )
RHO(I tJN)_HOB/RH_REF




7(] DO 8U I • ltPlY
Flllm RGPIII/(ZFTANeLLTANeREY]NF|
E ( | ) • RHO( X tJN}e_GPI I )e_ETAPeYT|L( I }/ZET&N
P_T( I tJNl=l.






rALCULATE TURBULENT TRANSPURT PNUPERT|FS AT EACH NESH POINTo
IF" ( LA_r_K'EQ • O ) GO TO HI
D O R2 I=ItNY
_2 E=S(IwJNI • u,O
GI} TO B3
qi CALL EDDY
_OVE FORWARD TO BACK VALUEIHe





CIIU(| iJn) • CIJU( | eJN)
CUVIImJO) • CIIQIIeJN)
CVV(IIJO! = CVV(iIJN!
CWW( | _Jnt = CW¥_(| tJN|
5H| ( I iJn. ISPI•SHI (| tJNe|SP|
I1"1 5Cl(! tJO,ISP) • qCiIItJNelSP|
T ( | tJO)mT( I tJNI
EPS( I ,Jnt=EPS( I wJN)
PPT( I IJn;=PRT( | tJN|
_I.ETI I tJnl • BLOT( ! tJN}
cALCULATE bROSS ROUNDARY LAYER PANAMEIER5 AT 5 • 5INIT,
]F(]RSR_eGToO|RHO(NYtJAIIRH()(NYtJN)
CALl. PAQ_;'IS
pRINT AT INITI&L STATION.




HAVING COHPLFTED ALL |M|TIALIZATION= _ULVE THE BOUNDARY LAYER FHU_
X • XINIT TO X • XHAXe
CALL EXECUT
IF(RSTAq,GT,o.)wRITE r6tgnw_) RSIPR
98n_ FORHAT (////_2H THROAT RA_|U$ CORREC1EO FOR DISPLACEMLNT
I I IHTH|CKNESS •t IPEINe7)
_RITE ¢6_33_1
33,: FORHAT (///27X=7SHTARLE OF CORRECTED cONTOUR PO|NT5 NORHALIZEP AND
I IIlMEf_SIONAL AN_ nELTA HTAR///|7XtI_HX (NORMAL|ZEDI_IIX_
2 INHY (NORHALIZE_)_BX_ITMDELTA STAR (FEETI_IJX=I|H_ (IN FEET)=




D_ 3[)_ _ • I tNREC
R[Ab I IO_UM) NST_((SUtIARt( I tJ) = J • ItNVAR) t I • 1 =NST|
- 238 -
U_ 3flu L • ! tNST
XCCP • S_I,ARY(Lt2 )/_srPP
Y{'CP m _IIHAR¥(LI i..,|/RSTPN
|r (SIJMARY(Lt2u) oLT, XSTANI GO TO 31_
MAP • HAP • I
XAINAP) = XCCP
YA(_AP) • _CCP
3_i_ h_|TE (6t3_|_) MoXCCPlYCCPtSU_ARYILt_ItSUMARYILtZUIeSUMARY(LelO)
3q(_ FORHAT (IS| IXIIPSEZSoS)
• Tire TEST FOR EQUAL|Ty BETWEEN NON-|NTEGERS MAy NOT BE MEANINGFULe
IF(RH_EK,EQoJ,)RH_EK•RHOINytJN)IRMOR_F







9QC_ F_RHAT (//lllqH THRUST LOS S •IIPF I_eT)

























HSU_tHPP(2| tRHO(2I eVMINI2I tVRLS(glt_PI2|e










B{ II) • I_PIllORuP( ! tl)
C_LL [QLR_M
TZmTT
THF T_ST FOR EQ0tALITY BETWEEN






















DIMEtlSION AINNt3I _AAIZS{:) _'BfN_) tHl_12bO) oXINMI
FORWARD ELIMINATION
kp( ! )sAil t3)IA'l lt_l
B_( j)m_ll }IA(I o2)
AAAmAI | o2)-AA| I-I )eA(| I|)
AA( I ImAI I _)/AA_
BHI ] 1mill i )-PB( I-t )_AI I tl) )/AAA

















_UUTINE TO CALCULATE VISCOSE TY AND PHANOTL NUMBER FON
HYDROGEN-OXYGEN SYST_ FROM mIXTURE FBRMULASo THIS SUBROUTINE
REPt. ACES ODE SUBROUTINE Vv_CX=
VISCO5ITIES (LRMtF1-SEC) STORED IN VISCE|IIo
PRINDTI. NURRER _rORED IN PRfI|e








COMHON /VI_cXO/ VlSCE(13) opel13 )
CO_Mi)N/Cp T /Cp| (30) tCpRAR
DTH[N_|0N FKI_(9) t_HU(9) tF tlhT(9) oPM_ (vtg) I_MUH(_o) tSMUH2(SO) t
! SMUH20(b_) tSMUO(_U) tSHUOHibO| tSMUO_(_) tTTAB_)
| tSMUNISC| tSHUN0(h_I tSMI)NZ|_U)
SP_CIE$ MnLECULAR WEIGHt5 STC_ED IN F_WT IN SAME ORDER AS TN(RMO
OATAt NAHELY (1 t H (Z) tt 2 (3! HZU (ql O 151 OH (6) O2








(TTAB(| I oSHUN(II .SPUH2II | tS_UHZU(I !
tl n I_l_l/
i_.o 3_,3E'6t 37o8_'6o 'IUoUE'6t 7Ue
2UO" o _6,9E'6t 66e6E'6 t 770 IEobt 13_e
3gOD, 7qo9E-6o 89eZEO6oI_qebE'bJ188e



























































_Oo ,367._E'6._q_oqE'6t 1_130E'6t_P_eqE'6t IU_UeEob_IO83eE'6t
3_UUe_37_.2E-6_S3olE°6tlJ33oEo6tluUeoE-6JlUl_eE_6ellO3eE'6t
37_b0 _3K_.9_'_610_['6_ IO_3=F'btlU26oE'6j 1_36e[-6_ 1_30E'6_












( ! ) tS_UH2( I ) _S_U_?U( 1 ) tSHUU(I ) tS_!UOH( ! ) tSMUOZI 1 )
t_gze7E°bt ! 13leEobt t_96eE-6el|O7eEo6_t199oEobJ
oSUOoSEO6tll_U,EObolll3oE-6oll2qoEe6ol?18oE'6o
osDR. I[°_o ! 1690E'6t 1130oEo6tl IqZetd6tl2_7eE'6o
o_lSt7Eo6t ! leSoE'6o IlqTo_-6_llSgoEi6ol?bSoE'6t
_230ZEo_t lZ_6eE'6j 116qoE'Kt| l_boEi6jl?TqoEo6j
_3O$7E'O_I_2_oE'6sli_IE'itI|q2eE-6_IZ_2oE'6_ -
_S3BolEo6e12_3,E'6_l197eE-6t IZOge_o6tt3iOeE'6t
















































971eTE'6t I_uTe3[°6t |_oTE'6t 1_3709_o6t|_30 IEo6t 106_el[o6t
|_300Eo6tl_97,_[o6,11t2,bE'6,l127olE'6/
0,'1 I..IIa Itl t_IPT











LCUPV (TTT(1) tTrA_t_MUtlt_t II_EMu(I) )
LCURV ITTT(I)_TTAB_SMUH2tsU,Ix_MtJ(2))
LCURV (TTTflItTTABtS_uH2OtSUtlX_EMU(3))
LCURV (TTT(I) _TTAStSMUOt_t IXl[nu(q))
LCURV (TTT(I) tTTABt_MUOHtSUt IXt[MU(S) )
LCtJRV (TTT( I ) _TTABtS_tuO?t_Ut IXt_M_J(6) )
LCURV(TTT! t) tTTABtSMU N _Sdt IX_EMU(7) )
LCUHV(TTT( I ) _TTABtSMtJN(]t%_tIAo_Uf_))
LCU_V(TTTII)tTTAB_SMUNZ_SU_IXtE_U(9))
oBTAIN SPECIES C p AND CPDAR, CONVLJWT CP-S TO
2O
CALL CPSPEC (TTT(I Itl)










CAI CULATE VISCOSITY ENUBAK (IN POISESI I CONDUCT.IVITY EKDBARo












[KD(ll) • EmUlillello3225_eCPi(ll! + J.gs696_9U62S/FMWT(I|))
EKOHAR • [KDqAR + EKD(lll/TM2
_T_RE _NSWERSo
VISCE(I)uEMUBARIO,U6722






CZFUN( EVALUATE BOUNDARY LATER TH|CKNESS FUNCTION Z[Tle
C
COM_N/_p[ND/U|2_t3) |H(25_t3) IALPHA(2_Ut3tJ) tRHO_|_O) ISHi_SUI _)
COMHON/|_r_[p /StDstX tDXtY| 25_) tOY







COMHON/LTABLE/TWTAB(I_G) tXTABT_( IUUItLTWTABo|TWXP ,
! $_DTAR¢ iOG)_xTAHHDIiuO) _LMDTABt|NOXp
COM_ON /ZCALC/ ZETAOtz_TAozETANtLE_APozSTAR(3) tOSZf2) tyz(TAt
! YTZETAIY(_G(
COHMCN/WALL_C/T_ALLtSHWALLt_WALLtSHDWOtSMD_tSM_WN
COM_ON /E[GEBC/ TFDGEISHEDGE tHED_EtUtOGEtPED_EBtAFEOGEtDUEDSU,
1 DUEDSIDUEDsktOPEDSN
COHHON/N_MAL./BLR_FtUREFtRHOREFtSMURLFtREYINF
COHHON/COUNT /NYINT| tNY_oNy3tJOtJNtJAtNELeNE_| eNSPINHAXtNT|




IF IT_l *GEo _oOl_) _O TO bO
T_Z • TNI
YZ_1AxY( I+11"DYe| TM2-Oo'_l )/1 _M2-TMi )
_O TO 22C
CChTINUE
rIND YTZETA COHREqPON_ING TO YZ[TA.
CALL XNTERP fYZETAtYTZETA,_L'M_TI _I_IILPt_eYTIL,NTtG_TILtlYTILF)
IYTILFB|YTILP
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